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An experiment was conducted to test listeners’ emotional responses to Baroque and modern 
musical excerpts written to portray the same affective content. A dimensional (valence and 
arousal) model was used to capture and assess listener responses. The Baroque excerpts were 
drawn from Johann David Heinichen’s treatise Der General-Bass in der Composition. Modern 
excerpts were selected from a set designed by Vieillard et al. (2008). It was found that 
responses differed between music from the two time periods. Modern music was better decoded 
than Baroque music. Patterns of acoustic-structural cue utilisation corresponding to listener 
ratings were examined, and found to agree with the existing literature. The cues discussed are 
tempo, mode, pitch height, interval size, and texture. Tempo was seen to have a positive effect 
on both valence and arousal. The major mode was associated with positive valence, the minor 
mode with negative valence. Interval size was positively correlated with valence. No other 
effects of cue levels on valence and arousal were clear. Baroque excerpts were found to have 
higher values for tempo and pitch height than modern excerpts for all emotion portrayals. A 
comprehensive literature review detailing significant research and theoretical frameworks in 
the fields of emotion research in general and music and emotion in particular was conducted 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Emotion is a central facet of musical experience. Philosophical speculation on the emotional 
content of music can be traced back to the earliest of times, and continues unabated to this day. 
Scientific research in this area has been extensive, and has a long and storied history.  The 
present thesis aims to expand this research in the historically comparative domain, by 
comparing the emotional portrayals of Baroque and modern musical excerpts, each written in 
accordance with the predominant theories of musical emotion of their respective times. 
Before the beginning of the Baroque period around 1600, musical composition was primarily 
concerned with questions of internal structural relations. Vocal music was the style of the day. 
Thick polyphonic textures, layering voices against each other with overlapping words, 
frequently distorted the text to the point of incomprehensibility (Rochberg, 1997:171-172). The 
pure aesthetic beauty of the counterpoint was prized above all else (Palisca, 2001). Emotional 
expression was far from the forefront of the minds of most composers in the 16th century. This 
was not to last. 
The radical break in musical style around 1600 is often referred to as the seconda pratica. The 
term was coined at the time of this new development, representing a conscious break with 
inherited tradition – it may however do more work in modern parlance than was originally 
intended (Carter & Chew, 2001). The new style, championed most famously by Claudio 
Monteverdi, held as a key ideal the clear and intelligible setting of text to music (Rochberg, 
1997:171). This consideration gave composers licence to break with the old rules of 
counterpoint to more closely adhere to the expressive intention of the text, laying the 
foundations for the rapid rise of expression as the primary purpose of music. 
A number of tangible musical changes occurred in rapid succession at the beginning of the 17th 
century. Symmetry was eroded, dissonance saw freer use, and harmony began to develop in 
the direction of modern tonality. Melody took pride of place in musical composition, written 
always in accordance with the expressive intentions of its text (Rochberg, 1997:170-171). For 
the present purpose, these developments are most interesting insofar as they led to the 
development of Baroque theories of emotional expression. 
A group of late-16th century music theorists known as the Florentine Camerata was responsible 
for an early and influential theory in this vein. They were of the opinion that music may achieve 
emotional expression through imitation of the human voice. This was codified in terms of a 




to a state of high emotion (Kivy, 1980:18-20). This theory was immediately applicable to 
composers of the time looking to imbue their music with specific expressive properties. 
The theory of musical emotional expression that served as a foundation for Baroque composers 
was put forward after the time of the Camerata. This was René Descartes’ theory of the passions, 
most notably expounded in his 1649 treatise The Passions of the Soul. His highly technical 
theory was adopted and adapted by many music theorists, most famously Johann Mattheson. 
Mattheson placed great emphasis on the centrality of emotion in music, seeing it in essence as 
music’s raison d’être (Buelow, 2001a). These attempts by Baroque writers to lay out technical 
bases for emotional expression came around the turn of the 20th century to be referred to as the 
“Doctrine of the Affections” (Buelow, 2001b). This diverse yet united body of literature forms 
the historical point of comparison for the present research, as it represents one of very few (at 
least partly) formalised theories of musical expression present in the history of Western Art 
Music. 
Modern developments in the theory of musical emotional expression have been swift and wide-
reaching since the early 20th century. Core debates still rage strong: can music truly cause 
listeners to feel emotion? By what mechanism do composers imbue their works with emotional 
content, and how do listeners recognise this content? Are the techniques of musical emotional 
expression invariant and universal phenomena, or are they specific to time and place? Although 
many such issues remain unresolved, remarkable progress has been made, particularly in the 
investigation of acoustic-structural cues and their relation to emotion portrayal in music.  
The present research is situated at the intersection of musicology and cognitive psychology. It 
utilises an empirical methodology, for two principal reasons. First, there is strong precedent in 
the literature for the use of such a framework, and the format derived from it will allow the 
present research to enter directly into conversation with this literature. The second justification 
for the use of an empirical methodology is based on the two primary research questions of this 
thesis, which are best approached by means of the experimental generation of data. 
1.1 Research aims 
The present research aims to determine whether contemporary listeners recognise the intended 
emotional content in Baroque music. This is assessed quantitatively and comparatively, by 
gathering data on listeners’ recognition of emotion in samples of Baroque and modern music. 
Three emotional portrayals are examined, each embodied in one excerpt from each time period. 




similarity of their recognition accuracy can be determined. The patterns of acoustic-structural 
cues present in the present musical excerpts are examined. There is a large body of literature 
pertaining to the effects of these cues on emotional portrayal and recognition. The second aim 
of this research is to examine whether the results found in the literature are applicable to the 
musical excerpts used in this experiment. The results generated by the present experiment 
represent an exploration of the variability of musical emotional expression over time. 
The choice of Baroque music as a historical point of comparison is motivated by the present 
author’s interest in Baroque music performance. This research aims to explore certain questions 
relating to emotional expression in Baroque music, in order to create scope for further research. 
This line of research is hoped to yield information useful to performers of Baroque music, 
which can be applied at the practical level. 
1.2 Research questions 
1. Are there differences in contemporary listeners’ perceptions of emotion in Baroque and 
modern (academically conceived, 21st-century Western tonal) music, where that music 
was designed to portray the same emotion? 
2. How do compositional-structural parameters contribute to the portrayal of emotion in 
this music? 
These questions are particularly amenable to empirical investigation. In their generalised form, 
they are here taken to amount to two empirical questions: (1) holding the intended emotion 
constant, do judgements of emotion by listeners (both musicians and non-musicians) differ for 
Baroque, as opposed to modern, musical excerpts? (2) Can patterns of acoustic-structural cues 
in the excerpts can be used to explain similarities and differences in emotion recognition by 
listeners? 
The first research question will be investigated by an inferential-statistical assessment of data 
generated by an experiment. The second will be explored by means of appeal to compositional 
cues present in the musical materials used in that experiment, and will be discussed with 
reference to a statistical description of compositional cues. 
1.3 Overview of thesis 
This thesis is broadly divided into two sections. The first section (chapters 2 to 5), which 
comprises a comprehensive literature review, is structured as follows. First (chapter 1), a large 




focus of this chapter is on exploring the two predominant general theories of emotion: discrete 
emotion theory and dimensional theory. Second (chapter 2), theories of musical emotion will 
be explored and assessed on their relative levels of empirical support. The question of whether 
music can induce emotion or only be recognised as portraying emotion is discussed. Third 
(chapter 3), prior research on acoustic-structural cues related to the portrayal of emotion in 
music will be examined. Finally (chapter 4), the literature review will be taken full circle, and 
Descartes’ theory of the passions will be discussed, and traced through some of its musical 
developments. This chapter also contextualises the selection of excerpts representative of the 
Baroque period. Throughout the literature review, the foundations of an experimental model 
will be laid. 
The second section of the thesis (chapters 6 to 8) describes and reports on experimentation. 
First (chapter 6), the design of the experiment will be explained in detail. Second (chapter 7), 
the experimental procedure and results will be presented. Finally (chapter 8), these results will 
be discussed in terms of the two principal research questions stated above, and related to the 
existing literature. A brief concluding section (chapter 9) will summarise the results, reflect on 





CHAPTER 2. RESEARCHING EMOTION: THEORY AND 
METHODOLOGY 
Emotion is central to human life, and has been a subject of intellectual consideration since the 
earliest of times. Despite the ubiquity of emotional experience across cultures and ages, there 
is a serious and pervasive problem of definition associated with formal and informal 
investigations in this area (Kleinginna & Kleinginna, 1981; Scherer, 2000; Juslin & Sloboda, 
2001, Fehr & Russell, 1984). For the purposes of this chapter, the early theoretical formulations 
of emotion will be disregarded (although some sources from the 16th to 18th centuries will be 
examined in chapter 5). The theories under review here will pick up from the time of Darwin, 
and continue through to contemporary developments in psychology and neurology. These are 
the theories underpinning, in one way or another, the modern field of emotion research.  
A seminal attempt to define emotion was made in 1981 by Paul and Anne Kleinginna (Sloboda 
& Juslin, 2001:75). They based their definition on a review of 92 prior definitions from various 
sources, which they compared to find points of agreement (Kleinginna & Kleinginna, 
1981:345). The definition they reached reads as follows: 
Emotion is a complex set of interactions among subjective and objective factors, mediated by 
neural/hormonal systems, which can (a) give rise to affective experiences such as feelings of 
arousal, pleasure/displeasure; (b) generate cognitive processes such as emotionally relevant 
perceptual effects, appraisals, labelling processes; (c) activate widespread physiological 
adjustments to the arousing conditions; and (d) lead to behavior that is often, but not always, 
expressive, goal-directed, and adaptive. (Kleinginna & Kleinginna, 1981:355) 
The drive towards a consensual definition of emotion gained impetus over the following 
decades. Scherer (2000:138) notes that along with the wide adoption of a generally 
“multicomponential” view of emotion, there is also broad agreement as to the nature of at least 
three of these components, often referred to as the “reaction triad” of emotion. These are: 
physiological arousal, motor expression, and subjective feeling. Most participant-based 
empirical studies on emotion, as well as those specifically investigating music and emotion, 
aim to examine one or more of these components.  
Alongside the “reaction triad”, a number of other emotion components and criteria have been 
proposed, with varying degrees of support. A few of the most influential include: cognitive 




2000:138-139; Frijda et al., 1989:213), and at least some degree of dynamic synchronicity 
between component processes (Scherer, 2000:138).  
Having laid out some necessary criteria of a definition of emotions, it is possible to differentiate 
emotions from other affective phenomena. This will avoid confusion among the different types 
of affective phenomena that have relevance to music, an issue that has been noted as pervasive 
in the music and emotion literature (Scherer & Zentner, 2001:362; Konečni, 2008:115-116). 
Scherer and Zentner (2001:363) identify six types of affective phenomena. These are: 
preferences, emotions, mood, interpersonal stances, attitudes, and personality traits. All of 
these phenomena may be incorporated into studies of music and emotion. Of these, mood is 
the most susceptible to confusion with emotion. 
In contrast to emotions as defined above, moods may be defined as: “[a] diffuse affective state, 
most pronounced as change in subjective feeling, of low intensity but relatively long duration, 
often without apparent cause (cheerful, gloomy, irritable, listless, depressed, buoyant)” 
(Scherer & Zentner, 2001:363). The difference is clear – whereas emotion represents changes 
in a number of components, mood is predominantly centred on a single component, namely 
subjective feeling. Furthermore, the intensity and duration of moods contrast with those of 
emotions. Scherer and Zentner (2001:363) define these characteristics for emotions as being of 
high intensity and relatively brief. They also suggest that moods have a low level of component 
synchronisation as compared to emotions (Scherer & Zentner 2001:363). It is important to keep 
in mind the distinction between mood and emotion when surveying the literature, and when 
considering the conceptual object of certain models (e.g. the dimensional model).  
The modern approach to the study of emotions has yielded two primary schools of thought, or 
general theories of emotion. These are discrete emotion theory and dimensional theory 
(Sloboda & Juslin, 2001:76-79; Vieillard et al, 2008:722-723; Ekman, 2016). Arguable for 
inclusion as a theory in its own right is Scherer’s component process theory (e.g. Scherer, 2000). 
However, given that, as Scherer states, the majority of modern theorists define emotions in 
terms of multiple components (Scherer, 2000:138), it seems more appropriate to subsume this 
approach into the general framework of the other theories. Despite this qualification, Scherer’s 
definition will be given separate treatment below, along with the two general theories. The 
section will conclude with a discussion of a final useful framework, which is compatible with 
both discrete emotion theory and dimensional theory, namely prototype theory (Rosch, 1978; 




2.1 Discrete emotion theory 
It will be useful first to clear up some issues of definition. Discrete emotion theory works on 
the assumption of a set of “basic” emotions, which serve vital functions in everyday life. The 
literature takes up any of three main senses of the word “basic” as applied to emotions: 
conceptual, biological, and psychological (Scarantino & Griffiths, 2011). The terms discrete, 
basic, and primary will be used interchangeably here. One of these senses of basicness, the 
biological sense, is by far the most common and will form the bulk of this section. In order to 
sidestep potential confusion, as well as delineate some useful frameworks through which to 
view the idea of discrete emotions, all three senses of the term will be discussed here. 
Conceptual basicness is defined by the position of a concept in the basic level of a conceptual 
taxonomy. The basic level is defined as containing categories which “are the most abstract 
categories of which a representative image can be formed, the categories named more quickly 
by adults, the categories used most often by parents to teach a language to their children, the 
categories designated by shorter names, and the categories learned first by children” 
(Scarantino & Griffiths, 2011:446). Investigation into the conceptual basicness of emotion 
categories has been carried out by Fehr and Russel (1984) who identified anger, fear, love, 
happiness, sadness, and a number of other “middle-level” categories as conceptually basic. The 
middle level is defined as falling below the superordinate category “emotion”, and above the 
subordinate types of each emotion, such as wrath, annoyance, rage, and fury or anger (Fehr & 
Russell, 1984:467). Shaver et al (1987) conducted similar research, cautiously limiting Fehr 
and Russell’s list to just five categories, anger, sadness, love, fear, and joy (Shaver et al., 
1987:1067-1068). 
The idea of conceptual basicness may not have application in the affective sciences (at least, 
the classical tradition of such), due to the difference between folk and scientific definitions and 
categorisations of emotional phenomena. Folk and scientific definitions draw their lines in 
terms of different criteria – where the folk definition is fairly loose and based on “family 
resemblances” (attributed to Wittgenstein), the scientific definition has historically been tied 
to the notion of natural kinds, and draws firm lines in terms of the potential of these kinds for 
inductive and explanatory generalisations. For example, the folk definition of an emotion such 
as “anger” may include states that the scientific definition would exclude (Scarantino & 
Griffiths, 2011:447). Folk definitions are at stake in the discussion of conceptual basicness, 




However, the question of conceptual basicness may be useful in examining lay conceptions of 
affect, a question which will become relevant in the following section. 
The most commonly used idea of basicness in discrete emotion theory is that of biological 
basicness, and this is the sense in which discrete emotion theory is invoked in the rest of this 
thesis, unless specifically stated otherwise. Emotions are considered to be biologically basic in 
as far as they have developed due to their adaptive value for the survival of the organism, and 
fulfil a number of specific related criteria. The idea of biological basicness of emotions 
incorporates cultural influences as well as biological ones; as much as emotions are seen as 
relying on innate (biological) affect programmes, cultural factors are seen as influencing the 
expression and realisation of these on a per-organism basis (Scarantino & Griffiths, 2011:447-
448).  
Biologically basic emotions are assumed to have adaptive value in a Darwinian-evolutionary 
sense (Scherer, 2004:246). In this way, discrete emotion theory is intimately tied to the 
psychological paradigm of functionalism (not to be confused with functionalism in the 
philosophy of mind; e.g. Turing, 1950). Functionalism in psychology may be defined as the 
use of a framework of adaptive value, based on evolutionary principles, to explain human 
functioning (Juslin, 1997a:385). Interpreted through the functionalist paradigm, the 
phenomenon of emotion has adaptive significance. Theorists working in this view proposed 
that the full range of complex emotional states may be derived from a much smaller set of 
primary emotions, which have adaptive value as time-efficient ways of dealing with life’s 
exigencies (Juslin, 1997a:385-386). Juslin sets out seven main criteria by which a primary 
emotion may be distinguished from a complex emotional state: 
Basic emotions (a) have distinct functions that contribute to individual survival, (b) are found 
in all cultures, (c) are experienced as unique feeling states, (d) appear early in the course of 
human development [ontogeny], (e) are associated with distinct autonomic patterns of 
physiological changes, (f) can be inferred in other primates, and (g) have distinct emotional 
expressions… (Juslin, 1997a:386) 
 
The adaptive value of emotions, according to a functionalist perspective, can be divided into a 
number of interrelated effects, which ought to co-occur in unique patterns for each discrete 
emotion. These tend to have a high degree of concord with the reaction triad of emotions. In a 




et al. (2011:834-835) identified five levels of effects, namely cognition, judgement, experience, 
behaviour, and physiology. From this set, experience, behaviour, and physiology correspond 
to the reaction triad (subjective feeling, motor expression, and physiological arousal). A 
secondary finding of the same study was that these three effects had a far higher level of 
covariance than the cognition and judgement effects, lending support to the idea of the reaction 
triad as comprising the “components essential to emotion” (Lench et al., 2011:849-850). 
While there are disagreements between theorists of discrete emotion as to which emotions 
qualify as biologically primary, with anywhere from seven to fourteen emotions being 
suggested to fall into this category (Scherer, 2004:246), there is also some broad level of 
agreement. Within the functionalist approach to emotion, five primary emotions appear to be 
held in general consensus. These are: happiness, sadness, anger, fear, and disgust (Sloboda & 
Juslin, 2001:77). Lench et al. indicate conditions which may give rise to the first four of these, 
stating that: “happiness is generally considered to arise from a success…sadness from failure 
or loss with no hope of reinstating the goal…anger from failure with the possibility of goal 
reinstatement (i.e., the goal is still possible with additional effort…), and anxiety [the term they 
use for what is sometimes called fear] from the anticipation of threats to important goals…” 
(Lench et al., 2011:835). It is worth noting that these four correspond to four of the five 
emotions identified by Shaver et al (1987: 1067-1068) as occupying conceptually basic status. 
The emotion of love from Shaver et al.’s list is replaced here by disgust.  
Scarantino and Griffiths give a definition of psychological basicness: “an emotion is 
psychologically basic if it does not have other emotions as constituents and it is not a species 
of another emotion” (Scarantino & Griffiths, 2011:451). The idea of “fundamentality”, or not 
being constituted of parts which are themselves emotions, is a core component in the 
formulation of the discrete emotions model. While discrete emotion theory focuses on a small 
set of primary emotions, non-primary or complex emotions are also accounted for. A common 
paradigm used to explain the existence of emotions outside of the small primary set is “emotion 
blending”, analogous to the manner in which the blending of primary colours forms the other 
colours on the spectrum. Another idea is cognitive elaboration, whereby basic emotions are 
altered through combination with other mental states (not emotions; Scarantino & Griffiths, 
2011:451). This fits with the idea of emotional species: the subordinate species of a basic 
emotion may be determined by the context of the emotion’s elicitation (as assessed using 
cognitive processes), as well as the level of intensity of the emotion. For example, excitement 




Support for the theory of basic emotions has come from a number of fields, with cross-cultural 
research yielding by far the strongest evidence. The early stages of this research focused on 
basic emotions as unitary constructs – however, since the advent of component process theory 
in the 1980s, basic emotions have been examined in terms of each of their components 
(Mesquita, Frijda, & Scherer, 1997:260). Note that these components are not themselves 
emotions, meaning that basic emotions viewed in these terms still satisfy the criterion for 
psychological basicness. The component-process approach has gained traction in cross-cultural 
studies, as it does not assume that there exist a set number of predefined basic emotions per se 
(Mesquita, Frijda, & Scherer, 1997:261), leaving room for some different emotions to manifest 
as basic in different cultures. It focuses on the presumed universality of emotion components, 
which tend to co-occur in similar patterns to form what are defined as the basic emotions. This 
allowance for some level of difference in basic emotion categories has proven profitable in 
cross-cultural research. 
Components that have been examined cross-culturally include: emotion antecedents (the 
preceding events linked to an episode of emotion), appraisal, physiological reactions, action 
tendencies, emotional expression, and subjective experience. Emotional expression and 
recognition by facial expression form the greatest and most convincing portion of the data in 
this area (Mesquita, Frijda, & Scherer, 1997; Matsumoto et al, 2002). Across all components, 
similar patterns have been found which correspond to the generally agreed-upon basic 
emotions, to differing degrees of certainty per component. Mesquita, Frijda, and Scherer (1997) 
make two important observations to situate this evidence. Firstly, the existing research has 
focused almost exclusively on emotional potential, rather than practice. While the data reliably 
indicate that the potential for emotional reactions is similar across cultures, the ecology of 
emotional life in different cultures has not been explored thoroughly, and is likely to show a 
higher level of differentiation. This level of differentiation seems to decrease as the level of 
description becomes more abstract, and increase as the level of description becomes more 
concrete. For instance, all cultures may share a reaction pattern to a type of eliciting condition; 
for example, danger eliciting fear. Per-culture differences exist to a great degree in the specific 
nature of the danger perceived (e.g. a sandstorm vs a tidal wave) and the kinds of events 
appraised as dangerous (e.g. heavy rain may be appraised as dangerous or life-saving 
depending on the climate and soil conditions of a region). This level of cultural specificity can 




and valuable fields for further research (Mesquita, Frijda, & Scherer, 1997; Matsumoto et al, 
2002). 
When considering emotional responses to music in terms of the discrete emotions model, a 
serious problem arises. The functionalist conception of emotion contains a requisite condition 
for defining a state as an emotion – that state must have adaptive value for the individual (Juslin, 
1997a:386). This means that, in order to be classed as a discrete emotion, a contending state 
must contribute to the survival of the individual, in relation to existential situations in everyday 
life. This condition goes hand-in-hand with the physiological and behavioural manifestations 
of emotions. Music, as a candidate stimulus for inducing emotions, falls short here – there are 
few if any music-listening or -performing situations which have immediate existential 
consequences. A number of approaches have been taken in addressing this problem. 
One potential solution to the problem of adaptive value in emotional responses to music may 
be to delineate aesthetic emotions as distinct from basic emotions. Taken to the extreme, this 
idea can lead to the total reclassification of affective phenomena in response to aesthetic stimuli; 
for instance, Konečni (2008:117) argues that musical “emotions” should not be called emotions 
at all, with that term being reserved for the basic emotions, due to their “biological 
significance”. The fact remains, though, that phenomena defined as “emotional” are reported 
in response to musical stimuli. This has led Konečni to develop his Aesthetic Trinity Theory 
(ATT), which puts forward the idea of aesthetic awe, being moved, and thrills/chills as the 
components of aesthetic “emotional” experience, explaining their labelling in terms of common 
emotional categories as either linguistic/cultural bias (against reporting a null result in an 
experimental setting), the confusion of induction and representation of emotion, or a product 
of mediating factors (e.g. memories and other mental imagery; Konečni, 2008:122-123).  
In terms of the present research, discrete emotion theory is not an ideal framework. As 
mentioned above, it utilises a set of primary/basic emotions, with other emotions being 
explained primarily through the blending of these. There are two potential problems with 
applying a discrete methodology to musical emotions. First, such a model leads to difficulty in 
identifying emotions when the stimulus is not strongly or unambiguously indicative of that 
emotion, as music is likely to be in many cases (e.g. Eerola & Vuoskoski, 2011:40). Second, 
the model is far stronger when used with broad, basic emotion labels (e.g. happy, sad, angry) 
than more specific labels (which may fall under one of the broader categories; e.g. Juslin, 




1997c:88-94). One possibility for bypassing this second problem would be to limit the 
experimental targets and response categories to a set of basic emotions. This would lead, 
however, to a highly restricted set of target emotions. Of the generally accepted basic emotion 
categories mentioned above, happy, sad, angry, fearful, and tender/loving music have shown 
to be more or less discriminable using discrete methodologies (Quinto et al, 2014:513; Juslin 
& Laukka, 2003). Disgust has seldom been examined in music (cf Juslin & Laukka 2003:778-
785 – compare Tables 2 and 3, lists of emotions studied in vocal expression and musical 
expression studies respectively).  
Discrete emotion theory is amenable to a data collection procedure utilising rating scales (e.g. 
Mehu & Scherer, 2015:805; Mikels et al, 2005), which is the preferred tool for the present 
research. This would be easy to implement; most discrete studies utilise no more than seven 
scales (Juslin, 1997c:79). Participants should be able to understand these scales without 
difficulty - discrete emotion labels are usually not explained to participants, likely because 
participants are assumed to be intimately familiar with them. These scales seem to be 
interpreted similarly by participants, judging from the overall consistency in the data. A small 
set of discrete emotion labels is, however, very limiting, as the total number of emotions that 
may be represented in the data is limited to the number of labels provided.  
The association of a set of acoustic cues with a discrete emotion term is easy to interpret. The 
set of cues is taken to constitute a greater or lesser part of the acoustic profile of the emotion in 
question. In discrete methodologies, a valid form of conclusion is that an ambiguous set of 
experimental results indicates a hybrid/blended emotion consisting of two or more basic 
emotions (e.g. Mikels et al, 2005). This approach is not appropriate for music, as it is desirable 
to capture finer-grain differentiation in emotion judgements than levels of association with 
discrete labels can provide. 
2.2 Dimensional theory 
The most significant early formulation of the dimensional model was provided by Wilhelm 
Wundt, shortly after its original proposal by Herbert Spencer (Sloboda & Juslin, 2001:77; see 
e.g. Spencer, 1895). Wundt suggested that three bipolar dimensions underlie the subjective 
experience of emotion; he labelled these pleasantness-unpleasantness, rest-activation, and 
tension-relaxation (Scherer, 2004:247). Scherer explains that these dimensions were posited by 
Wundt specifically as underlying the qualia (singular quale; the subjective experience) of 




(Scherer, 2004:247-248). Three-dimensional models more or less similar to Wundt’s remain 
popular (e.g. Scherer, 1972). Somewhat more commonly used, however, are two-dimensional 
models (e.g. Vieillard et al, 2008). These are usually based on the work of James Russell, who 
demonstrated the utility of his bipolar, 2-dimensional model in a landmark study in 1980. This 
model comprises the dimensions of valence (positive-negative) and arousal (high-low 
activation; Russell, 1980).  
Russell (1980:1162) draws evidence for his model from studies dating as far back as 1952, 
chosen because they dealt specifically with people’s internal conceptions of affective states. 
The studies asked participants to make affect judgements based on either observed behaviour 
in others, or verbal affect terms. Both of these methodologies allow for testing of the 
participants’ cognitive framework for conceptualising emotion – they must rely on this 
knowledge rather than on introspection, unlike if they were asked to self-report on their own 
affective states (Russell, 1980:1162). Across the studies cited, Russell finds evidence, 
particularly in the data generated by multidimensional scaling, of the suitability of a two-
dimensional model for representing lay people’s cognitive framework of emotion, and in 
particular a bipolar two-dimensional model, with affect terms forming a circular pattern around 
the centre, in the two-dimensional space generated by this model (Russell, 1980:1163). 
While Russell’s work was influential in the widespread adoption of the two-dimensional model, 
specifically with his conceptualisation of the two component dimensions (discussed below), he 
was by no means the first to suggest such a model, or even to provide it with empirical backing. 
The earliest study cited by Russell, conducted by Harold Schlosberg (1952), may have been 
the first research in which a 2-dimensional model was demonstrated experimentally. Numerous 
early findings (e.g. Schlosberg, 1952; Abelson & Sermat, 1962; Schaefer & Plutchik; 1966), 
taken alongside the results of Russell’s own experiments (utilising labelled and unlabelled 
category sorting tasks, self-report, and principal-components analysis), led Russell to conclude 
that the two dimensions of pleasure-displeasure and degree-of-arousal are sufficient to map 
both the domains of self-reported emotion and external emotion judgements (Russell, 
1980:1176-1177; see throughout for Russell’s empirical justification). These two dimensions 
will from here on be referred to as Valence (V) and Arousal (A) respectively, with their 
combination being labelled VA.  
Recent and influential support for the VA model is provided by Lench et al. in their 2011 meta-




emotion elicitations in terms of five main component effects, in combination with the 
theoretical predictions of different general emotion theories, to compare the levels of evidence 
provided for these theories. While their primary goal was to examine evidence of the discrete 
emotions model, they discuss the VA model at some length. Two predictions associated with 
the VA model were examined: the prediction that anger and anxiety, both being of negative 
valence and high arousal, would exhibit relatively similar component effects; and the prediction 
that some amount of “difference” in discrete emotion category labels may be explained by 
people’s beliefs and/or expectations, rather than neuro-biological factors (Lench et al., 
2011:850).  
It was found that the effect size of the comparison of anger and anxiety was smaller than for 
other comparisons (Lench et al., 2011:850). This result presents evidence in relation to an 
influential critique of the VA model, namely that it places emotions that are qualitatively very 
different close to one another in the affective space. A finding of high differentiation among 
the other non-experiential components of the emotions in question would have supported this 
critique; the findings of Lench et al., however, weaken this critique (as do their findings relating 
to the second prediction of the model).  
For the prediction that some difference in emotion labels may be explained by beliefs or 
expectations, it was found that only the component of self-report showed effects across all 
emotion comparisons. Comparisons between emotions with similar positions on the VA space 
(anxiety and anger, sadness and anger, sadness and anxiety) showed only small effects (Lench 
et al., 2011:850). The finding that self-report (experience) was the only measure in which 
emotions falling relatively close on the VA space (more specifically, the valence axis) reliably 
differed, while other (physiological, behavioural) measures showed no significant difference, 
lends credibility to the idea that subjective beliefs about emotions played a part in their 
categorical differentiation in self-reported experience (Lench et al., 2011:850). Thus, the VA 
model is supported as a valid representation of emotional states across component processes, 
adding further to its explanatory value (at first cautiously limited by Russell to self-reported 
feeling and categorical judgements) (Russell, 1980). 
Up to this point, Russell’s VA model has been identified with the idea of underlying 
dimensions of emotion, as it is by far the most commonly used formulation of the dimensional 
approach in the emotion literature. There are a number of alternative dimensional approaches, 




in a number of studies, is the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) of Watson, 
Clark, and Tellegen (1988). This approach was developed on the back of Russell’s VA model, 
and has been shown to be valid in experimental settings.  
The dimensional model is very commonly used in research on music and emotion (Vempala & 
Russo, 2018:2). The VA dimensions as proposed by Russell, however, are never presumed to 
represent the entirety of musical emotional experience. An example of a formulation using VA 
dimensionality as a base is Eerola’s integrated framework (Reybrouck & Eerola, 2017:8). This 
model takes VA as the basis of an emotional experience, or core affect. This core affect is 
subjected to conscious interpretation, presumably based on a number of innate, cultural, and 
environmental factors, and recognised in terms of the framework of basic emotion labels. 
Further conceptual work involving higher-level functions may take place, leading to 
recognition in terms of aesthetic emotion labels. The results of these last two processes may 
then influence the lower-level processes, creating a feedback system within the model 
(Reybrouck & Eerola, 2017:8).  
As indicated above, dimensional models do not always take emotions, in the sense outlined at 
the beginning of this chapter, as their conceptual object. The framework is versatile – 
depending on the research question, a dimension approach may be applied to many different 
emotion-like phenomena. For instance, the conceptual object of PANAS is mood (Watson, 
Clark, & Tellegen, 1988:1063), and Eerola’s integrated framework limits the utility of a 
dimensional approach to the level of core affect (Reybrouck & Eerola, 2017:8). As one moves 
to more highly-differentiated types of emotion-like states, the predictions of the dimensional 
model require more qualification.  
Musical emotions, and “aesthetic emotions” in general, are complex, subtle, and varied 
emotional phenomena. The dimensional model is therefore unable to account for every minute 
detail of such an emotional response, and does not endeavour to do so. It is, however, a useful 
and valid indication of the basic stage of even the most complex emotional phenomena. It has 
predictive power, and its predictions have been tested to an extent, with confirmatory results 
(e.g. Lench et al., 2011). On top of its validity, the dimensional model, especially a two-
dimensional version such as Russell’s, provides a clear and simple representation of emotional 
states in terms of easily understood and experimentally implementable dimensions. The present 




will make use of the dimensional model as a core conceptual framework for experimental 
design.  
Dimensional theory is better suited to the requirements of the present research. Specifically in 
its iteration as a 2-dimensional (VA) model, it has proven to be highly effective in enabling 
ratings of perceived musical emotions (e.g. Eerola & Vuoskoski, 2011; Schubert, 2004). It is 
able to account for less extreme stimuli more comfortably than discrete emotion methodologies 
(e.g. Eerola & Vuoskoski, 2011:40). The inclusion of complex target emotions is theoretically 
unproblematic in a dimensional approach, as it makes no assumptions of the primacy of any 
particular emotional states. A number of discrete emotion labels have been plotted onto VA (or 
similar) dimensions with more or less consistency (e.g. Mehu & Scherer, 2015; Smith & 
Ellsworth, 1985; Russell, 1980), forming a body of literature which allows for fairly secure 
interpretation of dimensional results. 
The present research uses stimuli written to portray three discrete emotions. Discrete emotion 
theory would be sufficient to determine whether or not these emotions are portrayed 
successfully. However, it is likely that there will be at least some small discrepancy between 
the stimuli in terms of their emotion portrayals; stimuli that are theorised to portray the same 
emotion are unlikely to produce the exact same ratings, be they discrete or dimensional (e.g. 
Vieillard et al., 2008:744-752; see VA ratings and best label percentages in Appendix 2). These 
discrepancies will be more effectively captured by a dimensional framework, as this allows for 
quantitative differentiation between rating clusters (for each excerpt) in terms of the two 
dimensions (e.g. Vieillard et al., 2008:728). A discrete model would facilitate differentiation 
by the extremity of ratings for each emotion label individually, but it would be more difficult 
to quantify the direction of deviations from typical ratings, as each emotion is theoretically 
distinct in a discrete approach (Ekman, 1992:170). Studies of musical emotion utilising a 
discrete framework give their results in the form of accuracy scores for the categorisation of 
stimuli (e.g. Balkwill & Thompson, 1999:53). While this allows for comparison in terms of 
which emotion labels caused confusion in an ambiguously rated stimulus (e.g. Banse & Scherer, 
1996:622), an underlying mechanism for this confusion in terms of patterns of cue utilisation 
is difficult to find. Through the use of emotion dimensions, the present research allows for 
comparison of cue utilisations in terms of specific cues’ effects on each individual axis, as has 
been done in much prior research (e.g. Ilie & Thompson, 2006:324; Leman et al., 2005:54; 




A dimensional approach is well-suited to the use of rating scales corresponding to the 
dimensions under investigation (e.g. Scherer & Oshinsky, 1977). Feasibility is not an issue; a 
VA-dimensional approach would lead to only two rating scales being required. Even using 
only two rating scales, a dimensional approach is far less limiting than a discrete one, as a far 
greater (theoretically infinite) number of emotional states may be represented in the 
dimensional space. The VA model allows for greater differentiation between rating clusters, 
using a minimal number of rating scales. The scales themselves are easy to explain to 
participants; no studies reviewed over the course of this research project reported difficulty in 
explaining at least the dimensions of valence and arousal. The overall consistency in the data 
generated using a VA-dimensional approach indicates that participants interpreted these scales 
consistently.  
In a dimensional approach, acoustic cues can be examined in two complementary ways. First, 
a set of cues can be associated with a given area of VA space, creating cue profiles for broader 
or narrow regions. Second, individual cues can be assessed in terms of their impact on one or 
both dimensions. A dimensional approach also goes some way towards minimising the impact 
of emotion words themselves on listeners’ judgements of musical emotions. Emotions can be 
reported and analysed with more nuance than is allowed by forcing discrete labels onto 
emotional portrayals. In the course of a human life, one is likely to experience and perceive a 
great many emotions for which one does not have a ready label; the number of possible 
emotional states may be near-infinite (see Banse & Scherer, 1996:616 – footnote 3). The 
accumulation of dimensional data can help us to learn about emotions which occur quite 
normally, but which are not easily able to be put into words.  
 The dimensional approach is more suited to the requirements of the present research. It is 
likely to yield greater accuracy of ratings that do not fit neatly into primary labels, while posing 
no problem for those that do. It will be at least as simple to implement methodologically as the 
discrete approach, and is highly likely to be equally easy to explain effectively to participants. 
In terms of interpreting the experimental results, the dimensional approach offers an advantage 
in terms of the deliberate “fuzziness” of the labels applied to the stimuli. The stimulus labels 
will be plotted as fuzzy areas around a central point (as identified in previous research or 
imputed based on the available evidence), and thereafter be identified with this area, rather than 
with the label itself. The plotting of an area (as opposed to a point) makes some degree of 
allowance for the almost-certain historical and translational drift in the meaning of the emotion 




generous area assigned to the target emotion, the ratings will be interpreted as representative 
of that emotion. 
2.3 Component Process theory 
Component process theory is discussed here on the basis of its inclusion in most current 
research on emotion (Scherer, 2000:138). It must once again be emphasised that this theory is 
not a general theory of emotions in its own right; rather, it aims to explicate the complexity 
and interrelatedness of the subcomponents of what we understand to be an emotional episode.  
At its most basic, component process theory makes itself known in the concept of the reaction 
triad of emotion, as discussed above. The reaction triad is constituted of the three most widely 
accepted component processes of emotion: physiological arousal, motor expression, and 
subjective feeling (Scherer, 2000:138). A number of researchers assume two additional 
processes: action tendencies (approach-avoidance), and cognitive reactions to stimuli (Scherer, 
2000:138-139). According to component process theory, an emotion may be defined in terms 
of these processes, and more importantly, in terms of their coordination. It is generally held 
that it is not enough to observe a change in one component process and conclude on this basis 
that an emotion is present. Emotions are, to some extent, holistic and dynamic. Therefore, 
“interdependent and synchronized changes in component processes are required as a necessary 
condition for the definition of emotion”. (Scherer, 2000:138, emphasis original). The five 
major component processes will now be outlined in brief. 
Physiological arousal is a widely used indicative measure of emotional phenomena. Particular 
types of physiological arousal which may be tested for include changes in: internal body 
temperature, respiration rate, heart rate, and skin conductivity (Lench et al, 2011:840). There 
are fairly well-established tools for these measurements. Intuitively, it seems sensible and 
highly desirable to find unconscious physiological correlates of emotions; however, the 
findings in this area to date are by no means conclusive. 
Motor expression (behaviour) subsumes a number of forms – gestures, posture, facial 
expression, and vocalisations may all occur as part of emotional episodes (Scherer, 2004:240). 
As well as simply being involuntary reactions to stimuli and their experiential correlates, motor 
expressions are assumed to play a role in the communication of emotional states. As they are 
able to be perceived by other individuals, it has been hypothesised that these expressions play 




Action tendencies are considered by some theorists to be a component process of emotion, 
lending the phenomenon an additional function of motivation for the organism. These 
tendencies are considered to be fairly broad and vague, readying the organism for immediate 
response and priming various behaviours that are likely to be necessary, to be chosen from 
once more information has been made available or processed (Scherer, 2004:241). Examples 
of such tendencies include “moving towards” (approach), “moving away” (avoidance), and 
“moving against” (attack; Frijda et al, 1989:213). 
Cognitive reactions to emotion-inducing stimuli are considered to consist primarily of the 
appraisal of these stimuli in terms of their likely impact on the survival and goal-achievement 
of the organism. As emotions have been shown to modulate cognition in several areas (e.g. 
attention, memory, problem-solving), the cognitive reaction process is considered to include 
feedback systems – appraisal plays a role in giving rise to an emotional response, which affects 
subsequent appraisal, and so forth (Scherer, 2004:241). 
The final component process to be discussed here is subjective feeling. This is the qualitative 
aspect of emotional phenomena, and is usually accessed through self-report. A definition of 
this component is provided by Scherer: “the feeling component of emotion can be 
conceptualized as a reflection of all changes in components during an emotion episode” 
(Scherer, 2004:241). This suggestion involves the combination in conscious experience of the 
experiential correlates of cognitive processes and action tendencies, as well as of motor 
expression and physiological arousal in the form of proprioception (Scherer, 2004:241).  
Various self-report methodologies may be used to access the component of subjective feeling 
when testing for emotion. Theorists in the discrete emotions tradition tend to use checklists or 
rating scales consisting of basic emotion categories; dimensional theorists use rating scales on 
a number of dimensional axes (usually two, VA; Scherer, 2004:240). A less structured 
approach is sometimes used, in which terms for inclusion on checklists or rating scales are 
chosen by researchers on a case-by-case basis (Scherer, 2004:248). 
As mentioned above, component process coordination/synchronisation has been held up as the 
gold standard for identification of an emotional episode, especially when working in a discrete 
emotion framework. However, two critiques of this assumption (taking discrete emotion theory 
in terms of a theory of biological basicness of emotions) are relevant; one of the relation 
between self-reported emotions and other components, and one of the level of coordination 




(NOC) thesis and the Low Coordination (LC) thesis, respectively (Scarantino & Griffiths, 
2011:448). 
Scarantino and Griffiths draw these critiques from Ortony and Turner (1990). This earlier 
article gives convincing evidence of the lack of consistency in formulations of basic emotions 
models and the inconclusive nature of data examining their claims. Throughout their critique, 
the authors outline a model in which component processes may be seen as basic (primarily in 
the biological sense, but also the psychological one), even referencing Scherer, whose work on 
component process theory was relatively new at this time (Ortony & Turner, 1990:327). They 
dismiss the idea of emotions in the fully-fledged sense as being candidates for “basic” status in 
any but the conceptual sense. In terms of component process theory, their critiques of existing 
basic emotions models are outlined and responded to below under the aforementioned headings 
of NOC and LC (although these labels are not used in the original article), drawing on 
Scarantino and Griffiths (2011; Ortony & Turner, 1990) 
NOC states that proposed biologically basic emotions lack a one-to-one correspondence with 
any component responses (physiological, neurobiological, expressive, behavioural, or 
phenomenological). LC states that these component responses (as well as a cognitive response 
component) do not show significant coordination in instances of proposed basic emotions 
(Scarantino & Griffiths, 2011:448). Scarantino and Griffiths discuss these critiques at length, 
acknowledging them as valid and accurate reflections of the empirical data. Rather than 
abandoning the notion of biological basicness, they suggest two revisions to the theory. The 
first suggestion is the development of specific scientific emotion terms, in contrast to the folk 
terminology currently employed. Because the folk definitions of emotions follow different 
rules to the scientific ones, instances that fall into the folk category may be cited as examples 
of the NOC or LC thesis – conflating two distinct ideas (Scarantino & Griffiths, 2011:449-450).  
The authors’ second suggestion is that affective science take up an antiessentialist approach to 
emotion classification. They suggest Boyd’s theory of Homeostatic Property Clusters as a 
viable candidate: in this theory, members of a kind are determined by a cluster of properties 
which regularly co-occur, and by the mechanisms underlying that co-occurrence (Scarantino 
& Griffiths, 2011:445). This approach allows for the variability in correspondence and 
coordination seen in the data, thus giving the NOC and LC theses pause for thought. While the 




the data are inconclusive, and the utility of the concept for scientific generalisation remains an 
open empirical question (Scarantino & Grifiths, 2011:447-450).  
2.4 Prototype theory 
The theory of emotion prototypes is strongly antiessentialist. It argues that “emotion” is not a 
classical concept, in the sense of definition by “individually necessary and jointly sufficient 
attributes” (Fehr & Russell, 1984:464). Rather than a binary attribute, a proposed emotion’s 
occupation of the “emotion” domain is a matter of degree, and the boundaries of the domain 
are fuzzy (Fehr & Russell, 1984:464).  
Prototype theory is not limited to the domain of emotion. Eleanor Rosch (1978:259) defines 
prototypes as “the clearest cases of category membership defined operationally by people’s 
judgements of goodness of membership in the category”. For instance, to ascertain the identity 
of prototypical members of the category “buildings”, one might ask a number of people to write 
down the types of buildings they feel to be the clearest category members, or to select, rate, or 
order members from a list (see e.g. Shaver et al, 1987:1064-1065). It is clear that one can 
expand this definition to any number of categories. Prototypicality thus defined has been shown 
to have a useful structural feature: degree of prototypicality of a category members correlates 
positively with the number of attributes shared with other category members, and negatively 
with the number of attributes shared with members of contrasting categories (Rosch, 1978:260). 
In terms of emotion research, an approach to the classification of emotions into related groups 
can utilise this property. Ratings of prototypicality, alongside correlations in structural features, 
can be used to find relations between both emotion concepts at the folk level of definition, and 
emotional phenomena according to a scientific description.  
A concept closely allied to prototype theory, which has relevance to the present research, is cue 
validity. This can essentially be defined as a function of the association of a given item’s 
constituent cues with the predictor cues of its category and non-association with predictor cues 
of other categories (Rosch, 1978:254). For example, the cue of having wheels increases the 
probability of membership of the item hatchback in the category cars; and the cue of having 
wings decreases the probability of membership of the item aeroplane in the same category.  
Prototype theory also entails the idea of fuzzy hierarchies (Rosch, 1978:255). Russell and 
Feldman Barrett (1999) suggest a way in which these fuzzy hierarchies may be reconciled with 
both the discrete and dimensional theories of emotion. They suggest that emotion labels 




superordinate category, and downwards to finer-grained subordinate categories (Russell & 
Feldman-Barrett, 1999:808). This brings discrete emotions and dimensional emotion spaces 
together systematically, maintaining useful elements of both. 
The field of emotion research is broad, complex, and full of unanswered questions and 
conflicting theories. A broad survey of these has been provided. The next chapter addresses 





CHAPTER 3. MUSIC AND EMOTION 
It is taken as true a priori by lay people and musicians alike that music has emotional content. 
Upon closer examination, this claim becomes somewhat unclear—what do we mean by 
“emotional content”? This definitional gap is filled by two predominant schools of thought: 
emotivism and cognitivism. Emotivism holds that music listening induces emotions, while 
cognitivism holds rather that listeners recognise emotions in the music. Each of these 
paradigms allows for the investigation of certain questions regarding music and emotion, and 
requires a specific methodological approach to match. In this chapter, cognitivism and 
emotivism will be defined separately, and examples of their application and methodologies will 
be given.  
3.1 The cognitivist position 
Cognitivism states that musical expression may take place without emotion actually being felt 
by the listener. This occurs through a mechanism of perception of expressive features in the 
music, which listeners recognise and interpret, but which do not necessarily elicit emotion (Kim, 
2013:163). The systematic perception of emotional expression in music listening has been 
widely confirmed (e.g. Hevner, 1935b, 1936, 1937; Juslin & Laukka, 2003; Quinto et al., 2014; 
Schubert, 2004). There are three core points to discuss regarding cognitivism: first, why it may 
be asserted that emotions are perceived in music; second, how they get there; and third, how 
cognitivism may account for listeners’ self-reports of emotion induction.  
Studies within a cognitivist framework always seek to uncover listeners’ judgements of 
emotional portrayal/quality in the music used as stimuli. Self-report is the most commonly 
used measure in this research, and can take a number of forms. Listeners may be asked to give 
individual descriptions of their judgements of the music’s emotional content (e.g. Juslin, 
1997c:89), to select appropriate adjectives from a list (e.g. Hevner, 1935b:108; Juslin, 
1997c:81), to make ratings on scales of emotion terms (e.g. Eerola et al., 2009:622) or 
dimensions (e.g. Vieillard et al., 2008:726; Gagnon & Peretz, 2003:30), or to group stimuli 
according to judgements of similarity (e.g. Vieillard et al., 2012:429). These methodologies 
are also frequently employed for the self-report components of research in the emotivist 
paradigm; the difference then lies in the specific wording of the instructions given to 
participants. Cognitivist research will always emphasise to participants that they should report 




while emotivist research will instruct participants to report the emotions they experience in 
response to the music (e.g. Bigand et al., 2005:1119). 
Quinto et al. (2014) conducted a study in which listeners attempted to decode emotional 
portrayals in three musical conditions: composition (musicians wrote melodies to portray 
specific emotions, which were played to listeners in MIDI format), performance (musicians 
performed melodies composed to be emotionally neutral, with the intention of portraying 
specific emotions in their performance – these performances were recorded and played back to 
listeners), and combined (musicians performed their own melodies, aiming to enhance the 
composed emotion portrayal in their performance – these performances were recorded and 
played back to listeners) (Quinto et al., 2014:508-510). Listeners rated the emotional 
expression they perceived in the music using an adjective checklist (forced-choice) (Quinto et 
al., 2014:503). The lowest level of decoding accuracy they found was 24.11% (for the emotion 
of anger, in the composition condition). This seems low, but given that chance would yield 
only 16.6% accuracy under the conditions of their experiment, it is in fact in line with the idea 
that musical emotional portrayals may be decoded systematically. They found higher accuracy 
for all other emotions and conditions, with the highest being 71.43% for happiness in the 
combined condition (Quinto et al, 2014:511-512). The fact that all emotions in all conditions 
were decoded with significantly above-chance accuracy is strong support for the systematic 
perception of emotion in music. 
Gagnon and Peretz (2003) tested listeners’ judgements of emotional expressions along the 
dimension of happiness-sadness using a rating scale paradigm. They found that listeners judged 
this dimension reliably in accordance with the intended emotional portrayals of their excerpts 
(Gagnon & Peretz, 2003:31-32). The accuracy of listeners’ ratings despite the simplicity of the 
stimuli used in this experiment, indicates just how powerfully the ability to identify emotional 
portrayals in music manifests in humans. 
As part of the experiment reported in Vieillard et al. (2008), listeners rated the emotional 
expression they perceived in a set of musical excerpts. A rating scale paradigm was used, with 
20 listeners making ratings for perception of four emotion labels, and 20 making ratings for 
valence and arousal. Another group rated their experience of emotions according to the four 
emotion labels – their ratings were similar enough to those made for emotion perception that 
the authors felt justified in collapsing results across this divide. Their findings in both the 




received higher ratings for their intended emotion portrayal than for the alternatives. In the VA 
condition, excerpts formed distinct clusters by emotion portrayal, with clusters forming around 
areas of the VA space corresponding to the appropriate emotion label (Vieillard et al., 
2008:725-729). This further supports the systematic and reliable perception of emotional 
expression in music.  
Peter Kivy offers a speculative explanation of how music, specifically melody, may be 
expressive of emotion. The phrase “be expressive of” is important – it is meant to contrast with 
the similar term “express”. For some object to express an emotion, a necessary condition is 
taken to be that the object feel that emotion. For example, if I feel angry, and bare my teeth 
because of this, I may be said to be expressing my anger. For an object to be expressive of an 
emotion, no such condition is required. For example, the face of a St Bernard is expressive of 
sadness, regardless of the dog’s own emotional state. It is expressive of sadness in virtue of 
containing certain features which would be typical of a human expressing sadness – hence its 
recognisably sad quality. Music, being non-sentient, can never be said to express an emotion, 
but only to be expressive of one (Kivy, 1980:12-17). 
The explanation Kivy offers is that melody may be expressive of emotions in virtue of its 
resemblance to the normal (non-musical) behavioural expressions of those emotions in humans. 
These expressions may range from vocal, through motor, to postural, and indeed any archetypal 
behavioural expression within a given culture. Kivy traces this explanation, at least in simple 
form, back to the theoretical and practical musical innovations of the Florentine Camerata 
around the turn of the 17th century. It was held by these theorists that music may be expressive 
of emotions insofar as it is designed to mimic the natural vocal inflections accompanying 
impassioned human speech. Their theory did not extend to other forms of expressive behaviour. 
Composers who followed this school of thought designed their melodies to follow the rough 
contours of the human voice when roused to expression of felt emotional states, and believed 
this to impart in their music a recognisable expression of the chosen emotion. For example, 
sadness may be imbued into the melody through a general downward contour, and a 
preponderance of “sigh motifs” (semitones, usually descending) (Kivy, 1980:18-20). Kivy’s 
ideas have been empirically tested, at least in terms of the correspondence between musical 
and vocal emotional expression, with positive results. 
Juslin and Laukka (2003) studied the similarities between vocal and musical expression and 




channels, in terms of both encoding and decoding of emotional content (Juslin & Laukka, 
2003:805). They were able to draw up a fairly extensive list of characteristic patterns of cue 
utilisation common to both channels for five emotional portrayals (Juslin & Laukka, 2003:802 
– see figure 4.1.1 in the next chapter of this literature review). Their results support the idea of 
music’s expressiveness being at least in part a function of its resemblance to vocal emotional 
expressions.  
The theory that emotional expression in music is based on emotional expression in the vocal 
domain leads to the consideration of the cultural specificity of musical emotional expression. 
There have been findings of vocal emotional expressions being cross-culturally decodable (e.g. 
Laukka et al., 2013). In the musical domain, some evidence of this phenomenon has also been 
found. Balkwill and Thompson investigated Western listeners’ ability to decode emotional 
portrayals in North Indian music, with mixed results. They found that listeners were able to 
accurately decode the emotions of joy and sadness, but their results for anger and peace did not 
show reliable decoding (Balkwill & Thompson, 1999:52-53). 
Balkwill and Thompson (1999:43) proposed that listeners utilise two theoretically distinct 
sources of information in forming emotion judgements of music. On the one hand, they draw 
on cultural conventions of emotional expression in individual tonal systems. On the other, they 
draw on universal psychoacoustic parameters of the sound. They found some degree of support 
for the role of psychoacoustic universals. The potentially universal psychoacoustic cues they 
examined were tempo, rhythmic complexity, melodic complexity, pitch range, and timbre. 
Across the four emotions studied, listeners’ judgements of emotional portrayal were 
significantly associated with several of these cues (Balkwill & Thompson, 1999:54-56). Their 
finding of some accurate decoding of music across cultural boundaries hints at the existence of 
universal aspects of musical emotion portrayals. 
Cognitivism could stand perfectly comfortably without ever mentioning the induction of 
emotion by music. However, it is not afforded this luxury. It is an indisputable fact that people 
at least report felt emotional states in response to music, both in experimental contexts (e.g. 
Evans & Schubert, 2008; Kallinen & Ravaja, 2006) and in more ecologically valid settings (e.g. 
Gabrielsson & Lindström Wik, 2003). Cognitivism may offer a number of explanations for this, 
covering a wide range of theoretical ground. Two major examples of these explanations will 




The first of these explanations is well-known, under the name of the “our song” phenomenon. 
It holds that music may induce genuine emotional states in listeners through the past association 
of a piece of music with an emotionally salient event. Upon hearing the music once more, the 
listener is reminded of the event it is associated with, and the recollection of this event causes 
an emotional response (Kivy, 2002:111-112). The appeal of this explanation for cognitivists is 
that the emotional object is not the music, but the memories associated with it. It accounts for 
many real-world cases, and will likely be known to most people from personal experience. 
However, it cannot be the only explanation for music’s ability to induce emotions; if it were, 
listeners’ self-reported emotional responses to music would be functionally random. In order 
to explain the fact that many emotional responses to the same music are described in 
intersubjectively similar, if not identical, emotional terms, another explanation will be needed.  
The second explanation is that listeners self-reporting a specific felt emotional state (specific 
in terms of labels used to denote everyday emotions) are simply wrong. That is, the label they 
choose is a misattribution to the emotional phenomenon they are in fact undergoing. Kivy 
believes that music is not able, through structural properties alone, to induce such emotions in 
listeners. He holds rather that music moves listeners, in virtue of its aesthetic beauty, to a state 
of awe or rapture. This is certainly an “emotional” state, but it is not, by our modern, 
functionalist definition, an emotion. The aesthetic beauty of a work of art may be constituted 
of any of a number of factors, structural or otherwise. One of these factors, according to Kivy, 
is the emotional expression embodied in music. He says that, in cases where such expression 
is the object of aesthetic awe, listeners may label their emotional state according to the 
perceived nature of the object, rather than the nature of their subjective feeling (Kivy, 
2002:130-134).  
Kivy himself adduces no evidence as to the existence of this effect. However, some preliminary 
support for this hypothesis may be found in studies investigating musically induced emotions 
using self-reported subjective feeling alongside other emotion components. Music has been 
found to effect physiological changes in listeners (e.g. Rickard, 2004; see also Scherer & 
Zentner, 2001). Physiological response is part of the reaction triad of emotion, constituting a 
core component process of emotional states. The reality of self-reported induced emotional 
states in response to music has been assessed by examining physiological responses along with 
self-report. Krumhansl (1997:338-339) cites two studies in which musical manipulations were 
associated with a change in self-reported subjective feeling state, but were not associated with 




both subjective feeling and physiology, but in opposite directions. This could potentially 
indicate that participants were misattributing the emotions they perceived in the music as being 
felt, rather than introspecting successfully.  
Konečni (2008:122) also mentions this effect as a possible explanation for the self-report of 
felt emotional states in response to music. Another idea he puts forward is that the belief in a 
link between music and emotion is propagated in common language use, and that this informs 
participants’ responses in experimental settings. Given the semi-axiomatic status of this link, 
participants may “feel foolish circling ‘zero’” when asked by an experimenter to provide a 
rating of their emotional response to music (Konečni, 2008:122).  
Cognitivism provides a good account of how people may recognise emotional portrayals in 
music. In terms of accounting for the phenomenon of self-reporting of emotional states in 
response to music, it answers some cases, but it cannot be claimed with any certainty that it 
accounts for all. Assuming, as for the moment there is no compelling reason not to, that self-
reported felt emotion in response to music is not entirely fictitious, and cannot be fully 
displaced onto mediating effects, the competing paradigm of emotivism will now be discussed 
to shed light on this phenomenon from another angle. 
3.2 The emotivist position 
Emotivism stands in contrast to cognitivism in claiming that music can indeed induce genuine 
emotional states in listeners. Various explanatory mechanisms are offered to ground this claim. 
These may be split into two kinds: first, those that are based on a direct induction of emotion 
by music, and second, those that make allowance for cognitive processing as a component of 
the explanatory framework, or rely on other mechanisms. Before this, however, research which 
claims to support the emotivist position will be discussed, in order to assess the level of 
empirical evidence for its claims. 
In a questionnaire given to 141 participants (roughly equally split between musicians and non-
musicians), Juslin and Laukka (2004) gathered strong evidence of the induction of emotion in 
everyday music listening. Participants were asked a number of questions regarding musical 
emotion induction. In response to the question of how often during music listening they felt 
strong emotions, no participants indicated that they had never experienced this phenomenon. 
The mean response was 55% of total listening time (Juslin & Laukka, 2004:230). This suggests 
that emotional experience in response to music does indeed occur, and is by no means a rare 




contributing factors to musical emotion induction: the listener’s psychological state, the music, 
and the listening situation. All three were rated as important, but music received the highest 
mean rating (Juslin & Laukka, 2004:231). Although this rating was not an extreme stand-out 
in comparison with the other two, it supports the idea of the emotional object of music listening 
being the music rather than other factors. The role of lyrics in emotional induction was not 
investigated in this paper, and it cannot be ruled out that this was a contributing factor to the 
questionnaire respondents’ emotional experiences. 
Bigand et al. (2005:1119) conducted an experiment in which two groups of participants 
(musicians and non-musicians) listened to a set of musical excerpts and grouped them in terms 
of the similarity of the emotional experience each excerpt induced. This experiment was later 
repeated with the same participants and stimuli to facilitate assessment of the within-subjects 
consistency in grouping over time. Their results were encouraging: both musicians and non-
musicians produced similar numbers of groups, and there was a high degree of consistency 
between experimental sessions (Bigand et al., 2005:1121). This indicates that there was a real 
and systematic mechanism underlying the participants’ ratings of felt emotion. 
The studies discussed above provide some useful data in support of the emotivist position. 
However, as they rely exclusively on self-report, their findings may fall victim to the problem 
of the definition of emotions, as discussed in chapter 2 of this literature review. Specifically, 
participants may have been making reports based on an internal understanding of emotion in 
line with folk definitions (see Scarantino & Griffiths, 2011). In order to ground self-report in 
terms of a scientific definition of emotion, it is desirable to include other measures alongside 
self-report. 
Rickard (2004) studied the effects of emotionally powerful music on a number of physiological 
processes in listeners. Rather than asking participants to self-report their states using emotion 
terms, an indirect measure was used, with participants rating the stimuli (four types, of which 
emotionally powerful music was one) on the following scales: moving, involving, interesting, 
absorbing, concentration. High ratings on these scales were taken to mean that the stimulus 
had had an emotional impact on the participant (Rickard, 2004:378-379). Having used these 
measures to establish the validity of the emotionally powerful music in inducing emotional 
experience, the physiological results were examined. A significant increase in skin conductance 
and frequency of chills was observed when participants were listening to the emotionally 




electromyography, salivary cortisol) differed in this treatment condition (Rickard, 2004:381-
382). It is important to note that the excerpts were familiar to participants (2004:378), and as 
such it cannot be ruled out that the emotional response was a product of mediating factors (e.g. 
memories). The association of subjective emotional experience in response to music (as 
measured indirectly by the scales mentioned above) with physiological changes provides 
support for the emotivist position using a scientific (as opposed to folk) definition of emotion.  
A similar experiment was conducted by Grewe et al. (2007a). They tested responses across 
self-reported subjective feeling, physiological arousal, and motor reactions (the reaction triad 
of emotion). Participants (professional musicians, amateur musicians, and non-musicians) 
listened to seven pieces of music. There were low, but frequently non-zero ratings of familiarity 
with several of these pieces across different participants (Grewe et al., 2007a:780). Subjective 
feeling was reported using a computerised version of the VA space (the EMuJoy software). 
Physiological effects were assessed with a measure of skin conductance, and motor reactions 
were assessed using facial electromyography (Grewe et al., 2007a:777). In stark contrast to 
Rickard’s (2004) study, no systematic relationship between the three components was found 
(Grewe et al., 2007a:784). The authors acknowledge that they were using a highly conservative 
definition of emotion to inform their criteria, which to their knowledge had never been met in 
an experimental setting (Grewe et al., 2007a:787). Recall the Low Coordination thesis 
discussed in chapter 2 of this literature review – the synchronous occurrence of component 
processes has not been shown conclusively in any line of experimental emotion research 
(Ortony and Turner, 1990; Scarantino and Griffiths, 2011). 
The data are inconclusive as to whether or not music can induce genuine emotional states. A 
significant portion of the blame for this ambiguity lies with the lack of consensus on a scientific 
definition of emotion, and its systematic implementation in experimental research. This 
complexity disallows a clear judgement on the validity of the emotivist position. That being 
the case, it will at the least be informative to examine some theories of how emotional induction 
may take place through music, if indeed it can. 
The strongest form of the emotivist position claims that music induces emotions directly 
through its interaction, as physical stimulus, with our human sensory and wider auditory 
mechanisms (Kivy, 1990:31-32). This position does not seem too drastic of a claim, until one 
considers that it reduces the entirety of music’s emotive power to a purely physical system at 




this effect could theoretically be generalised to non-musical auditory stimuli). This is a bold 
claim (at least, so it seems today), and seldom appears in any meaningful way in the modern 
literature. Its most notable historical proponent was René Descartes, whose views will be 
described in brief here. Following this, some later forms of the emotivist position will be 
discussed. 
Descartes’ emotivism was based on a speculated interaction between the musical stimulus and 
internal forces within the body. Music, for Descartes, is capable of arousing different emotional 
states in virtue of its resemblance to the normal motion of these forces for each emotion (Kivy, 
1990:32-36). Descartes’ view, though now rejected alongside his theory of the passions in 
general (and much of his whole psychology), held sway in various forms in much of the music-
philosophical thought of his own century, and the next. This will be discussed further in chapter 
5 of this literature review. 
An interesting theory of musical emotion induction is put forward by Scherer (2004). Aesthetic 
norms and standards, as socially/culturally determined, may be seen as a reference point against 
which a piece of music may be compared. This comparison constitutes a cognitive appraisal 
process (one of the component processes of emotion). If a piece of music violates these norms, 
it may induce negative emotions in listeners, such as anger or disgust. Scherer (2004:245) 
adduces the scandalous premiere of Stravinsky’s Le Sacre du Printemps as an example of this 
process. Such a process could likely account for positive emotions as well – a piece that 
conforms to social/cultural norms may induce happiness through this same appraisal process. 
This line of reasoning is very promising, and certainly deserves further research.  
Another candidate theory rests on the assumption that a change in one component process of 
emotion can lead to changes in others. There is some degree of empirical evidence for this 
claim (Scherer, 2004:245). In this theory, music would cause a change to a specific component 
process (motor expression and/or physiological processes), which could then lead to the 
matching of this change by other component processes. Music could affect the motor 
expression component, for instance, by inducing foot tapping or head movement. A potential 
physiological effect would be a change in respiration as a function of rhythmic elements in a 
piece of music. It is theoretically possible that such individual changes could, through this 
mechanism, lead to the induction of an emotional state (Scherer, 2004:245). 
A theory relying on a process similar to that described in the previous paragraph claims that 




A person may suppress an emotional reaction due to any number of social/cultural norms, or 
for strategic reasons. It is possible that music can work towards bypassing these regulatory 
efforts. This could occur through music causing a change in one or more component processes 
of emotion, as described above. If these changes reinforce the pre-existing but suppressed 
tendencies in component processes corresponding to the emotion being kept in check by the 
listener, it may become more difficult to continue suppressing the emotional reaction as a whole. 
There is anecdotal evidence of this phenomenon in the context of film music – the addition of 
music to an emotionally powerful scene is often reported to lead to crying in cases where tears 
were being held back, representing a weakening of emotional control (Scherer & Zentner, 
2001:372). Film music occurs in a highly designed context, and is often written in such a way 
as to correspond precisely to the emotional tone of the scene in question. However, it is not 
unreasonable to think that this phenomenon could occur in less structured contexts. The 
essential elements are a subject attempting to control an emotional reaction, and a musical 
stimulus that matches this emotion in terms of any of the effects on component processes it 
induces in the subject. Such a situation is likely very common. Two conceptual objections may 
be raised to this theory in as far as it claims to support emotivism. First, if the emotional reaction 
in the subject prior to the musical stimulus may already be called an emotion, albeit one that is 
subjected to regulatory efforts, then this is not truly a case of emotional induction by music, as 
the music is in no way creating an emotion. Second, if the emotional reaction prior to the 
musical stimulus cannot yet properly be called an emotion, then the question remains as to 
whether the music may in any way be considered to be the object of the emotion, once the 
proto-emotion’s realisation as an emotion proper has been facilitated. Notwithstanding these 
objections, this theory certainly has explanatory power in terms of real-world phenomena.  
The emotivist theory is by no means conclusively proven. Its proposed underlying mechanisms 
provide fertile ground for further empirical research. Due to the prevalence of lay ideas about 
music’s ability to produce emotional reactions, it will be of great value to have more 
information in this area. The present research, however, is situated within a cognitivist 
framework, focusing on the recognition of emotional portrayals in music. The next chapter 






CHAPTER 4. ACOUSTIC CUES AND EMOTIONAL 
RESPONSES TO MUSIC 
Taking as a starting point Peter Kivy’s (1980:18-20) assertion that at least one way in which 
music’s sonic structure may be expressive of emotions is through similarity to the human voice 
under the influence of the corresponding emotion, it is possible to flesh out this theory beyond 
the contour-similarity that Kivy proposes. This requires an operationalisation of vocal 
expression during emotional episodes, in terms of various components of the sonic structure. 
Just such a project was undertaken in 1986 by Klaus Scherer. 
Scherer’s paper deals only with the vocal affect cues that may be brought about by 
physiological changes due to emotional state (Scherer, 1986:146). It is important to note that 
these represent one of two types of factor which may influence vocal expression, namely 
“internal push” factors. The other type, not studied by Scherer in his paper, are “external pull” 
factors, representing social and cultural norms and judgements which inform the emotional 
display of the individual (Scherer, 1986:145-146). 
The vocal affect cues Scherer studied were: perturbation, mean, range, variability, contour, and 
shift regularity of fundamental frequency, mean of first and second harmonics, bandwidth of 
first harmonic, formant precision, mean, range, and variability of intensity, frequency range, 
high-frequency energy, spectral noise, speech rate, and transition time. Predictions relating to 
these cues were given under conditions of the following emotional states: enjoyment/happiness, 
elation/joy, displeasure/disgust, contempt/scorn, sadness/dejection, grief/desperation, 
anxiety/worry, fear/terror, irritation/cold anger, rage/hot anger, boredom/indifference, and 
shame/guilt (Scherer, 1986:158).  
Scherer’s model was utilised by Juslin and Laukka (2003) as a comparison point for their 
findings from a metastudy of research dealing with the expressive cues utilised in both vocal 
and musical expression. Their results, generated from an expansive review of studies (104 for 
vocal expression, 41 for music), matched very well with Scherer’s predictions (though they did 
not make comparisons with the full set of predictions) (Juslin & Laukka, 2003:801). Juslin and 
Laukka aimed to study the relationship between vocal expression of emotion and expression 
of emotion in musical performance (as distinct from compositional elements; this division is 
discussed below). They found a very high degree of agreement between vocal and 




communicative code, and in terms of patterns of decoding accuracy (Juslin & Laukka, 
2003:797).  
Based on their findings across the vocal and musical expression modalities, Juslin and Laukka 
developed a cross-modal (vocal and musical) acoustic cue profile for encoding of each of the 
five emotions they studied (anger, fear, happiness, sadness, and tenderness – see figure 4.1.1). 
They also listed the prevalence of cue utilisation in encoding of musical expression alone. Table 
4.2.1 (discussed in detail later) contains this information in summary, as well as summary 
versions of the findings of other studies (which were not included in Juslin & Laukka’s 
metastudy) in terms of patterns of cue utilisation for discrete emotions in music, for ease of 
comparison.  
 
Emotion Acoustic cues (vocal expression/music performance) 
Anger Fast speech rate/tempo, high voice intensity/sound level, much voice 
intensity/sound level variability, much high-frequency energy, high F0/pitch 
level, much F0/pitch variability, rising F0/pitch contour, fast voice onsets/tone 
attacks, and microstructural irregularity 
Fear Fast speech rate/tempo, low voice intensity/sound level (except in panic fear), 
much voice intensity/sound level variability, little high-frequency energy, high 
F0/pitch level, little F0/pitch variability, rising F0/pitch contour, and a lot of 
microstructural irregularity 
Happiness Fast speech rate/tempo, medium-high voice intensity/sound level, medium high-
frequency energy, high F0/pitch level, much F0/pitch variability, rising F0/pitch 
contour, fast voice onsets/tone attacks, and very little microstructural regularity 
Sadness Slow speech rate/tempo, low voice intensity/sound level, little voice 
intensity/sound level variability, little high-frequency energy, low F0/pitch level, 
little F0/pitch variability, falling F0/pitch contour, slow voice onsets/tone attacks, 
and microstructural irregularity 
Tenderness Slow speech rate/tempo, low voice intensity/sound level, little voice 
intensity/sound level variability, little high-frequency energy, low F0/pitch level, 
little F0/pitch variability, falling F0/pitch contours, slow voice onsets/tone 
attacks, and microstructural regularity 
 
Figure 4.1.1. Hypothesised cross-modal encoding patterns for acoustic cues, reprinted from Juslin & Laukka 
(2003:802). Note: F0 = fundamental frequency. 
While Juslin and Laukka (2003) were aiming to study the relation of elements of music 
performance to elements of vocal expression, some of the cues they identified can play a role 
in musical composition as well. For instance, tempo, sound level, pitch level, and articulation 
as performance features overlap with compositional elements that may be indicated in a 
musical score. The separation of acoustic cues into compositional and performance categories 




The boundary between composition and performance is, in most musical genres, a fairly soft 
one. Even limiting the scope of inquiry to Western Art Music, one finds the history of this 
relationship to be complex and subject to change. The general trend over the past 400 years of 
this music has been towards skewing the balance of influence over the sonic product in favour 
of composition. Composers of the Baroque era generally left much to the discretion of the 
performer – the oft-cited examples are ornamentation, with performers expected to provide 
their own embellishments to the written notes, and basso continuo notation, which left the 
majority of sounded notes to the discretion of the keyboard player.  
Throughout the 18th and 19th centuries, the liberties afforded to performers by composers were 
pared down. Dynamics, articulation, and tempo indications began to be written into scores, 
accompanied by a greatly diminished emphasis on ornamentation. Where cadenzas were once 
improvised by performers, it became standard for these to be written out by composers, to be 
reproduced note-for-note in performance (Badura-Skoda et al., 2001). In the 20th century, this 
prescriptivist trend reached its logical extreme; the aesthetic ideology of total serialism did its 
utmost to turn the performer into an obedient vessel for the reproduction of scores, with 
composers attempting to indicate every facet of the sonic product in the written score. When 
this proved difficult to implement, composers of this school renounced their reliance on 
performers entirely, and wrote music to be played back electronically.  
The history of this Western Art Music illuminates a broad spectrum of possible relations 
between composition and performance. This spectrum is by no means universally exhaustive 
– the practices of structured and unstructured improvisation in jazz, as well as modes of musical 
creation in non-Western genres, offer novel insights into the roles of composers and performers, 
and opportunities to critique the global application of this dichotomy. The present research 
aims to illustrate the role of compositional cues in emotion judgements, and will, as far as 
possible, draw a meaningful distinction between composition and performance. The approach 
to this is explored below.  
OVERVIEW OF ACOUSTIC CUES IN THE LITERATURE 
Selection of the acoustic cues to place under consideration in chapter 8 of this paper must be 
done in accordance with the demands of all the excerpts used in the experiment. That is to say, 
cues must be selected so as to have meaningful analytic application to all the musical excerpts, 
Baroque and modern. In order to make a selection, it is necessary to have an idea of the cues 




work in this area, with the aim of compiling a comprehensive list of acoustic cues relevant to 
the compositional encoding of emotion. The relation between these cues and emotion 
judgements will be examined, to provide a framework for the prediction of experimental 
emotion judgements based solely on analysis of the music.  
Two distinct approaches have historically prevailed in the study of the relationship between 
acoustic cues and emotion, in line with the two most prevalent theories of emotion discussed 
in chapter 2 of this review. The research in this area can thus be divided fairly neatly into the 
camps of discrete emotions and emotional dimensions, though there are some instances of 
combined methodologies. As far as is possible, these two bodies of literature will now be 
examined separately. Where necessary, the approaches to the delineation of cues into 
compositional and performance categories used by different researchers will be noted. 
4.1 Discrete emotion research 
Exploration of the relationship between specific structural elements of music (both as score 
and as sound) and emotion have been undertaken since the early part of the 20th century. One 
of the early pioneers, whose work remains foundational in the study of music and emotion 
today, was Kate Hevner. In the 1930s, she conducted a series of experiments to investigate the 
roles played by various musical cues in the communication of emotion (Hevner, 1935b; Hevner, 
1936; Hevner, 1937), which represents the first detailed and systematic exploration in this field 
(Schubert, 2004:562). Her research will serve to begin an examination of the work that has 
been done in this area, in terms of both findings and methodology.  
Hevner’s research covered six acoustic parameters over a series of three experiments. These 
were: mode, melodic direction, rhythmic profile, harmonic consonance, pitch height, and 
tempo. Her methodology was broadly consistent across experiments. Pieces of Western Art 
Music were selected for use as stimuli. These were then recomposed, with only the individual 
parameter under investigation being altered, while all other factors were (as far as possible) 
held constant. All the original pieces and altered versions were learned by a pianist, and 
selections were performed live for participants. Participants made selections from adjective 
lists (from the second experiment onward, these were organised into eight groups of related 
words) to report their emotional characterisations of the music (Hevner, 1935b; Hevner, 1936; 
Hevner, 1937). The statistical figure used to represent the results per adjective group was a 




conditions (original and altered excerpts) and the probable error of this difference (Hevner, 
1937:623; Edgerton & Paterson, 1926). 
The methodology employed by Hevner has some flaws, and she was the first to point them out, 
albeit arguably without sufficient consideration of their seriousness. Due to the limitations on 
sound recording and production technology at the time, the presentation of stimuli had to be 
done through live performance, which leaves room for slight variation between performances. 
Hevner was aware of this, and made some attempt to monitor and minimise these differences 
(Hevner, 1935b:108; Hevner, 1936:256; Hevner, 1937:623), but there is still the very real 
possibility of small discrepancies between performances influencing the results. Moreover, 
while some of the acoustic parameters were easy to manipulate without changing any other 
elements of the music (e.g. pitch height), some parameters could not be manipulated in isolation 
without either making the music “unmusical” (Hevner, 1936:258), or effecting accidental and 
serious changes to other parameters. When these difficulties arose, Hevner always opted to 
make calculated and minor changes to other parameters along with the parameter under 
investigation, so as to preserve the “musicality” of the music and avoid more serious 
discrepancies (Hevner, 1935b:105-108; Hevner, 1936:258-259). Despite all efforts to minimise 
these changes, it remains possible that they affected the experimental results. In addition, in 
the study of tempo, the contrasting tempi did not accord very closely (or consistently) to the 
intended rule of one tempo being roughly twice as fast as the other (Hevner, 1937:622). Despite 
the potential sources of error in Hevner’s experimental design, her results are worth noting, 
and will be discussed below for each acoustic parameter studied in her research. 
For the most part, Hevner’s results line up with traditional “common sense”. In her first 
experiment, the minor mode was found to be associated mostly with adjectives of negative and 
ominous connotation, such as melancholy, gloomy, depressing, plaintive, mysterious, restless, 
and dark. The major mode was associated with more positive adjectives, such as happy, 
sprightly, bright, playful, graceful, and quaint (Hevner, 1935b:111-112). Hevner’s findings on 
mode predated her organisation of the adjectives she used into eight categories (Hevner, 
1936:249). These categories were used in the rest of her experiments.  
Hevner’s second experiment investigated rhythm, melodic direction, and harmonic 
consonance/simplicity. The two rhythmic categories were firm (full chord on every beat) and 
flowing (chordal notes spread out in an arpeggio-like fashion across the duration of the beat) 




dignified, flowing rhythms with happy, graceful, dreamy, and tender. Complex/dissonant 
harmonies were associated with excitement, agitation, vigour, and to a lesser extent sadness, 
simple/consonant harmonies with happiness, grace, serenity, and lyricism. Melodic direction 
did not have any clear significance in listeners’ judgements of emotion, but descending 
melodies tended towards both exhilaration and serenity, while ascending melodies tended 
towards dignity and solemnity (Hevner, 1936:268).  
Hevner’s final experiment, dealing with pitch height and tempo, found strong effects of both. 
High pitch was associated most strongly with humour and playfulness, low pitch with sadness, 
dignity, and vigour (Hevner, 1937:625-626). Fast tempo had its influence most strongly on 
happiness and excitement, and also affected grace and vigour. Slow tempo was strongly 
associated with dignity, calmness, tenderness, and sadness (Hevner, 1937:624). 
Based on her results, Hevner listed the six parameters she had studied in order of the strength 
of their contributions to the perceived musical emotion. The list is ordered as such: tempo, 
mode, pitch height, harmony, rhythm, and melodic direction (Hevner, 1937:625-626). In the 
broadest terms, Hevner’s findings on the affective characters of these parameters, as well as 
their relative strength, have been largely echoed in later research. These six parameters are 
fairly unambiguously compositional cues, at least as they were manipulated in Hevner’s 
experiments (tempo especially may be said to overlap conceptually with the performance 
category, as performers rarely adhere strictly or consistently to the composer’s intended tempo, 
where such is indicated). While imperfect, Hevner’s minimisation of the interference from 
performance cues (by pursuing “identical” performances by the experimental pianist) shows a 
strong commitment to the investigation of compositional cues as defined within the boundaries 
of the musical score. 
Direct and detailed comparisons using Hevner’s research are difficult, as most later research 
has used different adjective categories to those she designed.  A number of the adjectives she 
used define concepts that are not generally considered either discrete emotions or emotion 
dimensions (e.g. lyrical, dark, heavy) or that could be considered in terms of a discrete emotions 
paradigm, but only at a higher level, rather than as the basic-level emotions usually studied (e.g. 
frustrated, triumphant, mournful, as opposed to angry, happy, sad, etc.) (Hevner, 1936:249). 
This difficulty is by no means a cautionary tale about a problem now-fixed. As will be seen 




schools of thought may be found, resulting in experimental data which are often only partially 
comparable across even a modest number of studies. 
Notably, while Hevner was interested in participants’ selection of specific adjectives/adjective 
groups, the set of eight groups she developed has dimensional characteristics. Groups lying at 
opposite positions were designed, in essence, to form poles of an axis (Hevner, 1936:250). A 
quick assessment of the grouping (Hevner, 1936:249, see Fig. 1) reveals what may be 
interpreted as valence and arousal axes lying at the vertical and horizontal extremes of the 
arrangement, respectively. This will be discussed again at the end of this section, using 
Schubert’s (1999) work as support for the dimensional re-interpretation of Hevner’s results. 
Since the discrete emotions paradigm began to be formalised around the 1960s, steps have been 
made towards studying a unified set of emotions, though discrepancies do remain. The 
uniqueness of Hevner’s emotion categories can be attributed to the time of her research – taking 
place before a formal theory of discrete emotions was in common use. More recent research 
has focused on “basic” emotions. For instance, Juslin and Laukka (2003) examined five basic 
emotions: happiness, sadness, anger, fear, and tenderness. 
These same five emotions (along with a neutral category) were used in a study by Quinto et al. 
(2014). This study explored the relation of acoustic parameters to emotion in terms of a fairly 
conservative definition of compositional and performance cues. The cues they deemed 
compositional were the mode, mean F0 (pitch height), average interval size, and range of a 
melody line (Quinto et al., 2014:514). They defined articulation, intensity (sound level), 
intensity variability, and high-frequency energy (a contributing factor to perceived brightness) 
as performance cues (2014:515). Tempo was defined as both a compositional and a 
performance cue (Quinto et al., 2014:505). Their experimental design involved eight musicians 
using three channels to convey emotion – composition, performance, and a combination of 
both. For the composition experiment, the musicians composed short melodies in accordance 
with a prescribed emotion. These melodies were played back digitally to listeners, to avoid the 
variability of performance cues in this channel. The performance experiment utilised melodies 
pre-composed by the researchers to be as emotionally ambiguous as possible. The musicians 
were then instructed to perform the melodies to convey a specific emotion (thus keeping the 
compositional cues constant). In the combined experiment, musicians performed the melodies 
they had written themselves, with the intention of conveying the intended emotion of the 




experiments, as well as the compositions and performances used as stimuli, were subjected to 
principal components analysis in order to determine which cues were associated with the 
encoding and decoding of specific emotions (Quinto et al., 2014:503). 
The results from Quinto et al.’s principal components analysis are included in table 4.2.1 in the 
next section (note that their neutral category has been omitted). Before giving these results, 
they reported the associations of the levels of individual cues with different emotions (also 
indicated in part in table 4.2.1). The major mode was associated with happiness and tenderness, 
the minor mode with anger, fear, and sadness. Low pitch height was associated with anger, 
while the other emotions showed association with higher pitch. Interval size and melodic range 
did not show significant differences per emotion. Legato articulation was associated with 
sadness and tenderness, while staccato articulation was associated with happiness, anger, and 
fear. High intensity was associated with anger and happiness, low intensity with sadness, fear, 
and tenderness. High intensity variability was associated with fear, sadness, tenderness, and 
happiness, while low intensity variability was associated with anger. High-frequency energy 
did not differ significantly per emotion. Fast tempo was associated with happiness, 
intermediate tempo with anger, and slow tempo with fear, sadness, and tenderness (Quinto et 
al, 2014: 514-516).  
Quinto et al. report the efficacy of communication of different emotions across the three 
channels they investigated (composition, performance, combined). They found the following: 
anger was communicated more clearly using performance cues (as they were defined in this 
paper) than compositional cues, fear was communicated more effectively through 
compositional cues, happiness could be communicated through both (and so was most 
accurately decoded in the combined condition), sadness and tenderness had a heavier leaning 
on the performance cues, but also likely utilised compositional cues to some extent (Quinto et 
al, 2014:519-520). These findings have direct relevance to the present research, as certain 
emotions may be more communicable through certain cues than others, which must be taken 
into account in designing and interpreting the results of the experiment. This will be returned 
to in chapter 7, when discussing the cues used in musical analysis of the excerpts. 
Scherer and Oshinksy (1977) report an experiment using synthesised stimuli with systematic 
variation in seven 2-level factors: amplitude variation, pitch level, pitch contour, pitch variation, 
tempo, envelope (attack/decay ratio: low or equal), and filtration cut-off level (number of 




too small a number of stimuli to make confident generalisations of results. These latter types 
explored the effects of tonality and rhythm in combination with the previously mentioned 
factors (Scherer & Oshinsky, 1977:333). The cues chosen for study in these experiments 
represent both compositional and performance parameters. Pitch level, pitch contour, pitch 
variation, and tonality may be considered purely compositional cues. Envelope and number of 
harmonics are purely performance cues (unless one considers the overtone profile of different 
instruments, in which case instrumentation may be seen as a compositional level of the 
“number of harmonics” cue). Tempo and rhythm both overlap with composition and 
performance, as performers deviate from the score in terms of these parameters as a matter of 
course (depending on the level of detail at which analysis is made, one could consider rhythm 
to be a purely compositional cue in terms of broad rhythmic profiles). The authors did not make 
the distinction between compositional and performance cues in their paper, treating all the cues 
in the same manner. 
This study is interesting for its combined testing over emotion dimensions and discrete emotion 
categories. Their results in terms of dimensions will be examined in the section on dimensional 
research below. The discrete emotions tested were anger, boredom, disgust, fear, happiness, 
sadness, and surprise, using a simple yes/no selection of appropriateness to the stimulus 
(Scherer & Oshinsky, 1977:334). Their findings are summarised in table 4.2.1 in the next 
section in terms of the emotion portrayals relevant to the present experiment, excluding 
envelope and filtration cut-off level, which cannot be applied to the present experimental 
context. The following results were reported (with associations listed in decreasing order of 
strength per cue). Small amplitude variation was associated with happiness, large amplitude 
variation with fear. Small pitch variation was associated with disgust, anger, fear, and boredom, 
large pitch variation with happiness and surprise. A downward pitch contour was associated 
with boredom, pleasantness, and sadness, an upward contour with fear, surprise, and anger. 
Low pitch level was associated with boredom and sadness, high pitch level with surprise, anger, 
and fear. Slow tempo was associated with sadness, boredom, and disgust, fast tempo with 
surprise, happiness, fear, and anger. A round envelope was associated with disgust, sadness, 
fear, and boredom, a sharp envelope with happiness and surprise. A low number of harmonics 
was associated with boredom, happiness, and sadness, a high number with anger, disgust, fear, 
and surprise (Scherer & Oshinsky, 1977:339).  
Balkwill and Thompson (1999; as briefly discussed in the previous section) investigated 




emotion portrayals: joy, sadness, anger, and peace, utilising five cues: tempo, rhythmic 
complexity, melodic complexity, pitch range, and timbre. Unusually for research in this 
paradigm, their quantification of all of the cues except timbre was based on listeners’ reported 
perception of these cues, given in conjunction with their emotion ratings. Emotion ratings were 
given both by selecting from a list of the four emotion portrayals the emotion most appropriate 
to the piece, and by rating on a nine-point scale the degree to which each emotion was present 
(Balkwill & Thompson, 1999:51-52). Joy was found to be associated with fast tempo, low 
rhythmic complexity, and low melodic complexity; sadness with low tempo, high rhythmic 
complexity, high melodic complexity, and small pitch range; anger with the timbre of string 
instruments; and peace with slow tempo, low rhythmic complexity, low melodic complexity, 
and the timbre of the bansuri flute (Balkwill & Thompson, 1999:54-56). These findings are 
complicated by the perception measure used to quantify cue levels, and by the unequal 
distribution of timbres within emotion portrayals (Balkwill & Thompson, 1999:51). However, 
the results of this study are in line with the other data discussed above, at least for tempo (the 
other cues were not examined in the studies already mentioned). 
4.2 Dimensional research 
Schubert (2004) investigated the role of acoustic cues in emotion judgements through a 
dimensional framework. Using a 2-dimensional emotion space like that of Russell (1980), the 
contributions of acoustic cues to the dimensions of arousal and valence were recorded. 
Schubert utilised a continuous sampling methodology, using a computer program which 
represented the emotion space visually, with participants moving a cursor to indicate their 
emotion judgement in real time (Schubert, 2004:564-565). The granularity of sampling was 
one sample per second (Schubert, 2004:561). This continuous response methodology was 
utilised to facilitate testing of the lag between presentation of an acoustic cue and the 
manifestation of its effect on emotion judgement (Schubert, 2004:561). The present research 
does not investigate the time-scale of emotional responses to acoustic cues, and so this aspect 
of Schubert’s research will not be discussed here. The cues Schubert investigated were melodic 
contour, tempo, loudness, texture, and sharpness of timbre (measured as spectral centroid) 
(Schubert, 2004:566, 571). 
A modified linear regression model was used to associate changes in cue with changes in 
reported emotional judgement (Schubert, 2004:572). Over the four pieces used, it was found 




strongest effect. A positive correlation was found between arousal and melodic contour, as well 
as an ambiguous correlation with texture and timbral brightness (one positive, one negative 
correlation for each); however, the author states that these effects are likely due to musical 
context rather than the cue itself, specifically a conflation of the extrapolated effects with 
concurrent effects of loudness. Loudness, tempo, and melodic contour were found to correlate 
positively with valence, with loudness again being a stronger contributor than tempo. A further 
positive correlation between valence and texture was found, though the author cautions that it 
is likely that harmony (which was not examined in this experiment) played some role in this 
correlation. Schubert also notes that there may be an interaction effect whereby the articulation, 
mode, and tempo of a piece affects whether changes in tempo, texture, and loudness manifest 
effects in the arousal or the valence dimension. These interactions are only suggested as a 
potential explanation for observed effects – they were not measured statistically (Schubert, 
2004:572-579). 
The dimensional results from the paper by Scherer and Oshisnky (1977, discussed above) were 
presented in terms of three dimensions: pleasantness, activity, and potency. These were rated 
on 10-point bipolar scales (Scherer and Oshinsky, 1977:334). Their results, again in decreasing 
order of strength per cue, were as follows. Small amplitude variation was associated with 
pleasantness and activity. Likewise, large pitch variation was associated with pleasantness and 
activity. A downward pitch contour was associated with pleasantness, an upward contour with 
potency. Low pitch level was associated with pleasantness, high pitch level with potency and 
activity. Fast tempo was associated with activity, pleasantness, and potency. A round envelope 
was associated with potency, a sharp envelope with pleasantness and activity. A low number 
of harmonics was associated with pleasantness, a high number with potency and activity 
(Scherer & Oshinsky, 1977:339). In their second experiment, they found preliminary evidence 
of an association between the major mode and pleasantness, and of rhythmic tone sequences 
with activity (Scherer & Oshinsky, 1977:341). Their operationalisation of rhythm is unclear, 
and their results for this cue will not be included in Tables 1 and 2. 
The relationship of tempo and mode to the valence dimension of emotion was further examined 
by Gagnon and Peretz (2003). Using simple melodic stimuli over a range of three tempi and 
three modalities (major, minor, whole-tone/neutral), they performed two experiments to test 
the influences of these factors individually and in combination. They found major mode and 
fast tempo to be indicative of positive valence. Tempo was found to be more powerfully 




combination (Gagnon & Peretz, 2003:32). This finding was replicated using less extreme 
tempo values – reducing the range of tempo values did reduce the predictive power of tempo, 
but it remained higher than that of mode (Gagnon & Peretz, 2003:36). 
Ilie and Thompson (2006) studied the influence of intensity, rate of presentation (tempo), and 
pitch height on emotional expression in music and speech. Their combined findings will be 
used below in comparing the patterns of cue use in emotional expression across both music and 
other modalities. For now, their findings for music will be examined. Their study was based 
on a 3-dimensional model of emotion consisting of valence, energy arousal, and tension arousal 
(Ilie & Thompson, 2006:320). Data were collected from 27 listeners using a 5-point bipolar 
rating scale for each dimension (Ilie & Thompson, 2006:322).  Because the effects they found 
were always in the same direction for the two arousal dimensions, or featured an insignificant 
effect on one of the two dimensions (Ilie & Thompson, 2006:324), these two dimensions will 
be treated as a single arousal dimension in the present analysis. Intensity was found to be 
negatively correlated with valence, and positively correlated with arousal. Tempo had no 
significant effect on valence, and correlated positively with arousal. Pitch height was 
negatively correlated with valence, and positively correlated with arousal (Ilie & Thompson, 
2006:324). Additionally, Ilie and Thompson found interaction effects among the cues they 
studied. Intensity had a greater effect on valence under the condition of high pitch than low 
pitch. Fast tempo led to higher ratings of valence for low than for high pitch; no significant 
effect of pitch height was found under conditions of slow tempo (Ilie & Thompson, 2006:323).   
Tables 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 present a summary of the cues studied in the research discussed above. 
Only cues relevant to the present research are included; i.e. compositional cues, excluding 
timbre. This provides a useful point of reference in selecting cues for study in the present 
research. In order to tie in to the existing literature, only cues that have been studied previously 
will be taken as eligible for use here. Two further considerations will be used in making the 
final selection. First, the cues to be studied must have shown systematic relation in the literature 
to all three of the emotion portrayals embodied in the excerpts chosen for the experiment 
(happiness/joy, anger/fear, and peacefulness/tenderness). Second, the excerpts must be clearly 
differentiable in terms of the chosen cues. This aspect of the selection process is discussed in 





 Juslin & Laukka 
2003 
Quinto et al. 
2014 
Scherer & 
Oshinsky 1977  
Balkwill & 
Thompson 1999 
Tempo X (A+, H+, P-) X (A=, H+, P-) X (A+, H+, /) X (/, H+, P-) 
Intensity X (A+, H=, P-) X (A+, H+, P-) / / 
Intensity 
variability 
X (A+, H-, P-) X (A-, H+/=, P+) X (/, H=, /) / 
Pitch height / X (A-, H+, P+) X (A+, /,/) / 
Pitch contour X (A+, H+, P-) / X (A+, /, /) / 
Mode / X (A-, H+, P+) X* (A-, H+, /) / 
Interval size / X (/,/,/) X* (A-, H+, /) / 
Range / X (/,/,/) / X (/, /, /) 
Rhythmic 
complexity 
/ / N/A X (/, H-, P-)  
Melodic 
complexity 
/ / / X (/, H-, P-) 
 
Table 4.2.1. Summary of findings of discrete emotion studies for the three musical emotion portrayals relevant to 
the present research’s experimental component. An “X” represents the inclusion of cue in a study. The brackets 
next to the “X” indicate for which of the three emotion portrayals being considered in this research significant 
associations were found. These portrayals are happiness/joy (H), anger/fear (A), and peacefulness/tenderness (P). 
The “+” or “-” signs indicate the direction of the effect (e.g. fast tempo (+) is an indication of anger, but slow 
tempo (-) is an indication of peacefulness). An “=” sign indicates an effect of the cue at a moderate level, where 
such was included in the study. Note: for pitch contour, “+” represents up, “-” represents down. For mode, “+” 
represents major, “-” represents minor. “X*” in the mode and interval size rows for the findings of Scherer & 
Oshinsky (1977:341) is due to the low number of stimuli used to demonstrate this effect – the authors remark that 
further replication studies are needed to establish the effect they found. 
The findings reported in table 4.2.1 generate patterns of cue use per emotion label. Where an 
equal number of effects are found in opposite directions, no prediction is made. 
Happiness/joy: fast tempo, high/moderate intensity, moderate intensity variability, high pitch, 
ascending pitch contour, major mode, large interval size, low rhythmic complexity, low 
melodic complexity. 
Fear/anger: fast/moderate tempo, high intensity, ascending pitch contour, minor mode, small 
interval size. 
Peacefulness/tenderness: slow tempo, low intensity, high pitch, descending pitch contour, 




The results of dimensional studies are displayed in table 4.2.2. A “+” represents a positive 
correlation between the cue and the dimension (e.g. increasing tempo increases arousal), and a 
“-” represents a negative correlation (e.g. decreasing pitch height increases valence).  
 Scherer & 
Oshinsky 
1977 








 V A V A V A V A V A 
Tempo + + + + +   + + + 
Intensity   + +   - +   
Intensity 
variability 
- -         
Pitch variation + +         
Pitch height - +     -  + - 
Pitch contour -  + +      - 
Mode     +    +  
Texture    + +/-       
Rhythm N/A N/A       - + 
Harmonic 
complexity 
        - + 
 
Table 4.2.2. Summary of findings of dimensional studies for the three musical emotion portrayals relevant to the 
experimental component of the present research. Note: for pitch contour and mode, indications are as in table 
4.2.1. For texture, “+” represents a thick texture, “-” a thin texture. For rhythm, “+” represents a firm rhythm, 
“-” a flowing rhythm. 
Hevner’s experimental results were parsed into a dimensional model by Schubert (1999:55). 
Two pairs (4) of Hevner’s eight adjective groups are used to ground poles of the VA axes, with 
the other groups falling in the spaces between. The valence axis is anchored by the happy/bright 
and sad/heavy groups, the arousal axis by the majestic/vigorous and serene/lyrical groups. As 
this arrangement does not represent a perfect mapping (Schubert, 1999:57), these results are 
included in table 4.2.2 purely for comparative purposes. Hevner’s findings are only listed 
where differential effects were found for the two groups grounding opposite poles of a 
dimension. 
The VA space may be split into four quadrants, each bordered by the two axes and 




Happiness/joy is defined as occupying quadrant 1 (high valence, high arousal), anger/fear as 
occupying quadrant 2 (low valence, high arousal), and peacefulness/tenderness as occupying 
quadrant 4 (high valence, low arousal). From this, table 4.2.2 can be used to further infer cue 
profiles for each label. Hevner’s results were not included in forming the cue profiles. Cues in 
brackets represent findings that suggest an effect on only one dimension, but in the appropriate 
direction for the label.  
Happiness/joy: fast tempo, large interval size, ascending pitch contour, thick texture, high 
intensity, low intensity variability, (major mode), (low pitch height), (descending pitch 
contour), (thin texture). 
Fear/anger: high pitch, fast tempo, thin texture, (high intensity), (ascending pitch contour), 
(minor mode), (high/low intensity variability), (large/small interval size). 
Peacefulness/tenderness: low pitch, slow tempo, thick texture, (low intensity), (descending 
pitch contour), (major mode), (high/low intensity variability), (large/small interval size). 
The emotion labels of anger/fear and peacefulness/tenderness are defined by contrasting levels 
over the two axes (low valence and high arousal, and high valence and low arousal, 
respectively). Where results from the studies in table 4.2.2 show an equal balance of effects in 
similar directions over the axes (e.g. a positive correlation with both valence and arousal), these 
are included in the profiles for these two emotions. This is indicated by giving both 
dichotomous options in the profile (e.g. large/small interval size). The results from the present 
experiment can be used in comparison with these mixed predictions to provide support for the 





CHAPTER 5. BAROQUE CONSIDERATIONS 
This chapter serves to contextualise the Baroque excerpts chosen for the experimental 
component of the present research, as well as to provide some background to 17th- and 18th-
century conceptions of music and affect. First, Descartes’ theory of the passions will be covered 
in more detail, and its correspondence with certain elements of modern theories of emotion 
noted. Second, the “Doctrine of the Affections” will be examined. Third, Johann David 
Heinichen’s treatise Der General-Bas in der Composition will be discussed, as it is the source 
from which Baroque excerpts have been drawn for the present experiment. This will be 
followed immediately by a brief description of the study by Vieillard et al. (2008) from which 
the modern excerpts were drawn. 
5.1 Descartes and the passions 
René Descartes’ (1596-1650) influence on 17th-century thought was profound, and echoes of 
his ideas have resonated through the ages, in some cases even remaining with us today. His 
psychology, which includes a well-developed theory of the passions, was widely accepted by 
his contemporaries and immediate successors. The foundation of his psychological theorising 
is the notion of dualism: the irreducibly distinct nature of the body and the mind/soul, and their 
union in the human being (Duncan, 2000:488). His theory of the passions, laid out in The 
Passions of the Soul (1649), takes as its basis this dualist framework. 
On reading Descartes’ treatise, a great many similarities with the modern conception of 
emotions, especially the functionalist conception, become apparent. Throughout the following 
discussion, these similarities will be pointed out and discussed in brief. They include:  the 
notion of basic emotions, the utility of emotions in promoting the survival and wellbeing of the 
individual, the concept of action tendencies, cognitive appraisal, and component processes in 
general, and the hierarchical division of emotions into species. 
Some foundational and terminological points must be established before laying out precisely 
what Descartes thought the passions were. His definition rests on an understanding of the 
following: dualism, the mechanics of bodily motion and physiology, the functional nature of 
the soul, the nature of perceptions, and the manner of mediation between body and soul. These 
points will be outlined with as much brevity as possible, leading up to a definition of the 
passions. After this, the nature of specific passions will be discussed. All information is drawn 




Dualism, to Descartes, was a means of reconciling the lawful nature of physical reality with 
the dogma of human freedom. To this end, he ascribes as the sole domain of the human body 
any human phenomena that may come about in inanimate objects (Decartes, 1985:329-§3). 
This neatly circumscribes the entirety of the known laws of physics and physiology at the time, 
parsing them into one element of the dualist model.  The soul, conversely, is to be regarded as 
the source of all other phenomena, which cannot be attributed to inanimate objects (1985:329). 
The only phenomenon which Descartes believes is necessarily attributed to the soul is thought, 
of which he delineates two kinds: actions (volitions), and passions (perceptions; 1985:335-§17). 
Volitions and perceptions may both arise in two forms, having either the body or the soul as 
their object. The role of the object in volitions is being a point of termination: a volition may 
be restricted in its impact entirely to the soul (Descartes gives the example of the will to love 
God), or it may transfer its impact to the body, as in any number of purposeful bodily 
movements (Descartes, 1985:335-§18). As regards perception, the object is a causal one. A 
perception may be caused entirely by the soul, as in perceiving a volition or a willed thought 
(1985:335-§19). Importantly, this idea is expanded upon to include all perceptions for which a 
proximate cause is not known; Descartes includes among such perceptions “the feelings of joy, 
anger and the like” (1985:337-§25). Perceptions causally attributable to the body are 
furthermore divisible into two kinds. One kind refers to the perception of internal bodily 
sensations, such as hunger and pain (1985:337-§24). The other is also a function of the body; 
however, its cause may be further referred outward to an external object. This object causes a 
reaction in at least one sense organ of the human body, and this reaction travels through the 
nerves to cause changes in the state of the brain, which translate into a sensory perception by 
the soul of the external object (1985:337-§23). The manner in which a physical phenomenon 
may make an impression upon the soul (and vice versa) will be discussed below; for now it 
will suffice to say that this relationship is immediate and correlative. 
Descartes’ conception of bodily motion and sensation relies on a medium which he calls the 
animal spirits (esprits animaux). These are “a certain very fine air or wind” (1985:330-§7), 
made up of a large number of miniscule individual bodies. The animal spirits constitute the 
motive element of physical movement. They travel to all parts of the body – they are 
transported by the blood to the brain, and from there by the nerves into the muscles and organs 
(1985:331-332-§10). By flowing into a muscle and out of its opposed muscle, the animal spirits 
may cause it to contract (1985:332-§11). A combination of such individual contractions can 




by suspending nerve fibres in such a state that any motion on the nerve ending will reflect upon 
the nerve’s origination point in the brain (1985: 332-333-§12), a prerequisite for the formation 
in the soul of a perception of sensation.  
The soul and the body, for Descartes, constitute two parts of a totally unified whole. The 
mechanism of this unification is proposed to be the pineal gland, or as Descartes puts it, “a 
little gland in the brain where the soul exercises its functions more particularly than in the other 
parts of the body” (1985:340-§31). He justifies this proposition by stating that all human sense 
organs come in pairs, as do all parts of the brain except the pineal gland. As the soul receives 
a single impression from any pair of sense organs, there must exist a place where the duplicate 
impressions generated by these organs are reduced (1985:340-§32). As the pineal gland is the 
only eligible bodily element Descartes believes to be singular, it is the obvious (and only viable) 
candidate for this role. The pineal gland is proposed to be suspended within brain cavities filled 
with the animal spirits. The spirits can exert their influence on the gland in any way, which will 
reflect as a perception in the soul. The soul itself can likewise exert an influence directly on the 
pineal gland, in line with any volition. This movement of the gland caused by the soul will 
excite the animal spirits to motion in line with the nature of the volition, moving them through 
the brain’s pores, and from there via the nerves to the muscles, to induce any manner of motion 
desired (1985:341-§34). 
Enough groundwork has now been laid to discuss the passion themselves. Descartes provides 
the following definition of the phenomenon which is the subject of his treatise: “the passions 
of the soul… [are] those perceptions, sensations or emotions of the soul which we refer 
particularly to it [the soul], and which are caused, maintained and strengthened by some 
movement of the spirits” (1985:338-339-§27). This broad definition essentially captures all 
phenomena of the soul which are not volitions, or sensations with a physical object; in effect, 
all passive phenomena of the soul which have the soul as their object. They arise through the 
body, and are reflected on the soul via the pineal gland. The animal spirits constitute the 
physical medium for their existence at the embodied level. The passions are “[referred] 
particularly to [the soul]” to differentiate them from other mere sensations. The sensations 
which give rise to the passions are distinct from the passions themselves – these former are 
referred to the body. The passions are caused by the body, but are only meaningfully called 




In the second part of his treatise, Descartes lists and describes a number of passions. As an 
example, he describes love and hatred as follows: “… when our esteem or contempt is directed 
upon some other object that we regard as a free cause capable of doing good and evil, esteem 
becomes veneration and simple contempt becomes scorn” (1985:350-§55). The modern notion 
of cognitive appraisal is paralleled in this description – there is a clear evaluative element to 
these emotions thus described. Specifically, the dimension of agency/responsibility, which is a 
widely used appraisal criterion in modern research, is evident here (van Reekum & Scherer, 
1997:259-260). Good and evil play a crucial role in Descartes’ theory of the passions, and are 
intimately linked to the concept of agency. It is consistent with his overall ethics that the nature 
of a passion should change depending on whether or not its object is considered to be a free 
agent; he usually applies this criterion of agency to the self. He states to this effect that as long 
as a person never fails to pursue virtue, the passions which may impinge upon their daily life 
for external reasons (outside of their control as a free agent) will pale in comparison to the 
surety of purpose related by the soul to itself (Descartes, 1985:381-382-§147-148). 
While many passions are listed in Descartes’ treatise, he makes a distinction between these and 
the “simple and primitive” passions, of which he states there are precisely six. These are 
wonder, love, hatred, desire, joy, and sadness (1985:353-§69). As discussed earlier in this 
literature review, the idea of basic/primary emotions is crucial to the theory of discrete 
emotions. Some degree of overlap can be seen between Descartes’ primary emotions and those 
commonly assumed in modern functionalist theories. Recall, for instance, the five emotions 
listed by Sloboda and Juslin (2001:77) as being held in general consensus: happiness (joy), 
sadness, anger (hatred), fear, and disgust. Of these, the first three correspond to three of 
Descartes’ proposed primary emotions. His list bears even more similarity to Shaver et al.’s 
(1987:1067-1068) list of conceptually basic emotions: anger (hatred), sadness, love, fear, and 
joy. Of these, only fear does not appear in Descartes’ list. 
A further similarity between Descartes’ emotional typology and that of modern discrete 
emotion theory is found in the idea of emotion blending. This is a common explanation given 
by discrete emotion theorists for the existence of complex emotional states (Scarantino & 
Griffiths, 2011:451). Descartes gives two explanations for the multiplicity of emotional states 
evident in human life, the first of which is that all non-primitive emotions are “composed from 




The second explanation Descartes offers for the non-primitive emotional states is that they may 
be species of the primary emotions (1985:353-§69). This is stated explicitly: “…the six 
primitive passions […] are, as it were, the genera of which all the others are species” (1985:383-
§149). He makes use of this idea when discussing, for example, regret and cheerfulness: “… a 
past good [meaning a good thing which has departed] gives rise to regret, which is a kind of 
sadness; and a past evil [an evil which has departed] gives rise to cheerfulness, which is a kind 
of joy” (1985:352-§67). This definition works in a very similar fashion to the concept of 
emotion species used by Shaver et al. (1987:1067-1069), in which the species of a basic 
emotion may be determined by a cognitive appraisal of the context of its elicitation. 
Descartes provides a detailed discussion of his six proposed basic emotions. One of the points 
that he discusses is the set of bodily effects that constitute part of the emotion. The parallel here 
with component process theory is striking. He describes physiological effects, such as pulse 
rate, strength, and regularity, feelings of heat in the chest and body, and changes in digestive 
functioning (1985:363-§97-101). Facial expressions are linked to emotions, with particular 
focus on the region around and including the eyes: “[t]here is no passion which some particular 
expression of the eyes does not reveal” (1985:367-368-§113). Finally, Descartes speaks of the 
association of certain passions with corresponding action tendencies. For instance, in 
discussing repulsion, he states that this passion is “ordained by nature to represent to the soul 
a sudden and unexpected death” (Descartes, 1985:359-§89). He argues that in repulsion, an 
unexpected sensation “produces a sudden agitation which leads the soul to do its utmost to 
avoid so manifest an evil [the perceived threatening sensation]”. He states that this desire to 
avoid certain death may also be called “avoidance” (1985:360-§89). Taken in sum, Descartes 
has now discussed the passions in terms of action tendencies, motor expression, physiological 
arousal, cognitive appraisal, and subjective feeling (this last is inherent is his definition of a 
passion as being a phenomenon of the soul, as the soul is the seat of experience). These are the 
five component processes most commonly studied in modern emotion research (Scherer, 
2004:240). 
Another point addressed by Descartes is the manner in which the passions may be useful, as 
well as harmful, for the person in whom they manifest. For Descartes, the passions are useful 
in terms of aiding the soul in preserving “good” thoughts. They are harmful insofar as they 
perform this function with too great an intensity or for too long a period, or when the thoughts 
they facilitate are not good ones (Descartes, 1985:354-§74). He uses as an example the passion 




retention in memory of new things, which would not be guaranteed without the help of this 
passion (1985:354-355-§75). While there are some differences, this approach of assessing the 
utility of emotions for the individual foreshadows in spirit the framework of adaptive value 
employed in the functionalist conception of emotions (e.g. Juslin, 1997a). 
The precise manoeuvring of the animal spirits in the body in different passions is detailed at 
some length. Descartes theorises patterns of movement for the spirits, which always conform 
to a similar procedure. First, the spirits are excited to directed motion by the object of the 
passion. They move through the body to specific muscles and organs, and perform certain 
functions at these locations. The manner of interaction of the spirits with these parts of the body 
has an effect on the quality of the blood that flows to the heart. This quality has an effect on 
the “heat” of the heart, which is considered essential to life (Descartes, 1985:366-§107). This 
effect of the blood on the “heat” is mirrored on the blood being pumped through the heart’s 
chambers. The quality of this blood dictates the quality of the animal spirits as they flow up 
from it to the brain, and thereby affect the ideas present in the brain (1985:364-365-§102-106).  
Having outlined in broad terms the principles of the passions according to Descartes, later 
developments which were indebted to his work can now be discussed. Descartes himself died 
in 1650, shortly after the publication of The Passions of the Soul. His work was foundational 
in musical thinking during the Baroque era. The Passions of the Soul was of great relevance to 
musicians interesting in portraying affect through music, as it provided a psychological 
groundwork upon which to base their theories and experimentations (e.g. Mattheson, 1981). 
These theories, under the broad title of the Doctrine of the Affections, will now be discussed. 
5.2 The Doctrine of the Affections 
The Doctrine of the Affections is a nebulous body of ideas, whose specifics are difficult to pin 
down. In general terms, it was an approach to music that promoted the use of rhetorical 
techniques to move the affections of listeners. The concept of the affections was based on 
Cartesian philosophy, and its scope was determined by the mechanics of this philosophy 
(Whitfield, 2010:16-17). It is often asserted that Descartes believed that only a single passion 
could hold sway in a person at one time, with rapid change also being unlikely (LeCoat, 
1972:220), and that for this reason a single musical movement was crafted to embody only a 
single affection (Whitfield, 2010:17). It is unclear why this is asserted; Descartes explicitly 
states that several passions can coexist simultaneously. In a concluding section for a discussion 




noted solely what can be observed when it is the only one present […] I have yet to deal with 
the many external signs which usually accompany the passions – signs which are much better 
observed when several [passions] are mingled together, as they normally are, than when they 
are separated” (Descartes, 1985:367-§112). Regardless, it is certain that Descartes’ influence 
was strong in the minds of musicians and theorists of the Baroque (see e.g. Mattheson, 
1981:104).  
The Cartesian model was not the only one informing the Doctrine, or at least the approach to 
affective music-making of Baroque musicians. This area of musicianship has a long history, 
with roots at least as far back as Classical Greece (Dissmore, 2017:2). Some of these influences 
will be mentioned below, alongside those of Descartes. 
In addition to the overarching imperative of affective content, the Doctrine of the Affections 
encompasses technical devices by which composers could imbue their music with the 
necessary affections. These were grounded in Descartes’ work on music, specifically his 
Compendium Musicae (Compendium of Music) of 1618 (Vlock, 1998:521).  His theoretical 
writings do not enter into great depth on technical procedures, but some are given, specifically 
for the parameters of pitch and time (Dissmore, 2017:1). He states, for example, that tempo is 
proportional to the “speed” of affect – slower tempo giving rise to “quieter” affects (e.g. 
sadness), and fast tempo to “faster” affects (e.g. joy) (Vlock, 1998:524). Of intervals, Descartes 
wrote that wider intervals should be put to use for happy emotions, and narrow intervals for 
sadder ones (Vlock, 1998:521). It is intriguing to notice the similarities between these simple 
and broad statements of Descartes and the findings of modern empirical studies (e.g. Juslin & 
Laukka, 2003:802; Scherer & Oshinksy, 1977:334). 
The key of a piece of music was also seen to contribute to its affective potential. Jean-Philippe 
Rameau (1683-1764) contributed notably in this area. He offered recommendations of keys 
suited to expressing among others the affects of joy, fury, tenderness, and melancholy 
(Dissmore, 2017:7). There was no unanimously agreed-upon set of affective qualities attributed 
to keys; various opinions abounded among theorists and composers (Hall, 2017:57). It is worth 
noting that in the Baroque era, different keys contained intervals of different qualities, as a 
function of the system of non-equal temperament used at the time. In modern, equal-tempered 
music, all keys contain intervals of precisely the same quality. 
It is not entirely clear to what extent the “affections” or affects which formed the object of the 




the scientific sense of the term. Whitfield (2010:17) cites Lorenzo Giocomini’s definition: “[an 
affection is] a spiritual movement of operation of the mind in which it is attracted to or repelled 
by an object it has come to know”. The attraction/repulsion dichotomy brings to mind the 
paradigmatic cases of approach and avoidance in the conception of action tendencies (e.g. 
Frijda et al., 1989:214), a commonly studied component process of emotion (Scherer, 
2004:240). The affects may also be viewed as “rationalized states of passion”. This 
rationalisation refers to the systematic study to which the affects as phenomena were subjected 
(Whitfield, 2010:17).  
The nature of the affects is intimately tied to the concept of musical expression. Vincenzo 
Galilei encourages musicians to inform their expression by observing human behaviour in 
specific contexts. For instance, he mentions the differences in expression embodied in the 
address of a prince to his subjects, a man reacting in anger, the act of lament, the mannerisms 
of timidity, and exultant joy (LeCoat, 1972:221). Some of these contexts bear direct relation to 
emotions, in the modern conception – anger, lament (sadness), timidity (fear), and joy. The 
example of the prince can easily be read as pride.  
Galilei further recommends specific cues to observe in the contexts he mentions. Ascending or 
descending tone of voice, loudness of speech, and speech rate are all mentioned (LeCoat, 
1972:221). The contexts noted by Galilei (which can easily be read as emotional) together with 
the cues he singles out as noteworthy (which are among the acoustic cues studied in modern 
empirical research on vocal and musical emotional expression e.g. Juslin & Laukka, 2003:802 
– reprinted in figure 4.1.1, chapter 4), can lead to a reading of his conception of affect as being 
at least broadly similar to modern definitions of emotion. 
The influence of the Doctrine of the Affects was evident to a great extent in vocal music. During 
the Baroque era, music was largely considered to be subservient to written text, aiming to 
express the affective content of the text and thereby further enhance it (LeCoat, 1972:221). An 
instrumental work or movement, lacking text from which to draw affective content, took on 
the task of meditating on a single affection (Wilson, 1989:101). The entirety of affective 
expression in instrumental music had to be accomplished through musical-expressive devices. 
Composers were able to draw on general guides to such devices, such as the work of Johann 
Mattheson (which was based on Cartesian ideas). Composers exercised their own discretion as 





The principal purpose of a composition informed by the Doctrine of the Affections was to move 
its listeners to states of passion. This represents a shift in the orientation of the music; whereas 
in the preceding centuries it had taken its text as object, the listener now became the object 
(Hall, 2017:55). In line with Descartes’ conception of the passions as arising through the 
motions of the animal spirits within the body, the approach taken to moving the listener was 
entirely mechanistic. The listener was to react directly and physically to the sonic stimulus, 
rather than coming to an emotional state through the use of their conscious faculties (Hall, 
2017:54-55). For Descartes, a passion could easily be aroused in such a fashion by an external 
object’s action upon the sensory organs (Descartes, 1985:332-333-§12), and music took on the 
role of this object. In order to move the listener to an affection, the appropriate affection had 
also to be expressed in the music (Lenneberg, 1958:47). 
The Doctrine of the Affections may be said to have been the dominant musical ideology of the 
Baroque, but the specific praxis inspired by it was by no means universal. Various theorists 
and composers wrote about their particular methods, notably Johann Mattheson (1681-1764) 
and Johann David Heinichen (1683-1729) (Whitfield, 2010:17). The latter will be discussed in 
some depth here, as it is from his treatise, Der General-Bass in der Composition (The 
Thorough-Bass in Composition, published 1728), that the musical excerpts used to represent 
the category of Baroque in the present experiment are drawn.  
5.3 Selection of Baroque excerpts – Heinichen’s Der General-Bass in der Composition 
Finding suitable Baroque excerpts proved to be a greater challenge than expected. The name 
most commonly associated with Baroque theories of affect (or the floating signifier, “the 
Doctrine of the Affections”) is Johann Mattheson, who formed the first point of inquiry. 
Unfortunately, Mattheson does not in fact give concrete musical examples of his theories. He 
does, however, make mention of such examples, from Heinichen’s Der General-Bass in der 
Composition, specifically in the Einleitung (Introduction) to this treatise. This set of examples 
was chosen as the pool from which to draw the second class of experimental stimuli, for two 
reasons. First, the present author was unable to find any clearer examples in the literature which 
could be used instead. Second, drawing examples from multiple sources would necessitate a 
comparison of rating accuracy between theorists and detailed discussion of their minor 
differences, which is outside the scope of the present research. It is assumed that, despite there 




compositional rules, any one theorist’s ideas will have enough broad overlap with those of 
other theorists to justify a working generalisation.  
Heinichen’s name is little-known today outside the context of his theoretical writings. In his 
own day, he was highly regarded as a composer, receiving lofty praise from such figures as 
Johann Scheibe, Charles Burney, and Johann Mattheson. He was the Capellmeister at the 
Dresden court, on top of his compositional and theoretical endeavours (Buelow, 1986a:1). The 
best-known of his theoretical writings is Der General-Bas in der Composition, a technical 
manual expounding his view on the fundamentals of thorough-bass (basso continuo) realisation. 
The main body of this treatise, while no doubt a valuable tool for continuo players, is not 
relevant to the present discussion. In the Introduction to this treatise, however, Heinichen 
delves deeply into the manner of portraying the affects in music. 
Heinichen’s Introduction contains the most extensive collection of practical examples of 
affective portrayal in Baroque music-theoretical writing (Buelow, 1986b:307). The 
demonstration of affective compositional techniques therein is grounded in a discussion of the 
loci topici, a fundamental tool of rhetorical invention which Heinichen applies to music in the 
context of text-setting (Heinichen, 1986:330). He demonstrates in detail the manner in which 
a composer may draw inspiration for affective composition from a text, be it rich in expression 
or utterly bland. Most importantly in the present context, he provides concrete musical 
examples of the affective portrayals he describes, a surprising rarity among Baroque writers on 
musical affect.  
The examples Heinichen provides are related to specific texts, which he gives in conjunction 
with them. He outlines the application of the loci topici to these texts, drawing from them 
affective ideas suitable for musical portrayal (Heinichen, 1986:332). The examples he gives 
are short, being only fragments of hypothetical arias based on the corresponding texts. They 
bear the hallmarks of a theorist well-versed in composing such arias. In total, he adduces fifteen 
such examples (Heinichen, 1986:333-375). Each example is prefaced by a brief description of 
the expressive intention of the excerpt. These prefaces formed the basis for the pre-selection of 
candidate Baroque excerpts for the present experiment. Unfortunately, there is not a clear and 
singular affective label attached to each piece; rather, Heinichen discusses its expressive 
intention at length. These prefaces were examined in depth, and only those from which 
affective words or phrases could be drawn with some confidence had their corresponding 




This text, beautiful in itself, on first inspiration creates in our imaginations six, 
eight, or more entirely different inventions, if one will give some consideration to 
the words and circumstances or, as I would say, the loci topici. In general, one 
could seize upon the tenderness of the affection; and with this in mind, a Siciliana 
(a form of composition willingly expressing languid thoughts) might suggest the 
following invention among others… (Heinichen, 1986:356, emphasis as italics in 
original) 
From this description, the relevant affective word is tenderness. Heinichen follows this 
description directly with the musical example, a 10-bar Siciliana written for continuo 
(unfigured), unspecified melody instrument, and voice. This was one of the excerpts considered 
for inclusion in the experiment; however, it was excluded on other grounds later in the selection 
process. Heinichen present texts which were interpreted in terms of the following affective 
labels: fury, pomposity, love, playfulness, tenderness, and anxiety. In stating these ideas, a vast 
compound problem presents itself – namely, the problem of meaning.  
Heinichen’s treatise was originally written in German. All translations necessarily suffer from 
inaccuracies, usually due to the lack of direct and unambiguous one-to-one correspondences 
between words across language boundaries. Alongside this problem, the question of historical 
terminology comes into play – how are we to know that a word, even in the same language, 
has the same meaning (denotative and/or connotative) now as it did in 1728? These questions 
cannot be fully addressed in the present research. A pragmatic approach will be applied to 
circumvent this problem. The discrepancies in terminological boundaries across languages and 
centuries may be greatly minimised by adopting a fuzzy conception of the terminology in 
question. That is to say, a word such as “love” will not be taken solely to mean the strict English 
dictionary denotation of love. Instead, it will be redefined to incorporate the semantic space 
surrounding this denotative core; rather than meaning one highly specific thing, the term will 
be used as a marker for a range of affective concepts that share elements of the core. Thus, 
“love” will no longer represent a point on a semantic space, but rather an area (as discussed in 
the previous chapter). It is hoped that this conceptualisation will limit the impact of translation 
across languages and times; the meaning of a word may well be expected to shift under these 
transformations, but it is likely to remain within a broadly conceived semantic space. This 
approach is not perfect. In the case that the experimental results show a mismatch in affect 




contend as possible explanations. If the experimental results show a good match with the terms, 
then it is likely that these issues did not manifest significantly in this specific case. 
5.4 Selection of modern excerpts – Vieillard et al. (2008) 
The modern excerpts for use in the present experiment were drawn from Vieillard et al.’s (2008) 
paper, Happy, sad, scary and peaceful musical excerpts for research on emotions. They 
designed a set of 56 musical excerpts, with fourteen for each of their four emotion categories. 
A detailed list of structural consideration that were used in composing the excerpts is not 
provided. It is stated in the paper that the happy excerpts were composed with a fast tempo, in 
a major mode; sad excerpts with a slow tempo in a minor mode, scary excerpts with an 
intermediate tempo in a minor mode, and peaceful excerpts with a slow tempo in a major mode 
(Vieillard et al., 2008:723-724). Their expectations for valence and arousal ratings were broadly 
in line with those provided in table 4.2.2 above. However, they hypothesised that sadness may 
be judged as pleasant rather than unpleasant, placing it in quadrant 4 rather than 3. While 
sadness proper belongs in quadrant 3, musical portrayals of sadness may be perceived as 
melancholic, giving rise to a higher valence rating (Vieillard et al., 2008:723-724). 
Three experiments are reported in the paper, of which only the first is relevant here. This was 
an experiment utilising listener ratings, to establish the clarity of portrayal of the intended 
emotion, as well as valence and arousal ratings, for each excerpt. The second and third 
experiments were to determine the length of time needed for confident and accurate recognition 
of emotion, and to further examine emotional portrayals without verbal labels, respectively 
(Vieillard et al., 2008:720). 
Three groups of listeners performed the rating task, each under different instruction conditions. 
One group (N=20) rated each of the excerpts on 10-point scales for each of the four emotions 
(happy, sad, scary, peaceful – listeners were allowed to make ratings on as many scales as they 
wished). This group was instructed to rate the excerpts based on the emotions they recognised 
in the music. The second group (N=19) performed the same task, but were instructed to make 
ratings according to the emotions they experienced while listening to each excerpt. The third 
group (N=20) rated each excerpt for valence and arousal. The instructions listed for this last 
group are unclear in terms of whether listeners were expected to make ratings of perceived or 
felt emotion (Vieillard et al., 2008:725-726). 
To assess the clarity of the emotion portrayal for each excerpt, the researchers examined the 




each emotion rating scale. An excerpt was classified as having a clear emotional portrayal if 
the mean on one emotion rating was higher than all of the others, and there was no overlap 
between the confidence intervals for that emotion rating and for the others. They found that all 
the excerpts achieved clarity according to this measure (Vieillard et al., 2008:726). They also 
assessed the percentage of listeners who gave the highest rating on the appropriate scale for 
each excerpt, a measure which they termed best label (Vieillard et al., 2008:726-727). 
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to determine whether or not the instruction 
conditions (recognition vs experience of emotions) had a significant effect of ratings. The 
ratings used for this analysis were the mean best label values for each emotion. A small but 
significant effect was found, with the emotion category appropriate to each excerpt receiving a 
higher rating in the experience condition. The researchers isolated this further, finding a 
significant effect for the sad emotion label. The effect of instruction condition was small and 
general, and it was decided to average the data across the two conditions for further analysis 
(Vieillard et al., 2008:727). 
Of the four emotion portrayals examined, the happy, sad, and scary labels received high ratings 
for mean best label (i.e. these emotion portrayals were well-discriminated by listeners). The 
peaceful label received a lower rating, although it was still very clearly portrayed. The 
researchers state that the peaceful excerpts were more often rated ambiguously (receiving a 
join-highest rating on two emotion portrayals by a listener). The majority of this ambiguity was 
due to high ratings of sadness, meaning that the peaceful excerpts portrayed/induced sadness 
quite frequently (Vieillard et al., 2008:727-728). 
In terms of valence and arousal, the excerpts formed distinct clusters by intended emotion 
portrayal. Happy excerpts fell into quadrant 1 (high valence, high arousal). Sad excerpts fell 
into quadrant 4 (high valence, low arousal). Scary excerpts were located in quadrant 2 (low 
valence, high arousal). The peaceful excerpts fell into quadrant 4 (high valence, low arousal; 
Vieillard et al., 2008:728). These results match well with the data presented in table 6.3.1 (see 
next chapter; the placement in VA space of these excerpts was typical), with the exception of 
sadness. This could suggest that the sad excerpts portrayed/induced a more positive species of 
sadness, such as melancholy, as hypothesised by the researchers (Vieillard et al., 2008:723-





Having given a general background to the theory of emotions which held sway in Baroque 
musical thought, and its manifestation both in general and in a specific music-theoretical 
instance, it is time now to turn to the experimental aspect of the present research. This literature 
review will be used as a point of reference throughout, to support theoretical assumptions, to 





CHAPTER 6. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
This chapter serves to explain the various considerations that went into designing the present 
experiment, and the decisions to which these considerations led. First, the research questions 
will be listed. Four important points will then be discussed: the selection and implementation 
of the dimensional theory of emotion as a theoretical framework, the plotting of discrete 
emotion labels onto the VA space, the selection and analysis of experimental stimuli, and the 
experimental process proper. 
6.1 Research questions 
The present experiment addresses two primary research questions. These are: 
1. Are there differences in listeners’ perceptions of emotion in Baroque and modern music, 
where that music was designed to portray the same emotion? 
2. How do compositional-structural parameters contribute to the portrayal of emotion in this 
music? 
The first question examines whether Baroque and modern excerpts that have been given similar 
emotion labels by their composers portray similar emotions to contemporary listeners. The null 
hypothesis for this question is that there is so significant difference between rating clusters for 
Baroque and modern excerpts with the same theorised emotion portrayal. The second question 
builds on the first by explaining the similarities and/or differences in VA ratings between 
Baroque and modern excerpts in terms of their individual patterns of cue utilisation.  
6.2 Selection and implementation of the dimensional theory 
The dimensional theory of emotion has been selected as the framework for the present 
research. The use of this theory allows for more fine-grain comparison of listener ratings than 
would be possible within a framework of discrete emotion theory, rendering it particularly 
suited to the two research questions this experiment aims to address. There may be small but 
significant differences between excerpt ratings in a certain direction on the VA space, which 
can be explained in terms of differences in cue profiles between these excerpts. The 
correspondence between listener ratings and the intended affective content of the excerpts 
will be assessed by interpreting the VA space in terms of discrete labels at the quadrant level. 
Each of the three emotional portrayals in the present set of excerpts is assigned to a quadrant, 




This allows the accuracy of emotional communication of the excerpts to be assessed, while 
leaving space for comparison between excerpts falling in the same quadrant. 
A rating scale paradigm will be used to gather data from listeners. The two ratings scales will 
correspond to the dimensions of the VA model, valence and arousal. This will allow listeners 
to quickly and easily make judgements of the emotional content of the excerpts. No difficulty 
is expected in explaining the nature of the rating scales to listeners. The valence dimension 
will be anchored with the words “happy” and “sad” at the positive and negative poles, 
respectively. The arousal dimension will be anchored at the positive pole with “energetic” 
and at the negative pole with “sleepy”. This will help to facilitate consistent interpretation of 
the rating scales between listeners. 
6.3 Positions of discrete emotion labels on the VA space 
A number of researchers in several fields (see table 6.3.1) have presented studies in which 
discrete emotion categories were plotted onto the VA space. The findings of these studies are 
compared in table 6.3.1. This will be used as a basis for plotting the musical stimuli used in the 
present experiment onto the VA space, which is an important step in experimental design. 
Findings are summarised in table 6.3.1 in terms of the location of discrete emotion labels per 
quadrant of the VA space. The four quadrants comprising the space will be labelled as follows: 
Q1 (positive valence, high arousal), Q2 (negative valence, high arousal), Q3 (negative valence, 
low arousal), and Q4 (positive valence, low arousal). Figure 6.3.1 illustrates this division of 
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happiness surprise, joy, 
amusement, 
cheerful  






Q2 panic fear, hot 
anger, despair, 
anxiety/worry 
anger, fear anger, 
disgust, fear, 
nervous 












































Table 6.3.1 can be reworked to show the positions of the emotion labels in terms of their 
frequency of placement in quadrants of the VA space. In order to simplify this reworking, 
related labels will be grouped under a single heading, with reference to the model proposed by 
Shaver et al. (1987:1067, 1074-1076). Some words which were not included in their model are 
given here as separate categories. This is illustrated in table 6.3.2. 
Happiness joy, elation, amusement, cheerful, pleased, 
sensual pleasure, glad, excited, delighted, 
pride, contentment, relief, satisfied 
Sadness despair, disappointment, depressed, 
melancholy, tired 
Fear nervous, anxiety, worried, panic fear, 
alarmed, distressed, afraid, threatened 
Anger irritation, hate, frustrated, furious, scary, 
annoyed, disgust, contempt 
Bored / 





Table 6.3.2. Groupings of related emotion words. 
Table 6.3.3 shows the results of this arrangement per quadrant of the VA space. It is clear that 
quadrant 1 is dominated by happiness, quadrant 2 by fear and anger, quadrant 3 by sadness, 
and quadrant 4 by peacefulness (with a fair showing from happiness). Note that for all emotions, 
there are no occurrences in quadrants not adjacent to the principal quadrant for that emotion 









 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 
Happiness X (8)   X (6) 
Sadness  X (1) X (7) X (2) 
Fear  X (6) X (3)  
Anger  X (8) X (2)  
Bored   X (2)  
Peacefulness X (1)  X (1) X (7) 
Interest   X (1) X (1) 
Surprise X (3)    
 
Table 6.3.3. Quadrant positions for discrete emotion labels. An “X” marks the inclusion of a group within a 
quadrant by a study. The number in brackets next to the “X” indicates the number of studies which have placed 
this group (either the head term or any number of its constituents) in this quadrant. 
In terms of their position on the VA space, it is clear from table 6.3.3 that happiness and 
peacefulness form clusters in quadrant 1 (with overlap into 4) and 4 respectively. Fear and 
anger cannot be differentiated in VA space at the quadrant level, both falling into quadrant 2. 
The quadrant into which each emotion label most commonly falls will be taken as the fuzzy 
boundary of that emotion. The ratings from the experiment will be compared to these 
predictions at the quadrant level. Three emotion labels are under consideration in this 
experiment, corresponding to three separate quadrants: Happiness (Q1), Peacefulness (Q4), 
and Anger (Q2). 
6.4 Selection and analysis of experimental stimuli 
The musical excerpts to be used in the experiment have been selected in line with the first of 
the principle research questions of the present paper. This is: what discrepancies, if any, exist 
between listener ratings of two classes of stimuli. The first class includes modern experimental 
stimuli composed in accordance with a subset of the general rules of acoustic cues as identified 
in prior empirical research. The second class includes excerpts written by a Baroque composer 
and music theorist. These were written to exemplify affective portrayal according to his 
understanding (and, by inference, broadly conforming to aspects of the shared understanding 
of European music theorists at the time). This paper’s second research question (what is the 
relationship between musical structural parameters and portrayed affect) will then be used as a 
framework for comparative analysis of the excerpts. This comparison will help to ground 
speculation as to the relative historical stability of the use of structural parameters in musical 
affect portrayal.  
Heinichen’s treatise was chosen as the pool from which to draw the second class of 
experimental stimuli, for two reasons. First, the present author was unable to find any clearer 




multiple sources would necessitate a comparison of rating accuracy between theorists and 
detailed discussion of their minor differences, which is outside the scope of the present research.  
The use of a broad, per-quadrant definition of emotion labels in the VA space helps to 
ameliorate the effects of translation and time on the meaning of Heinichen’s descriptions of his 
excerpts. This represents a broadening of the semantic concept in question, to include related 
terms that fall close to the original on the VA space. That is to say, a word such as “love” will 
not be taken solely to mean the strict English dictionary denotation of love. Instead, it will be 
redefined to incorporate the semantic space surrounding this denotative core; rather than 
meaning one highly specific thing, the term will be used as a marker for a range of affective 
concepts that share elements of the core. Thus, “love” will no longer represent a point on a 
semantic space, but rather an area. It is hoped that this conceptualisation will limit the impact 
of translation across languages and times; the meaning of a word may well be expected to shift 
under these transformations, but it is likely to remain within a broadly conceived semantic 
space. This approach is not perfect. In the case that the experimental results show a mismatch 
in affect ratings for the Baroque excerpts, the issue of trans-linguistic and -historical meaning 
will contend as possible explanations. If the experimental results show a good match with the 
terms, then it is likely that these issues did not manifest significantly in this specific case. 
As already mentioned, the modern excerpts were drawn from a paper by Vieillard et al. The 
experimental data they generated (2008:728) show three clear groupings across the four 
emotion portrayals (“happiness”, “sadness”, “peacefulness”, “scary”) they studied. These 
correspond to three of the four quadrants of the VA space. As the present research aims to 
investigate the effectiveness of emotion portrayal in a sample of the modern excerpts designed 
for use in Vieillard et al’s paper and a sample of Baroque excerpts, the decision was made to 
select one excerpt of each type which has a similar emotion label. It can be expected, if the 
Baroque excerpts are rated in accordance with their labels by contemporary listeners, that they 
will occupy similar places on the VA space to their more recently-composed counterparts. The 
modern excerpts for Happiness, Peacefulness, and Anger were found by Vieillard et al. to fall 
into quadrants 1, 4, and 2, respectively.  
A number of factors were involved in the selection of the excerpts of both types. First, the 
excerpts from Heinichen’s Einleitung were assessed in terms of their prefatory material to 
determine their affective portrayals. In some cases, there was no clear statement of an affect to 




and rhetorical techniques other than affective portrayal). These excerpts were discarded. The 
remaining nine excerpts could be identified by the following affective descriptions, 
respectively: 1 – Fury, 2 – Rage, 3 – Amorous, 4 – Love, 5 – Flirtatious, 6 – Tenderness, 7 – 
Anxious, 8 – Playful, 9 – Love. 
At the time of making the categorisation and selection of the stimuli, the present author was 
not aware that Mattheson (1981:106) provided a list of emotional expressions in terms of which 
he interprets Heinichen’s excerpts. He lists these as follows: rage, quarrelsomeness, majesty, 
fear, play, strife, unity, happiness, volatility, sorrowfulness, love, fieriness, yearning, sighing, 
flirtatiousness, and umbrageousness. The direct correspondence between each of these 
expressions and specific excerpts from Heinichen’s Einleitung is unfortunately not clearly 
stated. However, the fact that all nine of the affective categorisations made by this author 
correspond either directly or very closely (in terms of the groups constructed in table 6.3.2) to 
those of Mattheson lends credibility to the present method of categorisation.  
Vieillard et al’s (2008) results were compared to the VA spaces depicted in other research (see 
table 6.3.1 above). These results matched well for the emotion labels of “happiness”, “scary”, 
and “peacefulness”. These three emotion labels were used to make selections from Heinichen’s 
excerpts. The words selected as descriptors for Heinichen’s excerpts were compared to the 
extensive taxonomy of Shaver et al. (1987:1067, 1074-1076). Where the exact or similar words 
were included as species of the emotion category corresponding to those of Vieillard et al., 
these were kept. Grouped by the three categories of Vieillard et al., the candidate Baroque 
emotion labels now read as follows: 
These excerpts were now grouped by their similarity to the emotion terms of Vieillard et al 
(2008). This resulted in the following three groups:  
HAPPINESS: 8 – Playful  
PEACFULNESS: 3 – Amorous, 4 – Love, 5 – Flirtatious, 6 – Tenderness, 9 – Love 
SCARY: 1 – Fury, 2 – Rage, 7 – Anxious  
The HAPPINESS category only had one eligible Baroque excerpt, so this was selected to be 
its representative. For the other categories, the procedure of selection continued with a 
preliminary musical analysis. In order to keep the counterpart excerpts of a similar duration 
(no more than two seconds’ difference), the durations in seconds of the modern excerpts were 
calculated using the formula No. of beats / BPM * 60. BPM prescriptions (beats per minute, 




to sidestep any potential effects of cadentiality on emotion perception, it was decided to cut 
each excerpt to end on a pre-dominant function. The modern excerpts were harmonically 
analysed, starting at the end of each and working in reverse, to find an appropriate ending.  
The candidate Baroque excerpts underwent the same procedure for duration calculation, using 
BPM indications provided by Martin Berger, a local Baroque expert and choral conductor. As 
the Baroque excerpts were all considerably longer than the modern excerpts, the musical 
portions of each excerpt corresponding to the timings of (the minimum duration of the 
corresponding modern excerpt group) -2 to (the maximum duration of the corresponding 
modern excerpt group) +2 seconds were subjected to harmonic analysis. Possible (pre-
dominant function) ending points within this range were noted, along with their time-coded 
values (calculated with the same formula as previously used for duration). These were then 
compared with durations of the modern excerpts up to their various potential ending points, to 
find all possible pairs within emotion classes that differed in duration by no more than two 
seconds. 
This left a number of possible counterpart pairs. The next heuristic applied was a measure of 
the multivariate centrality of each of the modern excerpts in terms of its VA ratings within its 
emotion class cluster. This was calculated using a scatterplot and the Mahalanobis function for 
calculating multivariate outliers in R’s StatMatch package. The number of outliers to be 
indicated was incremented by one with each iteration of the function, and the order of 
identification of the excerpts was noted. This yielded a ranked list of the excerpts in each 
emotion class in order of centrality. The counterpart pairs containing the most central of the 
remaining modern excerpts per emotion class were retained, the others discarded. This left one 





CHAPTER 7. EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS, STATISTICAL 
PROCEDURE, AND RESULTS 
Having discussed the selection of experimental stimuli, the experimental procedure and results 
will now be reported. This chapter addresses the first research question of the present thesis: 
what differences, if any, can be found between listener ratings of Baroque and modern musical 
excerpts, where those excerpts were designed to portray the same emotional content? 
7.1 Experimental Process 
Participants 
Participants (N=30, 14 females) were recruited from the undergraduate student population of 
the University of Stellenbosch. The mean age of participants was 22, SD=7.14, range=39 (18-
57). Participation was voluntary. Participants received no payment.  
Half of the participants (N=15) were musicians, and the other half non-musicians. Participants 
were classified as musicians if they had received formal training in music, and currently played 
an instrument or sang at a serious level. As the musician participants were primarily recruited 
from within the University of Stellenbosch Music Department, these criteria were easily 
satisfied. 
Non-musicians were defined as those who had received no formal training in music, and did 
not currently play a musical instrument or sing seriously. This criterion was relaxed somewhat 
to include participants who had sung in a choir but did not play an instrument at a serious level. 
Recruitment 
Participants were recruited through two channels. For the musician category, a mass email was 
sent to students within the University of Stellenbosch Music Department, detailing the broad 
scope of the study and the experimental procedure (listening experiment), and inviting students 
to participate. To acquire participants for the non-musician category, the present researcher 
requested permission from lecturers in other departments of the University of Stellenbosch 
(Philosophy and Visual Arts) to make a bid to students during a lecture. Students were 
presented again with the broad scope of the research and the experimental procedure, and 







Ethical clearance for this study was acquired through the University of Stellenbosch Research 
Ethics Committee: Humanities. Gatekeeper (institutional) permission for the inclusion of 
University of Stellenbosch students in the present experiment was acquired through the 
University of Stellenbosch Division for Information Governance. All clearance was acquired 
prior to recruitment and experimentation. The relevant documentation is available from the 
author upon request. 
Procedure 
Participants were tested individually. They were first asked to fill out a questionnaire detailing 
their age, sex, musical experience, and so on (reprinted in Appendix C). After completing the 
questionnaire (with the exception of the last question, which was optional and only to be 
completed at the end of the experiment), the participant was given a copy of the rating sheet. It 
was explained to the participant that six short excerpts of music would be heard, with each 
excerpt being repeated twice. For the first hearing of each excerpt, the participant was 
instructed to concentrate on the happy-sad quality of the music, and to indicate their judgement 
on the first rating scale. On the second hearing, the subject was to concentrate on the energetic 
quality of the music (high energy-low energy), and indicate judgement on the second scale. On 
completion of each rating, the participant was instructed to give a thumbs-up sign to the 
experimenter, at which point the excerpt would be repeated or the next excerpt played, as 
appropriate. Participants were given the chance to ask questions about the procedure before 
listening to the excerpts. 
The excerpts were played back as .WAV files, exported from Sibelius in 32-bit quality. They 
were played off a Dell Latitude 7280 laptop computer, through Sennheiser HD 419 over-ear 
headphones. The volume was set to a comfortable level, which was kept constant across 
participants. Once the ratings were completed, participants were debriefed, and were offered 
the chance to ask questions and fill in the comments section of the questionnaire. The full 






Excerpt 1: Happy, modern 
Excerpt 2: Happy, Baroque 
 
 






Excerpt 4: Peaceful, Baroque 
 













The necessary assumption tests for a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) were 
computed using R. These all gave appropriate results, with the exception of the assumption of 
multivariate normality, which was assessed using Mardia’s test, and Box’s M test for 
equivalence of covariance matrices (see Appendix B for full results of all statistical 
computations, including complete results of assumption tests). The ratings were grouped by 
emotion label for Mardia’s test. Normality was reported for the ratings of happy and peaceful 
excerpts. For angry excerpts, Mardia’s test reported a non-normal distribution. However, on 
visual assessment of the Q-Q plot for this group (included in Appendix B), it was decided to 
continue with the MANOVA procedure, as the plot did not indicate a particularly high degree 
of deviation from a normal distribution. Box’s M test is highly sensitive to non-normality, and 
thus a significant result was not surprising given the previous result for angry excerpts. 
Nonetheless, a judgement to continue with a parametric multivariate test was made. 
The use of MANOVA, as opposed to factorial ANOVA on each dimension (valence and 
arousal) individually, is based on the assumption of a medium degree of correlation between 
the dimensions (French et al., 2008). If the dimensions were entirely uncorrelated, there would 
be no advantage to treating them together rather than separately. If they were (almost) perfectly 
correlated, this would indicate redundancy in the model, as the two dimensions would not 
embody distinct concepts. The level of correlation between valence and arousal was assessed 
using Pearson’s r, yielding r(178)=.52, p<.0001. This indicates a degree of correlation between 
the valence and arousal ratings, justifying the use of the MANOVA procedure. Note that in all 
primary computations, the required significance level was set at .05. 
Before the primary MANOVA was run, three individual MANOVAs were computed to assess 
the impact of other, non-theoretically important factors on the ratings. One test each was run 
for the factors of Age, Sex, and Presentation Order (see Appendix B). In all cases, results did 
not achieve significance (p>.05). This justified the exclusion of these factors from the main 
model. 
A MANOVA was run with valence and arousal as the dependent variables, and Label, Time 
Period, and Musicianship as factors (as well as all possible interactions between those factors; 
the formula in R was VA ~ Label*Time period*Musicianship). Significant main effects and 









Time period 1 0.34302    43.596       2     167 5.831e-16 *** 
 
Label 2 0.40206    21.135 4 336 1.467e-15 *** 
Musicianship 1 0.04506 3.940 2 167 0.021282 * 
Time period:Label 2 0.82101    58.495 4 336 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Time period:Musicianship 1 0.00190 0.159 2 167 0.853478 
Label:Musicianship 2 0.04737 2.038 4 336 0.088756 . 
Time 
period:Label:Musicianship 
2 0.10060 4.449 4 336 0.001622 ** 
Residuals 168      
 
Table 7.1.1 Results of MANOVA with valence and arousal as the dependent variables. 
A significant main effect was found for each of the three factors: Time period (F(2, 167)=43.60, 
p<.0001), Label (F(4, 336)=21.14, p<.0001), and Musicianship (F(2, 167)=3.94, p<.05). The 
two-way interaction between Time period and Label was significant (F(4, 336)=58.50, 
p<.0001). The other two-way interactions (Time period and Musicianship, F(2, 167)=0.16, 
p=.85; Label and Musicianship, F(4, 336)=2.04, p=.08) did not reach the critical p-value of .05. 
The three-way interaction between Time period, Label, and Musicianship was significant, F(4, 
336)=4.45, p<.005. 
Figure 7.2.1 illustrates the VA ratings given by participants for the Baroque and modern 
excerpts. Modern excerpts are seen to tend towards the bottom left of the VA space compared 
to Baroque excerpts. Based on examination of this figure 7.2.1, it was suspected that modern 
excerpts would score lower on both valence and arousal than Baroque excerpts. 
The VA ratings by participants for the three emotion portrayals (Happy, Peaceful, Angry) are 
shown in figure 7.2.2. Examination of this figure led to the expectation that Peaceful excerpts 
would have lower arousal ratings than both Happy and Angry excerpts. No other predictions 
were made based on figure 7.2.2. No prediction was made for the effect of Musicianship, shown 






































The results of the MANOVA were examined in more detail by conducting two factorial 
ANOVAs, one for each of the dependent variables (valence and arousal) separately. The 
factorial ANOVAs were followed up using post hoc Tukey honestly significant difference 
(HSD) tests. The model used for each ANOVA was similar to that used in the MANOVA 
above; valence was taken as the sole dependent variable in the first model, and arousal in the 
second. The results of each ANOVA are presented and explored below. 
 
ANOVA with valence as the dependent variable 
 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 
Time period 1 64.8 64.8 22.169 5.2e-06 *** 
Label 2 40.0 20.0 6.848 0.00138 ** 
Musicianship 1 4.4 4.4 1.490 0.22391 
Time period:Label 2 635.7 317.9   108.740 < 2e-16 *** 
Time period:Musicianship 1 0.6 0.6 0.190 0.66342 
Label:Musicianship 2 4.2 2.1 0.720 0.48809 
Time 
period:Label:Musicianship 
2 23.5 11.7 4.016 0.01978 * 
Residuals 168 491.1     2.9   
 
Table 7.2.1. Results of factorial ANOVA with valence as the dependent variable. 
For the ANOVA with valence as the dependent variable, main effects of Time period (F(1, 
168)=22.17, p<.0001) and Label (F(2, 168)=6,85, p<.005) showed significance. There was no 
significant main effect of Musicianship (F(1, 168)=1.49, p=.22). There was a significant two-
way interaction between Time period and Label (F(2, 168)=108.74, p<.0001). The other two-
way interactions (between Time period and Musicianship (F(1, 168)=0.19, p=.66), and 
between Label and Musicianship (F(2, 168)=0.72, p=.49)) were not significant. The three-way 
interaction between Time period, Label, and Musicianship was significant (F(2, 168)=4.02, 
p<.05). 
The significant effect of Time period on valence supports the expectation mentioned above that 
modern excerpts would score lower on valence than Baroque excerpts. Figure 7.2.1 illustrates 
this effect. Means and SDs were calculated for valence across the two Time periods. Modern 
excerpts had a mean valence rating of 0.97 (SD=2.79), while Baroque excerpts had a mean 
valence rating of 2.17 (SD=2.39). This shows a clear and sizeable difference between valence 
ratings across the Time periods, with modern excerpts scoring lower than Baroque excerpts. 




The significant effect of Label on valence ratings was not initially suspected from assessment 
of figure 7.2.2. This effect, as well the interaction effects, was examined in detail with Tukey 
HSD tests (p-values were adjusted automatically by the function in R). The full results of these 
tests are included in Appendix B.  
The results of the Tukey HSD test for the effect of Label on valence showed that ratings for 
the Happy and Angry labels differed significantly (p adj<.005, d=0.37), as did ratings for the 
Peaceful and Angry Labels (p adj<.01, d=0.37). Peaceful and Happy labels did not differ 
significantly (p adj=.99). Means and SDs were calculated for each label. Happy excerpts had a 
mean valence rating of 1.92 (SD=2.64). Peaceful excerpts had a mean valence rating of 1.88 
(SD=2.41). Angry excerpts had a mean valence rating of 0.90 (SD=2.83). These results show 
that Angry excerpts were rated significantly lower on valence than Happy and Peaceful 
excerpts. 
The Tukey HSD test was used to explore the two-way interaction between Time period and 
Label beyond what had already been established by examining the main effects. Happy 
excerpts were found to differ significant as a function of Time period (p adj<.0001, d=2.53), 
as did Peaceful (p adj<.0001, d=3.11) and Angry excerpts (p adj<.0001, d=2.22). Within the 
Happy label, the mean valence score for the modern excerpt was 3.97 (SD=1.10), and the mean 
valence score for the Baroque excerpt was -0.13 (SD=2.06). Within the Peaceful label, the 
mean valence score for the modern excerpt was 0.13 (SD=2.01), and the mean valence score 
for the Baroque excerpt was 3.63 (SD=1.19). Within the Angry label, the mean valence score 
for the modern excerpt was -1.20 (SD=1.94), and the mean valence score for the Baroque 
excerpt was 3.00 (SD=1.84). These results show that the mean valence ratings of modern 
excerpts were lower than Baroque excerpts for the emotion portrayals of Peacefulness and 
Anger, but were higher than the Baroque excerpt for Happiness. The main effect of Time period 
identified above thus did not cause an effect in a consistent direction.  
Despite the significant three-way interaction effect found for Time period, Label, and 
Musicianship, none of the results of the Tukey HSD test in which Time period and Label were 








ANOVA with arousal as the dependent variable 
 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 
Time period 1 184.0 184.02 84.163 < 2e-16 *** 
Label 2 147.0 73.49 33.610 5.27e-13 *** 
Musicianship 1 8.9 8.89 4.065 0.0454 * 
Time period:Label 2 375.2 187.62   85.809 < 2e-16 *** 
Time period:Musicianship 1 0.1 0.09 0.041 0.8405 
Label:Musicianship 2 10.8 5.42 2.480 0.0868 . 
Time 
period:Label:Musicianship 
2 17.9 8.96 4.096 0.0183 * 
Residuals 168 367.3 2.19   
 
Table 7.2.2. Results of factorial ANOVA with arousal as the dependent variable.  
For arousal, main effects of Time period (F(1, 168)=84.16, p<.0001), Label (F(2, 168)=33.61, 
p<.0001), and Musicianship (F(1, 168)=4.07, p<.05) were significant. The two-way interaction 
between Time period and Label (F(2, 168)=85.81, p<.0001) was significant. The other two 
way interactions, between Time period and Musicianship (F(1, 168)=0.04, p=.84), and Label 
and Musicianship (F(2, 168)=2.48, p=.09) proved non-significant. The three-way interaction 
between Time period, Label, and Musicianship (F(2, 168)=4.10, p<.05) was statistically 
significant. 
It was suggested, based on figure 7.2.1, that modern excerpts would have a lower mean arousal 
rating than Baroque excerpts. The main effect of Time period found immediately above 
supports this assertion. Modern excerpts had a mean arousal rating of 0.67 (SD=2.75), and 
Baroque excerpts had a mean arousal rating of 2.69 (SD=1.69). This result confirms that 
modern excerpts received lower arousal ratings than Baroque excerpts. The effect size for this 
comparison was d=0.89. 
Tukey HSD tests were used to investigate the remaining effects. For the main effect of Label, 
Happy excerpts (mean arousal=2.30, SD=1.69) were found to differ from Peaceful excerpts 
(mean arousal=0.40, SD=3.03, p<.0001; d=0.77). Angry excerpts (mean arousal=2.33, 
SD=2.07) also differed from Peaceful excerpts (p<.0001; d=0.74). Happy and Angry excerpts 
did not differ significantly (p=.99). This supports the assessment of figure 7.2.2 made above; 
Peaceful excerpts were rated lower for arousal than other emotion portrayals. 
The significant effect of musicianship on arousal ratings was unexpected. The mean arousal 
score for musicians was 1.90 (SD=2.61), and the mean arousal score for non-musicians was 
1.46 (SD=2.36). The effect size for this difference was small, d=0.18. This shows that 




In terms of the two-way interaction effect between Time period and Label, all three emotion 
portrayals differed by Time period. For the Happy label, modern excerpts (mean arousal=3.10, 
SD=1.71) had a higher mean arousal score than Baroque excerpts (mean=1.50, SD=1.25; 
p<.0001, d=1.07). The same patterns were found between modern (mean arousal=-2.33, 
SD=1.27) and Baroque (mean arousal=3.13, SD=1.28; p<.0001, d=4.28) excerpts for the 
Peaceful label, and between modern (mean arousal=1.23, SD=1.72) and Baroque (mean 
arousal=3.43, SD=1.81; p<.0001, d=1.25) excerpts for the Angry label. These results show that 
modern excerpts had a lower arousal rating than Baroque excerpts for all emotion portrayals. 
The three-way interaction between Time period, Label, and Musicianship was examined next. 
Again, despite the significant effect found in the ANOVA, no significant differences were 
found between levels of the Musicianship factor when Time period and Label were constant.  
The first research question of this thesis aimed to investigate whether there is a difference in 
listeners’ ratings of Baroque and modern musical excerpts, where those excerpts were designed 
to portray the same emotional content. The null hypothesis is that there is no difference in these 
ratings as a function of Time period. Ratings for all three emotion labels were found to differ 
between the Baroque and modern time periods. Baroque excerpts had higher mean valence 
scores than modern excerpts when written to portray Peacefulness and Anger, and lower mean 
valence scores for Happiness. Baroque excerpts had higher arousal ratings than modern 
excerpts within all emotion portrayals. Based on these results, the null hypothesis was rejected. 
There was a main effect of Label on both valence and arousal ratings. Mean valence scores 
differed between the Peaceful and Angry labels, and between the Happy and Angry labels. The 
mean valence scores of Happy and Peaceful excerpts did not differ significantly. Mean arousal 
scores differed between the Happy and Peaceful labels, and between the Angry and Peaceful 
labels. The Happy and Angry labels did not differ significantly in their mean arousal ratings. 
These results are in line with the existing literature on these three emotion portrayals. 
Happiness is generally positioned in quadrant one of the VA space (high valence, high arousal), 
Peacefulness in quadrant 4 (high valence, low arousal), and Anger in quadrant 2 (low valence, 
high arousal; Russell, 1980: 1167; Eerola & Vuoskoski, 2011:34). In accordance with this, 
Anger should be differentiated from both Happiness and Peacefulness on the valence 
dimension, and Peacefulness should be differentiated from both Anger and Happiness on the 




in terms of differentiation and direction of effects; Angry excerpts had a low mean valence 
score, and Peacefulness had a lower mean arousal score. 
The effect of Musicianship on emotion recognition in music has not received much empirical 
attention. Martynuska & Horabik (2015:238) give a cautious indication that musical training 
may play a role in emotion recognition. The present results indicate a small but significant 
effect of Musicianship, with Musicians giving slightly higher arousal ratings than Non-






CHAPTER 8. COMPOSITIONAL CUES AND DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, the excerpts used in the experiment are given detailed statistical descriptions in 
terms of a number of compositional cues, which are then tied to the existing literature on cue 
utilisation in emotion portrayal. The relevance of the information in this chapter is its 
accordance or lack of accordance with the prior findings of inferential studies in the literature. 
The process of statistical description here detailed was not controlled for or operationalised in 
the present experiment. The cues that are identified were chosen based on their prior study in 
the literature, and their applicability to the present excerpts, as played back electronically – i.e. 
performance cues were not included. The purpose of this chapter is to address the second 
research question of this thesis: how do compositional-structural parameters contribute to the 
portrayal of emotion in the music used in the present experiment? This will be examined by 
summarising the effects of cues at three levels. First, patterns of cue utilisation corresponding 
to levels of valence and arousal will be discussed. Second, the positions of excerpts in quadrants 
of the VA space will be shown, and explained in terms of cue utilisation. Finally, the specific 
effects seen will be summarised per cue. Throughout, reference will be made to the literature 
to situate the present results.  
This chapter will conclude with three short discussions. First, the correspondence between the 
present experimental results for the modern excerpts and the results generated by Vieillard et 
al. (2008) using the same excerpts will be examined. Accordance between the present results 
and elements of Descartes’ predictions relating to musical emotion will then be noted. Finally, 
possible explanations for the difference in ratings between Baroque and modern excerpts will 
be discussed. 
8.1 Cue levels 
The compositional cues chosen for examination in this chapter are tempo, mean pitch height, 
mode, mean interval size, and texture. Tempo was treated as two separate cues: BPM (beats 
per minute) as indicated in the score or provided by the Baroque expert, and rate of event 
presentation (events per second). This latter (REP) was calculated by summing the number of 
discrete events (pitch onsets) in an excerpt and dividing this by the duration of the excerpt in 
seconds. Mean pitch height was calculated by summing the height of each pitch (measured in 
semitones, using C4 as the zero point), and dividing by the number of pitches. Mode was 
assessed as a binary major/minor variable. Mean interval size was calculated by summing the 




dividing by the number of intervals. Where a voice split into two (or two voices were collapsed 
to one), the larger interval size was used. Texture represents the maximum number of voices 
present in the excerpt. The values of these cues for each excerpt are shown in table 8.1.1 below. 
The label, time period, and mean ratings of valence and arousal for each excerpt are included, 
as well as mean values for VA and all cues. Figure 8.1.1 presents a plot of the VA ratings for 
all excerpts, for ease of comparison. 






































































Table 8.1.1. Levels of compositional cues for each excerpt. Standard deviations for mean valence and arousal 
per excerpt, as well as for mean values of each cue (AVG row), are shown in brackets. 
8.1.1 Valence 
Excerpts 1 (Happy, modern), 4 (Peaceful, Baroque), and 6 (Angry, Baroque) were rated higher 
than the average value for valence. All three of these excerpts were written in the major mode. 
This suggests that the major mode is a probable predictor for higher valence ratings. On the 
other hand, Excerpts 2 (Happy, Baroque), 3 (Peaceful, modern), and 5 (Angry, modern) were 
rated lower than the average value for valence. Two of these excerpts were written in the minor 
mode – the excerpt in the major mode (excerpt 3, Peaceful, modern) had the highest valence 
rating of the three, which fell on the positive side of the scale (although only just). Again, this 
suggests that mode (major vs. minor) is likely to have an impact on valence ratings. Support 
for this position can be found with Hevner (1935:111-112), and Gagnon and Peretz (2003:33), 
who found a similar effect in more controlled circumstances.  
Excerpts 2 (Happy, Baroque) and 5 (Angry, modern) were rated below the neutral (zero) value 
for valence. They both had interval sizes smaller than the average (the smallest two values), 
and were both written in the minor mode. The other four excerpts were rated above neutral for 
valence. All four were written in the major mode. Three of the four had mean interval sizes 
above the average, and the other (excerpt 4, Peaceful, Baroque) was not far below the average. 
The impact of mode on valence has already been discussed. Scherer and Oshinsky (1977:339) 
found that interval size had a positive impact on valence; none of the other literature surveyed 
in this research found investigated this effect. The present findings support those of Scherer 





Excerpts 1 (Happy, modern), 4 (Peaceful, Baroque), and 6 (Angry, Baroque) had higher than 
average arousal values, as they did for valence. These excerpts were written in the major mode. 
Again as for valence, excerpts 2 (Happy, Baroque), 3 (Peaceful, modern), and 5 (Angry, 
modern) had lower than average arousal scores. Two of these were written in the minor mode. 
This general pattern suggests that the major mode is associated with higher arousal ratings; 
however, the major mode excerpt rated below average for arousal had by far the lowest arousal 
rating. The present results are not clear with regards to the possible effect of mode on arousal. 
No studies surveyed in this research found a clear correlation between mode and arousal. 
Only excerpt 3 (Peaceful, modern) was rated below the neutral value for arousal. This excerpt 
had by far the lowest mean pitch height and BPM. The other five excerpts, rated above the 
neutral value for arousal, shared no relations besides having a higher mean pitch and BPM than 
excerpt 3. Excerpt 6 (Angry, Baroque) had the highest arousal rating, as well as the highest 
REP, BPM, and mean interval size. Taking BPM and REP as measures of tempo, this positive 
relationship with arousal is completely expected. Tempo was found to contribute positively to 
arousal by Hevner (1937:626), Scherer and Oshinsky (1977:339), Schubert (2004:573), and 
Ilie and Thompson (2006:324). The present finding of a positive relationship between mean 
pitch height and arousal is more equivocal in the literature. Hevner (1937:626) found a negative 
relationship between pitch height and arousal, while Scherer and Oshinsky (1977:339) found a 
positive relationship, in line with the present results. Only one study (Scherer & Oshinsky, 
1977:339) examined the effects of interval size (pitch variation) on arousal, and found a 
positive relationship between the two, as hinted at in the present results. 
8.1.3 Quadrants 
In terms of quadrant placements in the VA space, excerpts 1 (Happy, modern), 4 (Peaceful 
Baroque), and 6 (Angry, Baroque) were situated (on average) in quadrant 1 (high valence, high 
arousal). The only element common to these three excerpts was being written in the major 
mode. Excerpts 2 (Happy, Baroque) and 5 (Angry, modern) were situated in quadrant 2 (low 
valence, high arousal). These excerpts were both written in the minor mode, and had the lowest 
mean interval sizes of all excerpts. Excerpt 3 (Peaceful, modern) was situated in quadrant 4 
(high valence, low arousal). As stated above, this excerpt had the lowest mean pitch height and 




The “success” of each excerpt at communicating its intended emotional portrayal was assessed. 
Success was defined by a greater number of ratings falling within the VA quadrant appropriate 
to the intended emotion portrayal than in any other quadrant. Ratings falling at a zero-point on 
one dimension (i.e. on the boundary between two quadrants) were counted as 0.5 for both 
quadrants. A neutral rating on both dimensions was assigned as 0.25 to each quadrant. The 















Excerpt 1 Happy Modern Q1 28 0 0 2 
Excerpt 2 Happy Baroque Q1 12 12.5 2.5 3 
Excerpt 3 Peaceful Modern Q4 0.25 0.75 14.25 14.75 
Excerpt 4 Peaceful Baroque Q4 29 0 0 1 
Excerpt 5 Angry Modern Q2 6 17.5 5.5 1 
Excerpt 6 Angry Baroque Q2 26.5 1.5 1.5 0.5 
 
Table 8.1.2. Summary of ratings by quadrant for the excerpts. 
Excerpts 1 (Happy, modern) and 5 (angry, modern) clearly portrayed their intended emotions 
at the quadrant level (happiness and anger, respectively). Excerpts 4 (Peaceful, Baroque) and 
6 (Angry, Baroque) had clear emotion portrayals at the quadrant level, but these did not match 
up to their intended portrayals (both portrayed Happiness instead of their intended emotions). 
The results for excerpts 2 (Happy, Baroque) and 3 (Peaceful, modern) are more ambiguous. 
Excerpt 2 portrayed anger slightly more than its intended emotion of happiness. Excerpt 3 
technically satisfied the criterion for successful portrayal, but its intended emotion of 
peacefulness was assigned so marginally higher a rating than sadness that the portrayal cannot 
be said to be clear. In sum, two of the modern excerpts (portraying happiness and anger) clearly 
portrayed their intended emotions at the quadrant level. All other excerpts did not succeed in 
this regard.  
For all three emotion portrayals examined, a significant difference was found between the 
Baroque and Modern excerpts. In terms of accuracy (position in an area of the VA space 
corresponding to the intended emotion portrayal, assessed in the secondary descriptive analysis 
of cues), only two excerpts clearly achieved accuracy. These were both Modern excerpts, for 




portrayal of Peacefulness was a borderline case. While it technically satisfied the accuracy 
criterion, it inhabited the area of VA space identified with Sadness to almost the same degree 
as its intended emotion portrayal. This is in line with the findings of Vieillard et al. (2008:727-
728) over their Peaceful excerpts. They found that the emotion of Peacefulness was quite often 
confused with Sadness by their listeners. Quinto et al. (2014:519-520) found in their listening 
experiment that the portrayals of Sadness and Tenderness (included as part of the Peacefulness 
category in table 6.3.2 above) had a higher reliance on performance cues than compositional 
cues for their communication. The present experiment only investigated compositional cues; 
the MIDI rendering and playback of excerpts effectively controlled for the effects of 
performance cues. If Sadness and Tenderness are reliant on performance cues for their 
discrimination by listeners, the levels of compositional cues which constituted the present 
excerpts may be common to both emotion portrayals (at least in terms of their valence and 
arousal components). This could explain the Modern Peaceful excerpt’s high degree of 
confusion with sadness in the present results. 
None of the Baroque excerpts had a clear and accurate emotion portrayal. The Happy Baroque 
excerpt came close – it inhabited the area associated with its intended emotion portrayal to only 
a slightly lesser degree than the adjacent area associated with Anger. This may be explained by 
examining the patterns of cue utilisation of the two Happy excerpts, as well as that of the Angry 
Modern excerpt, all three of which fell clearly into the area associated with Anger. The arousal 
rating of the Happy Baroque excerpt was appropriate for its intended emotional portrayal; the 
ambiguity was located on the valence dimension, where this excerpt was rated slightly negative 
(its intended emotional portrayal would have had a positive valence rating). The Happy 
Baroque excerpt shares two cue levels with the Angry Modern excerpt which it does not share 
with the Happy Modern excerpt. These excerpts both had very small mean interval sizes (2.33 
and 1.92, respectively), and were both written in the minor mode. These cue levels were found 
to be the only two which, together, could differentiate excerpts with a negative value on the 
valence dimension (see table 8.1.1 above). These findings tie in to the literature: Quinto et al. 
(2014:514) as well as Scherer and Oshinsky (1977:341) found that a minor mode corresponded 
to portrayals of Anger. Scherer and Oshinsky (1977:339) also found that small interval size 
was associated with Anger. Hevner (1935:111-112), and Gagnon and Peretz (2003:33) found 
that the minor mode was negatively associated with valence, and that interval size was 
positively associated with valence. It is possible that the Happy Baroque excerpt was rated 




The higher (near-neutral) valence rating of the Happy Baroque excerpt as compared to the 
Angry Modern excerpt may be due to its less extreme levels of these two cues (minor mode, 
small interval size). These two excerpts had by far the smallest mean interval sizes, but this 
was more pronounced for the Angry Modern excerpt. The same can be said of the mode of the 
two excerpts – mode was operationalised as a binary variable, but analysis of the score for the 
two excerpts indicates that the Angry Modern excerpt has a greater percentage of minor 
harmonies than the Happy Baroque excerpt. As these two cue levels corresponded to negative 
values for valence, less extreme levels would likely lead to less extremely negative valence 
ratings, explaining the less-negative valence of the Happy Baroque excerpt in comparison with 
the Angry Modern excerpt.   
The other two Baroque excerpts (for the Peaceful and Angry emotion portrayals) showed clear 
emotion portrayals which were in the incorrect quadrant. Both of these excerpts fell into the 
area associated with Happiness (quadrant 1). The levels of cue utilisation that these excerpts 
share with each other and with the Happy Modern excerpt (which clearly and accurately fell 
into quadrant 1) can be examined to explain this finding. Both the Peaceful and Angry Baroque 
excerpts have BPM and REP values higher than their Modern counterparts (which both met 
the criterion for accuracy, albeit only clearly in the latter). They were also written in the major 
mode. They share this set of levels with the Happy Modern excerpt. The combination of 
medium or high tempo (as BPM and/or REP) and major mode seems to be a sufficient condition 
for the ratings of an excerpt falling into quadrant 1 (high valence, high arousal; see table 8.1.1). 
This echoes the brief description given by Vieillard et al. (2008:723-724) of the levels of 
compositional cues used in composing their excerpts – they composed the Happy excerpts with 
a fast tempo, in a major mode. Support for the positive association between the portrayal of 
Happiness and both high tempo and major mode is provided by Quinto et al. (2014:514-516) 
and Scherer and Oshinsky (1977:339-341). 
8.1.4 Individual cues 
Some correspondence is observed between the present results and the findings reported in table 
4.2.2 (reprinted here as table 8.1.3 for the convenience of the reader) in terms of the impact of 
individual cues on overall valence and arousal ratings. The effects of cues are examined at the 
broad level of positive versus negative mean ratings on each dimension. Hevner’s (1935b, 1936, 
1937) results from her series of early experiments in this field, which were parsed into a 
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 V A V A V A V A V A 
Tempo + + + + +   + + + 
Intensity   + +   - +   
Intensity 
variability 
- -         
Pitch variation + +         
Pitch height - +     -  + - 
Pitch contour -  + +      - 
Mode     +    +  
Texture    + +/-       
Rhythm N/A N/A       - + 
Harmonic 
complexity 
        - + 
 
Table 8.1.3. Summary of findings of dimensional studies for the three musical emotion portrayals relevant to the 
experimental component of the present research. Note: for pitch contour, “+” indicates an ascending contour, “-” 
a descending contour. For mode, “+” represents the major mode, “-” the minor. For texture, “+” represents a thick 
texture, “-” a thin texture. For rhythm, “+” represents a firm rhythm, “-” a flowing rhythm. 
Tempo 
The mean BPM of excerpts with a positive mean valence rating was marginally higher than for 
those with a negative mean valence ratings (122.25 [SD=70.01] vs 114 [SD=19.80]). The same 
pattern is observed for REP (5.04 [SD=2.17] vs 3.53 [SD=2.62]). The positive association seen 
in the present results between tempo (BPM and REP) and valence supports the findings of four 
out of five studies which examined this effect: Hevner (1937:626), Scherer and Oshinsky 
(1977:339), Gagnon and Peretz (2003:33), Schubert (2004:573). Ilie and Thompson (2006:324) 
found no association of tempo with valence in music. Overall, the present result is in line with 
observations made in the literature. 
The only excerpt with a negative mean arousal score had by far the lowest BPM, and had an 
REP score of 2.30, lower than the average for the other excerpts (4.98, SD=2.13). The findings 




1937:626, Scherer and Oshinsky, 1977:339, Schubert, 2004:573; Ilie & Thompson, 2006:324), 
are supported by the present results. 
Interval size 
Mean interval size (pitch variation) was only assessed by one study reported in table 8.1.3 
(namely, Scherer & Oshinsky, 1977). They reported a positive association between interval 
size and both valence and arousal. This pattern was seen in the present results for positive 
versus negative valence (mean interval sizes of 5.17 [SD=1.53] vs 2.13 [SD=0.29], 
respectively). For arousal, the mean interval sizes associated with positive vs negative arousal 
(4.02 [SD=2.18] and 4.85, respectively) did not match Scherer and Oshinsky’s results.  
Pitch height 
Mean pitch height was on average lower for excerpts rated on the positive side of the valence 
dimension than the negative side (3.73 [SD=4.58] vs 5.04 [SD=5.33]), supporting the findings 
of two of the three studies in table 8.1.3 that assessed this cue for valence. Ilie and Thompson 
(2006:324) found a negative association between pitch height and valence, as did Scherer and 
Oshinsky (1977:339). Hevner (1937:626) found the opposite effect. Overall, the present 
findings are taken to fit in with those of the literature. For arousal, mean pitch height was 
markedly higher over excerpts with a positive than a negative arousal rating (5.23 [SD=3.86] 
vs -1.16). This supports Scherer and Oshinsky’s (1977:339) results, but not Hevner’s 
(1937:626).  
Mode 
Mode was assessed by only two studies reported in table 8.1.3, and results can only be 
compared for the valence dimension. Both studies (Gagnon & Peretz, 2003:33; Hevner, 
1937:626) associated the major mode positively with valence, and the minor mode negatively. 
The present results support this unambiguously: the excerpts with positive mean valence scores 
were all written in the major mode, and those with negative mean valence were written in the 
minor mode. No clear association between mode and mean arousal rating can be seen in the 
present results. Texture did not show any clear patterns of use over the valence or arousal 
dimensions. 
The accuracy of emotion portrayals across the excerpts has been discussed, as have the patterns 
of cue use that may account for the ratings gathered in the experiment. The next chapter will 




8.2 Comparison with Vieillard et al. (2008) 
The modern excerpts’ valence and arousal ratings in the present experiment can be compared 
to those generated in Vieillard et al.’s paper, where these excerpts were first tested. Excerpts 1, 
3, and 5 from the present experiment are labelled in Vieillard et al.’s paper as G03, A07, and 
P07, respectively (see Vieillard et al, 2008:744-752 – Appendix 2). They utilised a 10-point 
rating scale for their experiment, ranging from 0 to 9, whereas the present experiment was 
carried out with an 11-point scale, from -5 to 5. Vieillard et al.’s results were transformed to a 
rating in the format of the present experiment (11-point, -5 to 5 scale), for ease of comparison. 
The result is shown in table 8.2.1. Note that Vieillard et al. did not provide standard deviations 
for their mean valence and arousal values per excerpt. 

























Table 8.2.1. Comparison of VA ratings from the present experiment with Vieillard et al.’s (2008) results. All 
results are expressed in an 11-point (-5 to 5) rating scale format. 
As mentioned above, all three of the Modern excerpts achieved accuracy in the present 
experiment (at least technically), and so the mean valence and arousal ratings match with those 
of Vieillard et al. in terms of sign (indicating which side of the neutral point the mean value 
fell). Two mean ratings stand out, however. Mean valence for Excerpt 3 and mean arousal for 
Excerpt 5 differed by near to two points between the present results and those reported in 
Vieillard et al.’s paper. It is not clear why this was the case. Perhaps the sheer number of 
excerpts listeners were exposed to in Vieillard et al.’s experiment (all listeners heard the full 
set of 56 excerpts – Vieillard et al., 2008:725-726), as well as the character of these excerpts, 
caused a shift in their baselines for valence and arousal such that it differed from listeners’ 
baselines in the present experiment. 
The large difference in arousal ratings for Excerpt 5 is particularly interesting in light of the 
effect of musicianship on arousal ratings found in the previous chapter. Vieillard et al. 
(2008:724-726) did not control for musical training in the selection of their participants. They 
did collect data on this, however, reporting that 32 out of their total of 59 participants had no 




rating experiment (20 of the 59 participants took part in this experiment). It was found in the 
previous chapter that musicians made higher ratings of arousal than non-musicians, overall. It 
can be speculated that this effect may have been particularly pronounced in Excerpt 5, in which 
case the difference in arousal values for this excerpt between the present experiment and that 
of Vieillard et al. could be due to their possible inclusion of a higher number of musicians than 
non-musicians in their VA rating task.  
8.3 Comparison with Descartes’ predictions 
The present results can be compared with Descartes’ broad predictions of the effects of tempo 
and interval size on musical affect. He states that slower tempo gives rise to “quieter” affects, 
which he defined as including languor (interpreted here as close to peacefulness), sadness, and 
fear. He links a faster tempo with “faster” emotions, of which the example he gives is joy 
(Vlock, 1998:524). Of intervals, a wider size is associated by Descartes with happy emotions, 
and a narrow size with sad emotions (Vlock, 1998:521). There is some correspondence between 
his statements and the present results. The mean BPM of the excerpts falling in quadrant 1 (joy) 
was higher than that of the others (140 [SD=79.90] vs 99 [SD=29.51]). The same was true for 
mean REP (5.95 [SD=1.45] vs 3.12 [SD=1.99]). These two measures of tempo therefore accord 
in the present results to Descartes’ predictions. This holds as well if “faster” and “quieter” 
emotions are interpreted as positive and negative arousal values, respectively – the only excerpt 
from the present experiment which had a negative arousal value (Excerpt 3 – Peaceful, modern) 
had the lowest BPM and second-lowest REP. To assess Descartes’ predictions for interval size, 
“happy emotions” are taken to mean emotions portrayals falling on the positive side of the 
valence dimension, and “sad emotions” to correspond to the negative side of the same 
dimension. The average mean interval size for excerpts with a positive mean valence score was 
higher than for those with a negative mean valence score (5.17 [SD=1.53] vs 2.13 [SD=0.29]), 
supporting Descartes’ assertion. It is interesting to note that correspondence with both of 
Descartes’ predictions is clearer in the Baroque than the Modern excerpts. 
8.4 Possible explanations for results 
As discussed above, none of the Baroque excerpts were rated in the expected area of the VA 
space (although the Happy excerpt came very close). There are a number of possible reasons 
why the Baroque excerpts were not rated accurately, two of which stand out. The first is the 
necessarily imperfect method used to identify the emotional portrayals of these excerpts. 




a clear and unambiguous term to describe their intended emotional portrayal. In describing his 
excerpts, Heinichen makes use of various often-conflicting concepts, and the selection process 
may have drawn out the incorrect one. Selection was made based on a close reading of the 
descriptive text, without reference to the written score, so as to avoid bias from modern musical 
ideas.  
The second contending explanation is that Heinichen was simply writing for different ears. We 
have no way of looking into the mind of a music listener in the 18th century; we cannot know 
what emotional connotations this music held for such a listener. It is quite possible that an 18th-
century listener would have rated the Baroque excerpts in the expected areas. There are further, 
historically grounded factors to consider in understanding the musical soundscape of the 
Baroque. Important structural factors have changed in Western music over the past few 
hundred years. Standard pitch height was highly variable in the Baroque era: the historical 
tuning which is most commonly known today is 415Hz (as opposed to our modern 440Hz, at 
which the MIDI excerpts were rendered). Other tunings both above and below our current 
standard were frequently employed (Haynes & Cooke, 2001). We do not know for which 
standard pitch height Heinichen intended these excerpts. Pitch height has been shown to have 
an effect on musical emotion recognition, when the musical material is held constant (e.g. 
Quinto et al., 2014; Hevner, 1937). This may theoretically be generalised to standard tunings 
– in the case of a musical excerpt played at different standard tunings, the musical content 
remains invariant, but the mean pitch height will differ. Although the prior research has shown 
this effect only for much larger pitch differences (see e.g. Hevner, 1937:623, where differences 
were a fifth and an octave; a standard tuning of 415Hz would only create a difference of one 
semitone in comparison to the modern 440Hz standard), this factor may go some way towards 
explaining the present results. 
Another example of a structural parameter that has changed in Western music since the 18th 
century is temperament. Equal temperament is now the Western standard, and listeners are 
highly accustomed to this through everyday exposure. In the 18th century, many different 
tuning systems were in common use in Europe, each with its own set of acoustic parameters 
totally unique from equal temperament (Lindley, 2001). It is theoretically possible that 
temperament may modulate emotion judgments. Heinichen does not indicate a preferred 
temperament for his excerpts. They were rendered in equal temperament for the present 




difference in temperament may have skewed the ratings by deviating from the sonic baseline 
Heinichen had in mind when composing the excerpts. 
Timbre may also have played a role in the mismatch of Baroque excerpts with their expected 
areas of VA space. All the excerpts were rendered using Sibelius’ piano timbre. Vieillard et al. 
(2008:725) originally tested their excerpts as rendered in a piano timbre. Heinichen indicates 
instrumentation for his excerpts inconsistently. Timbre has sometimes been found to play a 
role in musical emotion portrayal (e.g. Balkwill & Thompson, 1999; Juslin & Laukka, 2003). 
It is possible that, despite not explicitly prescribing instrumentation for all of his excerpts, 
Heinichen may have had a specific set of timbres in mind when composing them. The use of a 
timbre not intended for the Baroque excerpts may have impacted on the VA ratings ascribed to 
them by listeners. 
A further consideration, as already mentioned, is the effect of translation and time on the 
meaning of words. The intended emotional portrayals as extracted from Heinichen’s 
descriptions for the present research may have misrepresented his expressive intentions, due to 
limitations in translation. The descriptions were being assessed in a different language to that 
in which they were originally written, and with a time difference of nearly 300 years between 
the date of publication of Der General-Bass in der Composition and the present research. It is 
difficult to determine the extent of possible errors in translation, and it cannot be known 
whether they did in fact impact the present results. The possibility, at least, is present.  
The present experiment was designed to investigate compositional cues only. Performance cues 
were controlled for in virtue of the excerpts being rendered in MIDI. This was done in part as 
a practical measure – Vieillard et al. wrote their excerpts to be played back electronically, 
without any performance cues included, and Heinichen also does not systematically indicate 
performance cues in his excerpts. The exclusion of performance cues leads to a historical 
disconnect, and thus a possible violation of ecological validity. That is, there are important 
expressive cues that have been eliminated from this (and the other quoted) studies, in favour 
of experimental control. While he does not specifically indicate these in his excerpts, Heinichen 
may well have assumed that any performer playing his excerpts would have understood the 
emotional content, and made appropriate use of performance cues to enhance its portrayal. 
Quinto et al. (2014:519-520) assessed the relative reliance on performance and compositional 
cues of different emotional portrayals. They found that anger had a heavier leaning on 




could be communicated well through both. Of the three Baroque excerpts used in the present 
experiment, the Happy excerpt had mean VA values closest to its intended quadrant (though it 
was still inaccurate by 0.13 [SD=2.06] on one dimension). The Peaceful and Angry Baroque 
excerpts both deviated from their intended quadrant (each on only one dimension) by a far 
greater margin than this (3.13 [SD=1.28] and 3.00 [SD=1.84], respectively). This lends support 
to the necessity of performance cues in accurate communication of Heinichen’s excerpts – the 
emotion portrayal with the highest leaning on compositional cues was the best-decoded of the 
three.  
The results of the experiment have now been presented and discussed. The final chapter 
summarises the results in terms of the primary research questions, and reflects on the 




CHAPTER 9. CONCLUSION 
9.1 Assessment of principal research questions 
This thesis set out to investigate two principal research questions: first, whether Baroque and 
modern musical excerpts are rated differently by listeners within emotion categories; and 
second, how the compositional cues of tempo, pitch height, mode, interval size, and texture 
relate to these ratings, both in terms of emotion labels and the dimensions of valence and 
arousal. It was found that the excerpts did indeed differ within emotion categories as a function 
of time period. This was explained in terms of the method of categorisation of the Baroque 
excerpts within emotion categories, the likely role of performance cues in the communication 
of emotion in Baroque music, and the difference in historical context between the time in which 
these excerpts were written and the present day. Issues of translation and shifting meanings of 
words over time may also have played a role. In terms of the second question, it was found that 
the levels of compositional cues within the present excerpts related to emotion categories and 
VA ratings in ways mostly supported by the existing literature.  
Interpreted very generously, the results of the present experiment provide a preliminary 
indication that emotional expression in music was conceived of differently in the Baroque era, 
and is therefore variable across time even within the narrow confines of Western music. 
However, the above-mentioned issues of categorisation, historical context, and translation of 
words (both between languages and over time) strongly discourage a generalisation of the 
present results in this context. These interfering factors present sizeable obstacles to 
comparative research on emotional portrayal in Baroque music. Baroque theorists did not make 
the task easy, giving lengthy and detailed description of emotional portrayals rather than a 
simple label. Extracting a single emotion label from such a description is a difficult and highly 
subjective process. It is worth questioning whether this process is even valid – perhaps the 
extraction of simple emotion labels from these in-depth and rich descriptions is inappropriate 
to the way in which theorists at the time thought about musical emotion. It is entirely possible 
that, if we were able to ask him, Heinichen would not be able to summarise his music-emotional 
ideas in a word; or if he could, perhaps he would be unwilling, as such a word would not fully 
capture the nuance of his intended emotional portrayal. 
9.2 Reflection and suggestions for further research 
The utility of this research in terms of Baroque performance practice lies primarily in the 




one for which the music was originally composed. It is not enough to acknowledge this 
difference without attempting to bridge the gap. Historically informed performance 
practitioners tend to have no difficulty in identifying the intended affective content of a piece 
of music, but bringing this content across to the listener is a more complex task. By exploring 
in concrete terms the relationship between Baroque and modern affective portrayals, it is 
possible to equip performers with a set of tools to use in “updating” the music to have its 
intended effect on contemporary ears. For instance, if a Baroque work that was intended to 
sound angry contains a set of compositional-structural cues more likely to sound joyful to 
contemporary listeners, performers could, if they wished, compensate for this disconnect 
through the targeted use of performance cues. 
Heinichen’s Einleitung was chosen as the source of the Baroque excerpts as it was expected to 
most clearly represent examples of emotional portrayal in Baroque music. This idea was, 
however, hamstrung by the complexity of Heinichen’s descriptions of his excerpts. An 
alternative approach would perhaps be to find examples in the vocal music of other Baroque 
composers. Much vocal music of the time was written to express and enhance the affective 
portrayal of the text (LeCoat, 1972:221). A highly proficient linguist and expert on Baroque 
rhetoric could potentially extract from the text its primary expressive idea – it would be 
necessary to locate appropriate texts, in which a single and clear emotional idea is dominant. 
Taking this interpretation to represent the intended affective portrayal of the music, the present 
experimental design could be replicated, perhaps yielding results grounded in a less equivocal 
interpretation of intended affective portrayal.  
Another option would be to vastly increase the number of stimuli used. This could be done in 
accordance with the above-mentioned procedure for the categorisation of affective portrayal, 
with a slight modification. Instead of necessitating the extraction of a single emotional idea 
from a given text, a large pool of stimuli could be assembled in which each excerpt was 
associated with a list of potential emotional portrayals. This would allow for the use of music 
written to texts that do not have a single, clear emotional idea at their core. By conducting cue 
analysis on these excerpts, and comparing the results with the large set of affective words 
identified over the excerpts, correlations could be traced between cue levels and certain words. 
For instance, if a large interval size were present to a statistically significant degree in excerpts 
from which the emotion idea of “jubilation” had been extracted (among other words), and this 
cue level was not significantly associated with any other idea in this manner, it could be inferred 




procedure proves successful, the extracted cue profiles could be compared to those of modern 
music written to portray similar emotions. This would facilitate a direct comparison of the 
compositional means employed to portray different emotions across these two time periods, 
which was not possible in the present research. 
The question of the exact nature of “affects” as the object of musical expressive intention in 
the Baroque is one that requires further investigation. If affects do not fully correspond to any 
modern definitions of emotions, the scope of the comparison between Baroque and modern 
music will have to be expanded, or the comparison may have to be abandoned altogether. The 
present research has assumed that there is enough correspondence between affects and 
emotions to allow for both to be worked with in the same terms. This assumption was made 
predominantly based on the high degree of correspondence between modern definitions of 
emotions and Descartes’ definition of the passions, which greatly informed the Doctrine of the 
Affections, upon which much of Baroque musical expression was built (Whitfield, 2010:16-
17). It is hoped that this assumption holds up. If not, alternatives will need to be sought if 
comparative research on Baroque musical emotion is to continue. 
The literature on cue utilisation in musical emotional portrayals is a rich area of knowledge, 
with a great deal of research having been conducted on both compositional and performance 
cues. The present research did not aim to assess cue utilisation inferentially, only using the 
literature as a point of comparison against which to describe the present results. In retrospect, 
it would have been profitable to control for these cues, and design an inferential model to 
examine their use. The results of the present experiment are for the most part in line with the 
literature – however, the literature itself is not without disagreements, and the present results 
could have contributed further data to this area. Given the small pool of Baroque excerpts from 
which experimental stimuli were able to be drawn, however, it would have been difficult, if 
not impossible, to produce such a design without looking elsewhere for further stimuli. 
One might argue that the choice of “happy” and “sad” as anchoring words for the valence 
dimension in the present experimental instrument may be unwise. The majority of the extant 
literature defines the dimension as a continuum of “pleasant-unpleasant”, and the terms “happy” 
and “sad” have often appeared firmly in quadrants 1 and 3 respectively, rather than falling on 
the valence axis, though they are often close (e.g. Russell, 1980). It is unclear whether the 
present terms facilitate a similar mode of judgement in participants in comparison to the 




form of an experiment utilising differently anchored valence dimensions for self-report to the 
same musical stimuli by different participants. The broad level of correspondence, at least at 
the quadrant level, between the present results and those of Vieillard et al. (2008, who used 
“pleasant” and “unpleasant” as valence anchors), suggests that there was a high degree of 
correspondence between the rating scales. However, it should be noted that the mean difference, 
assessed between the present results and those of Vieillard et al., in the mean ratings given for 
each excerpt, was higher for valence (1.36) than for arousal (0.97). The present experiment 
anchored the arousal dimension using the terms “sleepy” and “energetic”, while Vieillard et al. 
used “relaxing” and “stimulating”. If the dimensions are not equivalent, the generalisability of 
the present results in terms of the existing literature is limited. Its value would then lie primarily 
in demonstrating the discrepancy in listener ratings between the Baroque and Modern excerpts 
in terms of the rating scales used, and the descriptive analysis of cue profiles for levels on these 
scales. 
9.3 Concluding remarks 
The present research represents a tentative foray into comparative analysis of emotion portrayal 
in Baroque and modern music. This area of research has the potential to reveal data which 
would be of great practical use to performers of Baroque music, as well as of interest to music 
historians. An empirically-grounded understanding of techniques of emotional portrayal in 
Baroque music could assist performers in making historically appropriate musical choices. 
Once such an understanding has been established, further research could be conducted to 
investigate the ways in which contemporary listeners interpret music written in line with these 
techniques. There is likely to be both similarity and difference in the way this music is 
interpreted today. An understanding of this phenomenon would be of use to performers in 
navigating the complex intersection of historical authenticity and expressive efficacy in the 
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Appendix A – Musical excerpts used in the present experiment, 
cue levels, and Heinichen’s descriptions 
 
 
Identification in Vieillard et al., 2008 G03 
Emotion label Happy 
Time period Modern 
Mean valence score 3.97 (SD=1.10) 
Mean arousal score 3.1 (SD=1.71) 
BPM 91 
REP 4.4 
Mean pitch height 4.39 










Page number in Heinichen (1986) 362-364 
Emotion label Happy 
Time period Baroque 
Mean valence score -0.13 (SD=2.06) 
Mean arousal score 1.5 (SD=1.25) 
BPM 128 
REP 5.38 
Mean pitch height 8.81 




Heinichen’s description, section used in categorisation in bold: 
…we could represent the result or the consequences of the search and believe that Aminta had 
found his love; then in this case the imagination takes the opportunity to portray the playful 
looks of love: (Heinichen, 1986:362) 
Categorisation term: playful  






Identification in Vieillard et al., 2008 A07 
Emotion label Peaceful 
Time period Modern 
Mean valence score 0.13 (SD=2.01) 
Mean arousal score -2.3 (SD=1.27) 
BPM 69 
REP 2.3 
Mean pitch height -1.16 









Page number in Heinichen (1986) 348-349 
Emotion label Peaceful 
Time period Baroque 
Mean valence score 3.63 (SD=1.19) 
Mean arousal score 3.13 (SD=1.28) 
BPM 104 
REP 6.18 
Mean pitch height 9.69 




Heinichen’s description, section used in categorisation in bold: 
Should one wish to try special expressions, the words faville, pupille, l’ardore, lo squardo 
give our imagination much opportunity for pleasant and almost playful inventions. For 
example, one could represent the burning fire of love in the following invention: 
(Heinichen, 1986:348) 
Categorisation term: love 






Identification in Vieillard et al., 2008 P07 
Emotion label Angry 
Time period Modern 
Mean valence score -1.2 (SD=1.94) 
Mean arousal score 1.23 (SD=1.72) 
BPM 100 
REP 1.67 
Mean pitch height 1.27 











Heinichen’s description, section used in categorisation in bold: 
Only now the composer can derive from Metilde’s intentions that this in itself dry aria can be 
represented in the most furious of affections, which should fire invention-rich composers to 
transform their formerly suspended thoughts into beautiful musical ideas. But should the 
natural fantast require still more help, one can proceed to special expressions of the recitative 
such as: alti dissegni, e precipizii immensi, and these could give something like the following 
expression (or ten other inventions of this type): (Heinichen, 1986:332) 
Categorisation term: fury 
Category grouping: anger 
  
Page number in Heinichen (1986) 333-335 
Emotion label Angry 
Time period Baroque 
Mean valence score 3 (SD=1.84) 
Mean arousal score 3.43 (SD=1.81) 
BPM 225 
REP 7.27 
Mean pitch height 1.98 






Appendix B – Full results of statistical computations 
 
*NOTE: THROUGHOUT, “GENRE” REFERS TO TIME PERIOD 
 
MULTIVARIATE NORMALITY – MARDIA’S TEST 
 
HAPPY EXCERPTS: 
Test   Statistic              p value Result 
Mardia Skewness   9.18727713786162 0.0565851561656466     YES 
Mardia Kurtosis -1.49477034333358   0.134974388687436     YES 




Test Statistic p value Result 
Mardia Skewness   8.44215883279624 0.0766599975391936     YES 
Mardia Kurtosis -1.74572872994733 0.0808581003441406     YES 




Test Statistic p value Result 
Mardia Skewness    13.2845273484154 0.00996606135729603      NO 
Mardia Kurtosis -0.547097336549365    0.584311862012778     YES 






Q-Q PLOT FOR ANGRY EXCERPTS: 
 
PEARSON’S R 
t = 8.0415, df = 178, p-value = 1.198e-13 
95 percent confidence interval: 













Box’s M Test – Group=Genre 




VIF TEST FOR MULTICOLLINEARITY – VALENCE  
 GVIF Df GVIF^(1/(2*Df)) 
Genre 3   1         1.732051 
Label 4  2 1.414214 
Genre:Label 8   2   1.681793 
 
VIF TEST FOR MULTICOLLINEARITY – AROUSAL  
 GVIF Df GVIF^(1/(2*Df)) 
Genre 3   1         1.732051 
Label 4   2 1.414214 
Genre:Label 8   2   1.681793 
 
MANOVA TESTING FOR EFFECT OF SEX 
 Df Pillai approx F num Df den Df Pr(>F) 
Sex 1 0.0018923   0.16779       2 177 0.8457 
Residuals 178      
 
MANOVA TESTING FOR EFFECT OF PRESENTATION ORDER 
 Df Pillai approx F num Df den Df Pr(>F) 
PresOrd 1 0.020104    1.8157       2 177 0.1657 
Residuals 178      
 
MANOVA TESTING FOR EFFECT OF AGE 
 Df Pillai approx F num Df den Df Pr(>F) 
Age 1 0.0039073   0.34715       2 177 0.7072 

















Genre 1 0.34302    43.596       2     167 5.831e-16 *** 
 
Label 2 0.40206    21.135 4 336 1.467e-15 *** 
Musicianship 1 0.04506 3.940 2 167 0.021282 * 
Genre:Label 2 0.82101    58.495 4 336 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Genre:Musicianship 1 0.00190 0.159 2 167 0.853478 
Label:Musicianship 2 0.04737 2.038 4 336 0.088756 . 
Genre:Label:Musicianship 2 0.10060 4.449 4 336 0.001622 ** 
Residuals 168      
 
HOTELLING’S T2 – EFFECT OF TIME PERIOD ON HAPPY EXCERPTS 
Test stat:  46.799 
Numerator df:  2 
Denominator df:  57 
P-value:  9.432e-13 
 
HOTELLING’S T2 – EFFECT OF TIME PERIOD ON PEACEFUL EXCERPTS 
Test stat:  151.75 
Numerator df:  2 
Denominator df:  57 
P-value:  0 
 
HOTELLING’S T2 – EFFECT OF TIME PERIOD ON ANGRY EXCERPTS 
Test stat:  38.163 
Numerator df:  2 
Denominator df:  57 
P-value:  3.037e-11 
 
FACTORIAL ANOVA – VALENCE 
 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 
Genre 1 64.8 64.8 22.169 5.2e-06 *** 
Label 2 40.0 20.0 6.848 0.00138 ** 
Musicianship 1 4.4 4.4 1.490 0.22391 
Genre:Label 2 635.7 317.9   108.740 < 2e-16 *** 
Genre:Musicianship 1 0.6 0.6 0.190 0.66342 
Label:Musicianship 2 4.2 2.1 0.720 0.48809 
Genre:Label:Musicianship 2 23.5 11.7 4.016 0.01978 * 






FACTORIAL ANOVA – AROUSAL  
 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 
Genre 1 184.0 184.02 84.163 < 2e-16 *** 
Label 2 147.0 73.49 33.610 5.27e-13 *** 
Musicianship 1 8.9 8.89 4.065 0.0454 * 
Genre:Label 2 375.2 187.62   85.809 < 2e-16 *** 
Genre:Musicianship 1 0.1 0.09 0.041 0.8405 
Label:Musicianship 2 10.8 5.42 2.480 0.0868 . 
Genre:Label:Musicianship 2 17.9 8.96 4.096 0.0183 * 
Residuals 168 367.3 2.19   
 
RESULTS OF TUKEY’S HSD TEST FOR FACTORIAL ANOVA WITH VALENCE 
AS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE 
$Genre 
M-B 
diff    




H-A   
P-A   
P-H 
diff        
1.01666667 



















M:H-M:A   
B:P-M:A   
M:P-M:A   
M:H-B:H   
B:P-B:H   











5.1666667   
4.8333333   
1.3333333   
4.1000000   























B:NM-B:M    
M:NM-B:M   
B:NM-M:M    
M:NM-M:M    
M:NM-B:NM  
















P:M-A:M     









A:NM-A:M    
H:NM-A:M 
P:NM-A:M    
P:M-H:M     
A:NM-H:M   
H:NM-H:M    
P:NM-H:M    
A:NM-P:M   
H:NM-P:M    
P:NM-P:M   
H:NM-A:NM   
P:NM-A:NM   
P:NM-H:NM  
0.4000000  



























B:H:M-B:A:M    
M:H:M-B:A:M     
B:P:M-B:A:M     
M:P:M-B:A:M    
B:A:NM-B:A:M   
M:A:NM-B:A:M   
B:H:NM-B:A:M   
M:H:NM-B:A:M    
B:P:NM-B:A:M    
M:P:NM-B:A:M   
B:H:M-M:A:M     
M:H:M-M:A:M     
B:P:M-M:A:M     
M:P:M-M:A:M     
B:A:NM-M:A:M    
M:A:NM-M:A:M    
B:H:NM-M:A:M    
M:H:NM-M:A:M    
B:P:NM-M:A:M    
M:P:NM-M:A:M    
M:H:M-B:H:M     
B:P:M-B:H:M     
M:P:M-B:H:M     
B:A:NM-B:H:M    
M:A:NM-B:H:M    
B:H:NM-B:H:M    
M:H:NM-B:H:M    
B:P:NM-B:H:M    
M:P:NM-B:H:M    
B:P:M-M:H:M    
M:P:M-M:H:M    
B:A:NM-M:H:M   
M:A:NM-M:H:M   
B:H:NM-M:H:M   














5.93333333   
5.40000000   
2.06666667  
4.60000000   
1.20000000  
2.46666667   
5.60000000   
5.46666667   
1.80000000  
5.06666667   
4.53333333   
1.20000000  
3.73333333   
0.33333333  
1.60000000  
4.73333333   
















































B:P:NM-M:H:M   
M:P:NM-M:H:M   
M:P:M-B:P:M    
B:A:NM-B:P:M   
M:A:NM-B:P:M   
B:H:NM-B:P:M   
M:H:NM-B:P:M    
B:P:NM-B:P:M    
M:P:NM-B:P:M   
B:A:NM-M:P:M    
M:A:NM-M:P:M 
B:H:NM-M:P:M    
M:H:NM-M:P:M    
B:P:NM-M:P:M    
M:P:NM-M:P:M   
M:A:NM-B:A:NM  
B:H:NM-B:A:NM 
M:H:NM-B:A:NM   
B:P:NM-B:A:NM   
M:P:NM-B:A:NM  
B:H:NM-M:A:NM   
M:H:NM-M:A:NM   
B:P:NM-M:A:NM   
M:P:NM-M:A:NM   
M:H:NM-B:H:NM   














2.53333333   
-0.86666667  
0.40000000  
3.53333333   








4.40000000   
4.26666667   
0.60000000  
3.13333333   


















































RESULTS OF TUKEY’S HSD TEST FOR FACTORIAL ANOVA WITH AROUSAL 





















diff        









B:H-M:A   
M:H-M:A   
B:P-M:A   
M:P-M:A  
M:H-B:H   
B:P-B:H   
M:P-B:H  
B:P-M:H   
M:P-M:H  
M:P-B:P  







1.86666667   
1.90000000   
-3.56666667  
1.60000000   























B:NM-B:M   
M:NM-B:M   
B:NM-M:M    
M:NM-M:M   
M:NM-B:NM  




1.5777778   
-0.4000000  










P:M-A:M    
A:NM-A:M   
H:NM-A:M   
P:NM-A:M   
P:M-H:M    
A:NM-H:M   
H:NM-H:M   
P:NM-H:M   
A:NM-P:M    
H:NM-P:M    
P:NM-P:M    
H:NM-A:NM   
P:NM-A:NM  
P:NM-H:NM  










1.4666667   


























B:H:M-B:A:M    
M:H:M-B:A:M    
B:P:M-B:A:M    
M:P:M-B:A:M 
B:A:NM-B:A:M 
M:A:NM-B:A:M   
B:H:NM-B:A:M   
M:H:NM-B:A:M   
B:P:NM-B:A:M   
M:P:NM-B:A:M   
B:H:M-M:A:M    
M:H:M-M:A:M     
B:P:M-M:A:M     
M:P:M-M:A:M    
B:A:NM-M:A:M    
M:A:NM-M:A:M   
B:H:NM-M:A:M   
M:H:NM-M:A:M    
B:P:NM-M:A:M    
M:P:NM-M:A:M   
M:H:M-B:H:M     
B:P:M-B:H:M     
M:P:M-B:H:M    
B:A:NM-B:H:M    
M:A:NM-B:H:M   
B:H:NM-B:H:M    
M:H:NM-B:H:M    
B:P:NM-B:H:M    
M:P:NM-B:H:M   
B:P:M-M:H:M    
M:P:M-M:H:M    
B:A:NM-M:H:M   
M:A:NM-M:H:M   
B:H:NM-M:H:M   
M:H:NM-M:H:M   
B:P:NM-M:H:M   
M:P:NM-M:H:M   
M:P:M-B:P:M   
B:A:NM-B:P:M   
M:A:NM-B:P:M   
B:H:NM-B:P:M   
M:H:NM-B:P:M   
B:P:NM-B:P:M   
M:P:NM-B:P:M  
B:A:NM-M:P:M    
M:A:NM-M:P:M    
B:H:NM-M:P:M    
M:H:NM-M:P:M    














































5.933333e+00   
3.400000e+00   
4.400000e+00   






















































B:P:NM-M:P:M    






B:H:NM-M:A:NM   
M:H:NM-M:A:NM   
B:P:NM-M:A:NM   
M:P:NM-M:A:NM  
M:H:NM-B:H:NM   
B:P:NM-B:H:NM   
M:P:NM-B:H:NM  
B:P:NM-M:H:NM   
M:P:NM-M:H:NM  
M:P:NM-B:P:NM  








2.133333e+00   

















































Appendix C – Data gathering materials 
Questionnaire 















































SAD                                                                           NEUTRAL                                                       HAPPY 
-5              -4               -3              -2              -1               0               1                2                3               4                5  
 
SLEEPY                                                                     NEUTRAL                                                              ENERGETIC      




SAD                                                                           NEUTRAL                                                       HAPPY 
-5              -4               -3              -2              -1               0               1                2                3               4                5  
 
SLEEPY                                                                     NEUTRAL                                                              ENERGETIC      




SAD                                                                           NEUTRAL                                                       HAPPY 
-5              -4               -3              -2              -1               0               1                2                3               4                5  
 
SLEEPY                                                                     NEUTRAL                                                              ENERGETIC      







SAD                                                                           NEUTRAL                                                       HAPPY 
-5              -4               -3              -2              -1               0               1                2                3               4                5  
 
SLEEPY                                                                     NEUTRAL                                                              ENERGETIC      




SAD                                                                           NEUTRAL                                                       HAPPY 
-5              -4               -3              -2              -1               0               1                2                3               4                5  
 
SLEEPY                                                                     NEUTRAL                                                              ENERGETIC      




SAD                                                                           NEUTRAL                                                       HAPPY 
-5              -4               -3              -2              -1               0               1                2                3               4                5  
 
SLEEPY                                                                     NEUTRAL                                                              ENERGETIC      
-5              -4              -3               -2              -1               0               1                2                3               4                5 
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